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This work consists of ve separate essays that examine the banking industry
from a number of viewpoints.
In the rst essay, I consider how the ratchet eect interacts with workers' ability
to cooperate to determine eort provision in teams.

I show how the dominant

constraint varies with both the size of the team and the members' ability to monitor
each other's eort. Small teams tend to have their eort provision constrained by
the ratchet eect; large teams are instead constrained by the inability of the team
members to demand eort from each other.
In the second essay, I examine the phenomenon of large team transfers in
professional service rms, especially investment banks.

I argue that large team

moves occur because employees benet by working with the most talented coworkers. Above-average teams may move together to eectively exclude younger, lesstalented workers. These team transfers are optimal when employees are remunerated with team-based bonuses, which may explain their signicance in investment
banking.
In the third essay, I consider the securitization market.

First, I provide an

explanation for equilibrium credit ratings ination that does not require investor
irrationality. Second, I argue that moral hazard in securitization results in banks
either selling the entirety of securitized products, or none at all. Finally, I consider
a number of possible government interventions in the market and conclude that
many proposed interventions are either ineectual or counterproductive.
In the fourth essay, we design an improved LIBOR reporting mechanism. This
mechanism, which we name the whistleblower mechanism, uses the revealed preference of other banks to determine the borrowing rate of a given bank. Truthful
reporting is the sole equilibrium of the mechanism that we design; the mechanism
is budget-balanced.
In the fth essay, we consider the analogy between systemic risk and pollution.
We argue that an ex post tax cannot replicate capital regulation because of a
`polluter cannot pay' problem. Secondly, we show an equivalency result between
ex ante taxation and capital regulation. We then show that unless the ex ante tax
is levied in capital, however, it may perversely increase the amount of debt in the
nancial system. We argue for further capital regulation.
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Abstract
This work consists of ve separate essays that examine the banking industry from a number of viewpoints.
In the rst essay, I consider how the ratchet eect interacts with workers' ability to cooperate to determine eort provision in teams. I show how
the dominant constraint varies with both the size of the team and the members' ability to monitor each other's eort. Small teams tend to have their
eort provision constrained by the ratchet eect; large teams are instead constrained by the inability of the team members to demand eort from each
other.
In the second essay, I examine the phenomenon of large team transfers
in professional service rms, especially investment banks. I argue that large
team moves occur because employees benet by working with the most talented coworkers. Above-average teams may move together to eectively exclude younger, less-talented workers. These team transfers are optimal when
employees are remunerated with team-based bonuses, which may explain their
signicance in investment banking.
In the third essay, I consider the securitization market. First, I provide
an explanation for equilibrium credit ratings ination that does not require
investor irrationality.

Second, I argue that moral hazard in securitization

results in banks either selling the entirety of securitized products, or none at
all. Finally, I consider a number of possible government interventions in the
market and conclude that many proposed interventions are either ineectual
or counterproductive.
In the fourth essay, we design an improved LIBOR reporting mechanism.
This mechanism, which we name the whistleblower mechanism, uses the
revealed preference of

other

banks to determine the borrowing rate of a given

bank. Truthful reporting is the sole equilibrium of the mechanism that we
design; the mechanism is budget-balanced.
In the fth essay, we consider the analogy between systemic risk and
pollution. We argue that an ex post tax cannot replicate capital regulation
because of a `polluter cannot pay' problem. Secondly, we show an equivalency
result between ex ante taxation and capital regulation. We then show that
unless the ex ante tax is levied in capital, however, it may perversely
the amount of debt in the nancial system.
regulation.

increase

We argue for further capital
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Chapter 1
Introduction
If there is a single lesson to be taken from the economic events of the past
ve years, it is the imperative for an understanding of the banking sector. The
banking system permeates nearly every aspect of modern economic life, and
the Global Financial Crisis has shown us how devastating an interruption to
these banking services can be. The need for additional research in the sector
is clear. This work, which considers the banking industry from a number of
novel viewpoints, comes at a most appropriate time.
At its best, the banking system transforms short-term demand deposits
into long-term loan assets and chooses the ideal recipients of these loans. This
maturity transformation, however, exposes the banking system to potentially
damaging bank runs  possibly caused by nothing more than the fear thereof.
Banks' instability provides the primary justication for deposit insurance:
ensuring that bank depositors are not nancially at risk if their bank fails.
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The diculty in correctly pricing default insurance, however, often results in
a net subsidy to the banking sector. Similarly, the too-big-to-fail guarantee
given by governments fearful of bank defaults results in an implicit subsidy
of bank debt. These subsidies create incentives for bank managers to take on
undue risks, and exacerbate the inherent instability of the sector.
In addition to exhibiting inherent instabilities, banking is of critical importance to the wider economy. Since the Great Depression, research has concluded that a well-functioning banking system is crucial for a well-functioning
economy.

The inverse is also true: large disruptions in the banking sector

often lead to economic disasters. Therefore, it is the banking sector's instability, combined with its importance to the wider economy, that encourages
signicant government involvement.
The events of the past ve years have conrmed these historical justications, albeit with a number of new complications. The problem of bank runs,
largely believed to have been solved with deposit insurance, reappeared in
the form of repo runs in the shadow banking market. Bank securitization allowed the bursting of the United States' housing bubble to result in a global
recession.

And ever-increasing banker incentive pay raised the question of

whether bankers could truly be thought to be making decisions in the best
interests of shareholders.

This work aims to improve our understanding of

these factors in order to allow better functioning and oversight of the banking
sector in the future.

2

The major contribution of this work is contained in Chapters 3 to 7. Each
chapter is presented as a distinct research paper, with its own introduction,
literature review, conclusions and appendix. A more general literature review,
presenting both the historical justication for banking regulation and more
recent research, is included in Chapter 2.
The rst two papers, in Chapters 3 and 4, consider bankers as individuals. Chapter 3, Team Cooperation and the Ratchet Eect, considers how
employee cooperation interacts with the ratchet eect to determine team effort provision.

Focused more broadly than just banking, this paper draws

a number of insights about employee actions generally.

I argue that when

teams exert eort towards a common goal, their level of eort provision is
constrained either by the ratchet eect, or by the team's ability to cooperate. The dominant constraint varies with the size of the team. Small teams
underprovide eort because of the ratchet eect. Large teams, however, are
largely unimpacted by the ratchet eect: eort is constrained by the inability
of the workers to monitor each other's eort provision.
Chapter 4, Team Transfers in Investment Banks, examines the phenomenon
of large team movements between rms. I use the frequency of team transfers
in investment banks as a motivation to develop a more general explanation
for their use. I conclude that a combination of informational and contractual
constraints may provide workers with an incentive to work with the most talented coworkers. This incentive may manifest itself in transfers that maintain
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existing team structures across dierent rms. I show these team transfers
should be positively related to the incentive to work with strong coworkers
 possibly proxied by the signicance of team-based bonus pay. This is consistent with the observation that team transfers are especially frequent in
investment banks (where large team-based bonus pay is common). As both
poaching and employee pay are determined endogenously, however, precise
conclusions are dicult.
The latter three papers, in Chapters 5 to 7, consider banking as an industry. Chapter 5, Capital Recycling and Moral Hazard in the Securitization
Market, considers possible government involvement in the securitization market. In this chapter, I illustrate how moral hazard problems in the market can
cause ratings ination with perfectly rational investors. Similar problems can
lead to an all-or-nothing result in the sale of securitized products. Then, I argue that while these moral hazard problems are clearly problematic, they do
not necessitate government involvement in the market. Instead, I show that
a range of proposed regulations are either ineectual or counterproductive.
Chapter 6, A Mechanism for LIBOR, is written jointly with Joel Shapiro.
In this work, we design a mechanism to improve upon the current LIBOR
reporting process. Our mechanism incentivizes truthful disclosure of banks'
borrowing rates through an application of the revealed preference of

other

banks. Transactions are used insofar as they exist, but the mechanism works
even when trading does not occur. Our mechanism is budget-balanced and
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also more robust to collusion between banks than the current BBA mechanism.
Chapter 7, Taxation and Regulation of Banks to Manage Systemic Risk,
is written jointly with Colin Mayer and John Vickers. Here, we consider differences between taxation and regulation of the banking system. We provide
an equivalency result, illustrating that under certain strong assumptions the
same economic outcome can be achieved with either taxation or capital regulation. When this result is moved into a Ramsey tax framework, however,
we conclude that taxation can only replicate capital regulation if the tax is
levied in the form of capital itself. We conclude that taxes cannot easily replicate the achievements of capital regulation and recommend the use of capital
regulation where possible.
Chapter 8 concludes the work with a discussion of my major research
contributions.

In this thesis, I explain how bankers' desires to work with

talented coworkers are manifested in team transfers. I also demonstrate how
the ratchet eect combines with cooperation in teams to determine eort.
Viewing the banking industry as a whole, I illustrate how well-intentioned
securitization regulations may backre, and how stricter capital requirements
may be the optimal form of regulation. Finally, I propose a LIBOR reporting
mechanism that will improve the robustness and accuracy of the benchmark
in the future. These points, broad in nature, contribute signicantly to our
understanding of the banking industry.

5

Chapter 2
Literature Review
Each chapter in this thesis contains a discussion of the academic work most
relevant to its particular topic. The purpose of this overarching review, then,
is to provide background information on the importance of the banking system
and the possible imperative for government involvement in the industry. I rst
describe the literature on general approaches to banking regulation and the
reasons for such regulation. Then, I give a brief overview of the causes and
consequences of the most recent crisis.

I conclude with a discussion of the

newest literature that has developed since this crisis.
Freixas & Rochet (1997) dene a bank as an institution whose current
operations consist in granting loans and receiving deposits from the public.
These two operations can each be considered individually.
Diamond (1984) denes banks with respect to their role as delegated monitors: banks are agents that monitor loan recipients on behalf of the original
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owners of the capital (depositors). As monitoring is costly, economics of scale
suggest that it is most eciently done by a central party rather than by a
number of parties individually. Banks, by aggregating the assets of depositors
and then acting as the sole monitor for originated loans, serve to reduce the
wasteful repetition of monitoring.
Banks' role as delegated monitors has been the subject of a range of
academic research.

The acquisition of a bank loan has been shown to be

a positive signal about a company, and companies that announce contracted
loans achieve substantial abnormal returns in the market (Fama, 1985; James,
1987).

Dahiya et al. (2003) show the inverse:

when banks

sell

the loan

of a given rm, the market interprets this as a negative signal about the
rm. These papers show the positive benet brought to a rm through bank
monitoring.
More recent research has often focused on the role of securitization in
the reallocation of credit risk. Until quite recently, banks always kept their
originated loans on their balance sheets until maturity  Gorton & Pennacchi (1995) argue that this was a necessity because of loan monitoring moral
hazard.

More recently, however, banks have been able to securitize loans

for sale to other nancial market participants. Due (2008) describes this
transition, and also overviews the benets and costs of the current system of
securitization. At its best, securitization leads to the ecient allocation of
risk throughout the economy: banks need only focus on loan origination, and
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other intermediaries with a competitive advantage in holding risk can purchase the receipts of these loans. At its worst, however, securitization leads
to lowered incentives for banks to originate the correct loans. When banks do
not bear the costs of their actions, they may not have the correct incentives
to choose the correct loan recipients. My chapter entitled Capital Recycling
and Moral Hazard in the Securitization Market contributes to this literature
on the current system of securitization.
Issuing loans is only part of the role of banks, however.

To fund these

loans, banks receive demand deposits from the general public. By borrowing
short and lending long, banks engage in maturity transformation. This provides value to the economy, but it also exposes banks to a number of risks,
the clearest of which is the possibility of a bank run.
In their seminal paper, Diamond & Dybvig (1983) illustrate that bank
runs represent a `bad' equilibrium. While all investors keeping their money
in the bank is the Pareto-dominant outcome, if a suciently large number
of investors run, it is optimal for

all

investors to run.

1

This run leads to

the costly calling-in of loans and the bank's insolvency. By itself, then, the
danger of bank runs suggests a role for deposit insurance. In the stylized world
of Diamond & Dybvig (1983), deposit insurance may be provided costlessly
because banks can only default for bad-equilibrium reasons.
Deposit insurance brings with it a problem, however.

1 Informally, bank runs may be viewed as a self-fullling prophecy.
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By insuring the

accounts of depositors, the government reduces the amount that the bank
must pay to depositors to borrow their money.

2

In eect, the borrowers

demand only the risk-free rate, rather than the higher amount warranted by
the riskiness of the bank.

If the government imposes a xed-rate deposit

scheme then this provides a moral hazard for excessive risk taking (Keeley,
1990).

In an uninsured situation, the interest rate charged to the bank by

creditors should increase as the bank's risk increases. With deposit insurance,
however, the funding cost of the bank is independent of the risk assumed.
Thus, deposit insurance serves as a put option given to the owners of the
bank. The owners maximize the value of this put by assuming the maximum

3

possible risk.

These diculties with deposit insurance are well-understood. Therefore,
when governments impose deposit insurance schemes, they are almost always
accompanied by a range of dierent regulatory interventions. These regulations attempt to control the risk-taking incentives of banks, so as to minimize
the implicit subsidy given. The instability of the banking system by itself,
however, is likely insucient to justify the range of regulations imposed. Indeed, banks are heavily regulated because of the combination of their inherent
instability

and

their systemic importance.

2 More generally, a deposit insurance scheme is unable to dierentiate between a bank
that fails because of a run, and a bank that fails for other reasons.

3 The argument that bank owners maximize the value of the government put option by

maximizing the risk that they assume requires that accurately-priced deposit insurance is
impossible. Chan et al. (1992) illustrate that this is almost certainly the case.
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The costs of improper bank regulation are heavy because the impact of
bank failure is so great. Bernanke (1983), in one of the seminal works in this
area, explains that the Great Depression occurred as a consequence of the
runs on banks and the excessive defaults thereof. He argues that losses in
the banking sector led to a deterioration in nancial intermediation in the
economy. This, in turn, meant that capital was unable to ow to areas in the
economy where it would have been most useful, prolonging the crisis. More
recent work expands on this basic idea. Ashcraft (2005) considers more recent data, and concludes that US bank subsidiary closures in the late 1980s
and early 1990s led to a roughly three percent decrease in economic activity
in aected areas. Other approaches consider the impact of bank failure on
specic rms rather than the economy at large.

Slovin et al. (1993) con-

sider the default of Continental Illinois in 1984, and show that rms with
lending relationships with the bank underperformed the market in the days
surrounding the bankruptcy. This relationship has been shown additionally
by Yamori & Murakami (1999) in the Japanese banking crisis, and by Bae
et al. (2002) with respect to Korean bank downgrades. Even more recently,
Fernando et al. (2012) show that the investment banking clients of Lehman
Brothers signicantly underperformed their peers in the days immediately
following the bank's bankruptcy.
The signicant impact of bank failures both on the companies with which
they interact, and the wider economy, suggests the need for some form of
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government intervention.

In the wake of the most recent crisis, there have

been a wide range of proposed interventions. Before discussing these, however,
it may be helpful to discuss the root causes of the recent Global Financial
Crisis.
Trying to describe the precise causes of the recent crisis is of course difcult.

At the most basic level, the crisis resulted from the bursting of the

US housing bubble. What would otherwise have been a local concern turned
global because of the practice of securitization: banks selling the economic
receipts of assets to other investors. Securitization allowed banks to originate
mortgage loans to individuals with little to no hope of paying the loans back,
and to sell ownership of these assets on to others.

As the housing bubble

grew, the quality of these loans was hidden: borrowers could easily renance
home mortgages in a rising market. When the market suddenly turned, however, the `toxicity' of the securitized assets was revealed.

4

Fears spread about

the possibility of an Allen & Gale (2000) style contagion. Banks and other
investors the world over lost billions, and credit evaporated as they attempted
to shore up balance sheets.
The crisis may not have been as severe, however, had it not been for
an additional factor. Exacerbating the impact of losses in the securitization
market, a modern bank run also disrupted the banking sector.

Gorton &

4 Recent research by Cheng et al. (2013) refutes the argument that industry professionals
foresaw the crisis. In their work, the authors show that securitization professionals fared
no better in the crisis (and often much worse) than others in their personal investments,
believing the housing market boom to be sustainable.
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Metrick (2012) assign the blame for the most recent crisis on a run in the
repurchase (repo) market. They suggest that the crisis was caused by a traditional bank run, albeit one that took place in the shadow banking sector.
By funding investments in long-dated assets with short-term repo nancing,
banks performed their traditional role as maturity transformers.

The repo

market, however, was unprotected by deposit insurance, allowing the possibility of a `bad equilibrium' bank run. When losses began to appear across
the nancial system, the repo market dried up as rms called in whatever
loans they could. Starved for liquidity, banks were forced to generate it in
any way possible, causing a re sale in complex assets (Diamond & Rajan,
2011a). These repo runs appear to have caused at least as much damage as
the more traditional runs aicting banks like Northern Rock.
The crisis has spurred a great deal of research into the proper regulation (if any) of the banking system. This research has ranged from the highly
theoretical to the distinctly practical, having received contributions from academics, regulators, and practitioners alike. A full discussion of this range of
research is clearly impossible in this short overview.

Therefore, I will only

draw attention to four relevant sub-streams.
First, considerable recent research has focused on banking regulation holistically. Rather than examining precise interventions, this stream of research
considers the problem of government intervention in the banking market more
generally.

Goodhart (2008), for example, makes the wide-reaching insight
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that any (binding) nancial regulation must constrain the activities of regulated rms relative to those unregulated. Insofar as they are possible, then,
ows between the regulated and unregulated parts of the economy are encouraged by nancial regulation. Regardless of where the regulatory boundary is
set, its mere existence encourages substitution towards the unregulated part
of the nancial system: this substitution may signicantly undermine the regulation's eectiveness. This approach is extended in Goodhart (2010), which
considers whether the inherent pro-cyclicality of nancial regulation can potentially be mitigated. In a related approach, Acharya (2009) argues that if
regulation is designed at the bank-level, without consideration of the systemwide implications, it encourages greater correlation between bank risks, and
possibly greater systemic risks. Finally, scholars have begun to consider the
incentives of the regulators themselves, and how these may inuence the execution of prescribed policy. Morrison & White (2010), for example, illustrate
how a regulator's desire to maintain a positive reputation may encourage

5

forbearance in its interactions with possibly distressed banks.

Secondly, recent research has considered the optimal regulation from a
theoretical vantage.

Much of the recent focus has been on liquidity crises,

especially the impact of cash-in-the-market pricing and accompanying regulation. Acharya & Yorulmazer (2008) argue that in a liquidity crisis, cash-inthe-market constraints may depress the prices of assets across the nancial

5 This has parallels to the earlier analysis of Mailath & Mester (1994), who conclude that
regulators may not close down problematic banks because of a time-inconsistency problem.
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system. This represents a possible mechanism for contagion and may therefore justify government intervention in the market. Either ex post bailouts or
an ex post liquidity injection system can potentially improve social welfare.

6

Diamond & Rajan (2011b) make a similar insight about possible interactions
between illiquidity and insolvency, and provide an algorithm for government
intervention in the case of an anticipated crisis.

Freixas et al. (2011), in

turn, draw conclusions about how optimal intervention depends on whether
an aggregate or distributional liquidity shock arises. Other research, like Admati et al. (2010), has emphasized the eectiveness of capital requirements

7

(and questioned many of the arguments against).

Others have proposed

wide-reaching improvements that include many of these more targeted interventions (French et al., 2010b). I contribute to this theoretical literature in
the chapter entitled Taxation and Regulation of Banks to Manage Systemic
Risk, in which I contest the oft-made analogy between bank taxation and
capital requirements.
Thirdly, research has started considering more fully the role of individual bankers in rms' decision-making. Rather than focusing on the bank as
the entity of interest, this stream of inquiry considers the individuals within
banks, and how their `micro' decisions impact the activity of the sector in ag-

6 Interestingly, Acharya et al. (2011) contest this point. In this later work, the authors
argue that a commitment to liquidity injections may be ex post optimal, but it provides
improper ex ante incentives. A major advantage to holding liquidity is the possible purchase
of assets at re-sale prices during a crisis; a government commitment to injecting liquidity
(conditionally) increases prices, and therefore decreases the incentive to hold liquidity in
the rst place.

7 This argument is expanded in their more recent book, Admati & Hellwig (2013).
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gregate. Fahlenbrach & Stulz (2011), for example, show empirically that the
greater the incentive alignment between the CEO of a bank and its sharehold-

8

ers, the greater was the risk taken on in the most recent crisis.

An analysis

of this type is impossible if banks are considered as decision-making entities
themselves.

Thanassoulis (2012b) has approached this stream of literature

in a slightly dierent way, focusing on the pay of bank employees. He concludes that competition in attracting skilled labour drives up banks' wage
bills, resulting in greater sector instability. Imposing restrictions on banker
bonuses reduces the exibility of pay structures while leaving the competition for employees unchanged, resulting in a net

decrease

in stability. In the

more recent Thanassoulis (2012a), this analysis is expanded to suggest that a
regulatory limit on

gross

pay may achieve the same goals as a Tier 1 capital

requirement. Other research has considered the impact of overworked directors on bank risk (Cooper & Uzun, 2012); still more considers cross-sectional
variation in the impact of bank risk on executive dismissal (Schaeck et al.,
2012). In the chapters entitled Team Cooperation and the Ratchet Eect
and Team Transfers in Investment Banks, I similarly examine the incentives
of individual employees.
Fourthly, many governments have commissioned reports on the optimal
intervention from a more practical point of view. In the UK this has taken

8 A similar analysis is also completed by Laeven & Levine (2009), who consider the power
of shareholders directly, through an analysis of bank ownership structure and regulation.
They make the same conclusion: the greater the power of shareholders, the greater the risk
taken on in the most recent crisis.
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the form of the Independent Commission on Banking (2011), more informally known as the Vickers Report. The Vickers Report recommends greater
capital requirements for their role in loss-absorption, yet recognizes the diculty in a unilaterally imposed increase in regulation that is not matched by
other countries. The Report also recommends structural reform, specically
the retail ring-fencing of UK banks. This would entail a partial separation
between those aspects of the banks that are of critical importance to the

9

economy, and other less-critical aspects of the banks.

The Vickers Report

was soon followed by the Report of the European Commission's High-Level
Expert Group on Bank Structural Reform, more commonly known as the Li-

10

ikanen Report.

The Liikanen Report makes a series of suggestions: recovery

and resolution plans (living wills), bail-in instruments, robust risk weights for
capital requirements, and greater importance on corporate governance. The
fth recommendation of the report, mandatory separation of trading activities from retail banking, is similar to the Volker Rule component of the United
States' Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act. Overall, the various national inquiries and reports have focused to a greater extent
on structural reform than has the accompanying academic research.
The recent crisis has brought with it a great range of research into the
banking system and possible government involvement in the industry. This

9 For reasons of brevity, I am necessarily simplifying the recommendations of the Vickers
Report and others.

10 The Liikanen Report is so-named for Erkki Liikanen, Governor of the Bank of Finland

and Chair of the group of experts.
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chapter provides only a brief overview of the historic literature and the new
literature spawned in the wake of the crisis. Each of the following ve chapters is accompanied by its own, more targeted literature review. The major
contribution of the thesis is in these chapters.
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Chapter 3
Team Cooperation and the
Ratchet Eect
Abstract
Managers are often unable to sign or commit to long-term employment contracts. Workers, in response, may reduce their eort
provision because managers with strong bargaining power respond
to good performance by oering more demanding contracts in the
future. This is the ratchet eect. I examine how the ratchet eect
interacts with employees' ability to monitor one another in determining eort provision in teams. The dominant constraint on
employee eort varies with team size and inter-employee monitoring. Small, closely-knit teams' eort is determined by the ratchet
eect. Larger, diuse teams have eort instead held back by the
inability of workers to cooperate. The ratchet eect may thus be
a primarily small team phenomenon, circumscribing its applicability.
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3.1

Introduction

Managers are often unable to commit to long-term employment contracts.
Workers, in response, may reduce their eort because they believe that managers with strong bargaining power will respond to good performance by
oering more demanding contracts in the future. This is the ratchet eect.
In this paper, I illustrate how the ratchet eect and team social pressure combine to determine the level of eort provision in teams. When team members
can monitor the eort that each provides but the manager cannot, team members apply social pressure on their coworkers to raise the equilibrium level of
eort. In large teams, this pressure is diuse and it therefore serves as the
binding constraint on eort provision.
is strong.

The implicit

disincentive

eect, however, is also strong.

In small teams, the social pressure

to exert eort provided by the ratchet

Thus, while workers could apply sucient

social pressure to incentivize greater eort, they rationally do not, so as to
appear less talented as a group.

These dierential constraints imply that

comparative statics are non-monotonic, and that the ratchet eect may have
markedly dierent impacts on ostensibly similar teams.
When employees have hidden ability, managers use realized productivity
to update their priors about worker ability. If managers cannot sign or commit
to long-term contracts, they use this information in an ex post optimal way:
oering more demanding contracts to workers with greater perceived ability.
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This ex post use of information by the manager provides an ex ante disincentive for workers to exert eort: the ratchet eect. This eect is strongest
when current performance is strongly informative about (future) ability and
employees are patient.
In this paper, I create an innite-period model to investigate optimal
contracting and eort provision when the ratchet eect is present.

I begin

by considering a benchmark case in which workers are completely unable to
monitor the eort provision of their coworkers. I name the equilibrium of this
model the

independent equilibrium, as workers' actions cannot be conditioned

on each other's behaviour. In this equilibrium, the explicit incentives created
through optimal wage contracts strictly outweigh the implicit incentives generated through the ratchet eect. Thus, while the ratchet eect reduces the
incentive to exert eort, eort provided remains strictly positive. The more
signicant the ratchet eect, the more workers temper their eort provision.
Next, I consider the full model in which employees probabilistically observe the eort decisions of their coworkers. In the Pareto-dominant equilibrium, workers condition their eort decisions on the past decisions of their
coworkers. I interpret this as social pressure. Workers play a trigger strategy, under which each worker exerts greater eort than is privately optimal,
but still less than is socially optimal. I rst show that both managers and
workers generate greater surplus in this equilibrium than in the independent
equilibrium. I then describe how the binding constraints on the manager's
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maximization vary with the amount of social pressure.

Large teams with

poor monitoring abilities are unable to exert enough pressure on their constituent members to provide the socially optimal level of eort. Small teams
with strong monitoring abilities, instead, could coordinate on the social optimum but under-provide eort to signal low ability. I name the equilibria
that obtain in these states the

cooperation-constrained equilibrium

ratchet-constrained equilibrium,

respectively.

and the

(The independent equilibrium

is a special case of cooperation-constrained equilibrium.) With these two distinct equilibria dened, I am able to derive a number of comparative statics.
First, I show that teams pass through three distinct regions as workers'
ability to monitor one another improves. For low levels of inter-worker monitoring, improvements in monitoring lead to higher levels of eort provision,
and higher levels of both worker utility and managerial prot. In this region,
improved monitoring allows workers to demand higher eort provision from
each other. The higher eort leads to a prot increase for the manager, but
also to the payment of eciency wages to the workers.
In the second region, increases in monitoring ability continue to cause
increases in both eort provided and managerial prot. However, increases
in worker monitoring ability now lead to

decreases

in worker utility.

This

occurs because while the greater eort provision leads to greater total surplus, workers' improved ability to discover deviations from the equilibrium
decreases their payo from defection. Thus, while workers are exerting even
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greater eort relative to their private optimum, the lowered probability of
defecting unnoticed leads to a net decrease in the eciency wage required to
incentivize this greater eort.
The more signicant the ratchet eect, the larger is the third and nal
region. In this region, improvements in monitoring have no impact on eort
provision.

While workers

could

demand greater exertion from their team-

mates, they instead under-provide in an attempt to signal low ability. This
ratchet-eect-induced behaviour results in a cap on surplus creation. Interestingly, improvements in monitoring continue to lead to higher managerial prot
and lower worker surplus because of a decrease in the eciency wage.

Ef-

fectively, inter-worker monitoring substitutes for managerial monitoring and
leads to a decrease in information rents extracted by the employees. These
results suggest a number of broader conclusions.
First, my results suggest that the ratchet eect places an upper limit on
the social benets of worker cooperation. When managers can sign long-term
contracts, the socially optimal level of eort can generally be incentivized.
This is no longer true when the ratchet eect applies. The more signicant
is the ratchet eect, the more likely it is that workers are able to maintain a
more productive cooperative equilibrium, but rationally do not.
Second, the ratchet eect may be a signicant constraint only in small
teams. In small teams, once the team's ability to cooperate exceeds a given
level, further increases are irrelevant. The team restricts its eort provision
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because of the ratchet eect.

Large teams are instead constrained by the

ability of the team to cooperate; the ratchet eect is of limited relevance. This
circumscribes the ratchet eect's applicability, and suggests that it may be
only a minor concern when considering certain types of optimal contracting.
Third, I illustrate that changes in monitoring technology may have surprising eects that vary with team size and monitoring ability. A change in
technology that allows more accurate measurement of worker output by both
the manager and the other workers, for example, may signicantly benet
large teams constrained primarily by cooperation.

The improvement may

allow increases in production, protability, and employee welfare. For small
teams constrained by the ratchet eect, however, the same change in technology may lead to an exacerbation in the ratchet eect, and thus

lower

produc-

tion. This suggests that knowledge of the dominant constraint on workers'
eort provision is necessary to interpret comparative statics.
Finally, I interpret my results as giving new insight into the use of shortterm contracts. The use of short-term contracts has often been viewed with
suspicion, as these contracts are subject to the ratchet eect. The anticipated
future updating of contracts may incentivize workers to exert less eort in
the current period.

My results suggest, however, that certain teams may

be largely unaected by the ratchet eect.

The perceived disadvantage of

short-term contracting (the ratchet eect) is therefore not present. Instead,
short-term contracts may allow shirking workers to be caught and punished
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more rapidly, thereby strengthening cooperation between workers.

In this

way, my results suggest that short-term contracts may benet certain teams,
without any signicant ratchet-eect-related disadvantages.
This paper is arranged in eight sections. Section 3.2 overviews the related
literature. Section 3.3 sets up the model; Section 3.4 solves the benchmark
case. Section 3.5 solves the full model. Section 3.6 describes important comparative statics. Section 3.7 discusses my results; Section 3.8 concludes.

3.2

Related Literature

The topic of eort provision in teams has been considered in a large volume

1

of past academic research.

In a seminal work, Holmstrom (1982) considers

how moral hazard inuences the eort provision in a team where workers'
eort decisions are private. I consider the same moral hazard in teams, though
expand his model to consider a probabilistic ablility of workers to observe each
other. More importantly, I also consider how the ratchet eect impacts the
contracts provided, and thus the eort provided in equilibrium. The insight
of the present paper, then, is on how team members' ability to cooperate and
the ratchet eect interact to determine equilibrium eort provision.
The rst component of the model that I present, the ratchet eect, is examined academically in Weitzman (1980) and the more recent Freixas et al.

1 I focus attention on the most relevant research in this section. For a wider background
on the economics of teams, see Milgrom & Roberts (1992).
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(1985). Freixas et al.'s work focuses on the use of realized productivity information by a Bayesian-rational principal to update priors. As the principal
ex post rationally gives more productive agents less remunerative contracts,
this provides an ex ante disincentive for agents to exert eort.
The second component of the model is the ability of team members to
monitor the eort that their coworkers exert. Teams in which workers cannot
monitor one another's eort provision are explained well by past models of
the ratchet eect.

Teams that

can

monitor members' eort choices (self-

managing teams) are, as I show, potentially quite dierent.
When workers are able to monitor each other's eort (self-manage), I use
the strategies solved for in Che & Yoo (2001). In their model, the authors
consider the potential for individuals to condition their eort decisions on the
past eort decisions of their coworkers. Explicit incentives for eort provided
by wage contracts are augmented by implicit incentives provided by workers (credibly) threatening to reduce eort in the future, conditional on their
coworkers shirking in the present period. Workers therefore exert greater effort than is privately optimal so that their teammates do not punish them.
The authors conclude that lower incentive pay (similar to that seen in reality)
arises for two related reasons. First, implicit incentives reduce the need for
strong explicit incentives. Second, the need for a credible punishment strategy necessitates weak incentive pay (otherwise punishing coworkers would be
prohibitively costly).
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With this model, I consider the impact of team size on equilibrium effort provision. My results suggest that self-managing large teams may dier
markedly from small teams, especially in the relevance of both inter-worker
monitoring and the ratchet eect. This notion of a dominant constraint that
varies with the size of a team appears to be novel.

2

Finally, attention should be drawn to the paper of Meyer & Vickers (1997).
This paper, likely the most similar to my own, also considers optimal contracting in a group setting subject to the ratchet eect.

However, Meyer

& Vickers (1997) focus on a situation in which individual workers' output
is veriable; I instead consider a team situation in which only an aggregate
production realization is available.

For this reason, our results are not di-

rectly comparable. Our models do agree, however, on the signicance of the
strength of the ratchet eect in designing an optimal contract.
I next dene the model from which I draw these conclusions.

3.3

Model

3.3.1 Model Setup
Consider a prot-maximizing manager who employs a number of workers,

N.

The manager and workers both live for an innite number of periods,

2 The literature on optimal team size has some relevance here: see, for example Kameda
et al. (1992) and Nieva et al. (1985).

These papers consider how a team's eectiveness

varies with its size, though there is no discussion of constraints on eort.
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discounting future periods by a constant discount factor,

δ.

Managers and

workers are risk-neutral; the manager has all bargaining power.
Each worker, indexed by

i,

has ability

ait

in period

evolves over time via a martingale process such that

φit ∼ N 0, σφ2

t.

3

Worker ability

ait = ai(t−1) + φit ,

where



. I interpret the random walk evolution of ability to represent

4

`t' between workers and tasks, and a task that uctuates over time.

As

the task that the workers perform varies over time, last period's ability is an
imperfect signal of present ability. Worker ability is unobservable. Workers
can exert eort,

θ

eit ,

in period

t

at a cost,

c (eit ) =

1 2
e , where the constant
2θ it

is a measure of the cost of eort. Eort exerted is unveriable by both the

manager and workers.
In each period, workers observe each other's eort provision with probability

γ;

with complementary probability

(1 − γ)

the period's eort is unob-

served. The manager never observes eort, either individually or in aggregate.
Each worker generates revenue for the manager equal to

it

is a mean-zero random shock term distributed

have an outside option that pays constant wage,

ait + eit + it ,

it ∼ N (0, σ2 ).
w.5

where

Workers

The manager has an

outside option normalized to zero.
The only publicly veriable realization is aggregate production,

πt =

3 My qualitative results remain unchanged for any non-zero bargaining power of the
manager.

4 This is similar to a special case considered in Ickes & Samuelson (1987).

5 I assume that the likelihood of a given worker being unable to be protably employed

(ait < w)

is very small.
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ΣN
i=1 (ait + eit + it ).

The manager oers linear wage contracts to the em-

6

ployees in every period.

A contract pays a given worker an amount

bt (πt − πt∗ ) /N ,

and

where

bt

πt∗

7

are contracting variables.

wit =

The owner is

unable to sign multi-period contracts and cannot commit to later-period contracting schemes.

8

The manager must have a weakly positive exposure to production.
A timeline of each period is shown in Figure 3.1.

In every period,

t:

1. Manager oers contracts to workers.
2. Workers accept or reject contracts.
3. Workers that accept contracts exert eort,

eit ≥ 0.

4. Production realizes (public); employee ability realizes (hidden).
5. Employees observe each other's eort decisions with probability

γ.

6. Wages paid.

Figure 3.1:

Timeline of Model

6 Linear contracts are considered as a simplication of a more complex contracting environment with employee risk-aversion. This simplication is encouraged by the work of
Holmstrom & Milgrom (1987).

7 As will be shown, because the manager has all bargaining power, the workers' expected

wages do not vary with realized ability.

8 This follows from an application of the results of Alchian & Demsetz (1972). Alternate

assumptions would yield the same conclusions with much greater mathematical complexity.
Capital-constrained or risk-averse workers, for example, would similarly impose a constraint
on the set of possible contracts.

The assumption that I use is the simplest analytically.

This is discussed further in Section 3.7.
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3.3.2 Equilibrium Denition
In this section, I dene the equilibrium of the model.

Denition 3.1.

A contract maps realized productivity,

π,

into a wage pay-

ment for the workers. Contracts are characterized by wage sensitivity,
`baseline production,'

π∗,

such that workers receive total wages:

Contract variables must be real numbers:

are

hm
t

and

Histories at time,

t,

(b, π ∗ ) ∈ R2 .

and

πτ∗

m
hw
t , respectively, in the sets of all histories, H

for all

τ < t.

9

available to the manager and workers

are the set of all past realizations of production,

bτ

and

b (π − π ∗ ).

The total wage bill is split evenly between members of the team.

Denition 3.2.

b,

and

Hw.

Histories

πτ , and contracting variables,

Workers' histories also contain, for each past period,

either the eort decisions by

all

workers, or the empty set (if eort was

unobservable).

9 As the principal cannot dierentiate between the various employees, this seems the
most appropriate approach. More general distribution schemes would complicate results
but leave them qualitatively unchanged.
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= hw
hm
0 = ∅
0
∗
(π0 , b0 , π0∗ ) , (π1 , b1 , π1∗ ) , ..., πt−1 , bt−1 , πt−1

hm
=
t
hw
=
t

Eτ =

(3.1)



∈ Hm


∗
, Et−1 ∈ H w
(π0 , b0 , π0∗ , E0 ) , ..., πt−1 , bt−1 , πt−1





∅
if workers do not observe eort



(e1τ , e2τ , ..., eN τ )

Denition 3.3.

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

if workers observe eort

Manager and worker beliefs,

distributions over the set of possible abilities

αm
(R),

and

αw ,

are probability

with means

âm

and

âw ,

respectively.

Denition 3.4.

The manager's strategy,

ψm ,

maps a history

hm
t

into a con-

tract oer:

∗
ψm : H m → R2 : hm
t 7→ (bt , πt )

Denition 3.5.

A worker's strategy,

ψw ,

maps a history

(3.5)

hw
t

and a contract

oer into an eort level:

∗
ψw : H w × R2 → R≥0 : hw
t × (bt , π ) 7→ et

(3.6)

Last, I dene the equilibria of the model. As employees have hidden types,
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the equilibrium concept that I use is Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium.

Denition 3.6.
strategies,

A Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium of the model is a set of

(ψm , ψw )

and beliefs

(αm , αw ),

such that each agent's payo is

maximized conditional on their beliefs and the strategies of the other agents.
Beliefs follow from Bayes' Law wherever possible.

I restrict attention to Perfect Bayesian Equilibria of the steady-state, in
which the agents' posterior beliefs over ability have constant variance over
time. Thus, the incremental uncertainty generated by the random walk evolution of employee ability is exactly oset by the decrease in uncertainty
resulting from an additional realization of production,

πt .

Any pure-strategy

PBE must necessarily approach a steady-state. This is because the incremental uncertainty generated by the martingale evolution of ability is constant
over time. Unless there is uncertainty over the agent's actions (which there is
not with pure strategies), the posterior variance over ability must asymptotically approach a constant (function of the martingale variance). Therefore,
while this restriction is imposed for its simplicity, it is also economically sensible.
Consider the posterior variance of employee ability to be
to be the informativeness of the production signal:
[3.7] must hold in the steady-state.
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χ=

σa2 ,

σa2
σa2 +σ2

and dene

> 0.

χ

Equation

χσa2 + σφ2 = σa2

(3.7)

Consider that the posterior belief of the manager and workers over the average ability of the workers has a variance,

σa2 .

After a realization of the prot

generated in a given period, the posterior variance over ability decreases to

χσa2 .

The information content of the realization of prot is used to update the

posterior belief and the variance decreases. At the same time, however, ability follows a martingale process, which adds noise to the belief distributions.
As ability undergoes a mean-zero shock with variance
results in an

σφ2

in each period, this

increase in the variance of the posterior belief.

(The two changes

can be summed because they are independent.) Therefore, in the steady state
where the variance of the posterior belief is constant over time, Equation [3.7]
must hold.

3.4

10

Benchmark Equilibrium

First, I derive a benchmark equilibrium. I solve a simplied version of the
model in which employees cannot observe the eort choices of their coworkers
(γ

= 0).

In this section, eort decisions cannot be conditioned on others'

choices, as they are unobservable.
I begin by creating a discrete-time Bellman Equation to dene the value to

10 For a longer derivation, see the Appendix.
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the workers,

VI , of being in a particular state.

(The subscript

I

denotes this as

the value specic to the Independent Equilibrium.) The only state variables
are the workers' and manager's beliefs about the average ability of the team.
I denote these by

âw

and

âm .

While the workers have no private knowledge

or signals about their ability, they have private knowledge about their level of
eort. Thus, while in equilibrium,

âm = âw , if a worker chooses to work more

or less than the manager's expectation the distinction is relevant. I dene
as the manager's expectation of the eort exerted per employee,
workers' expectation, and

e

êw

êm

as the

as the actual eort exerted by a given employee.

Equation [3.8] is the Bellman Equation.





 

e2t
bt
∗
(πt − πt ) −
+ δEwt VI âw(t+1) , âm(t+1)
VI [âwt , âmt ] = max Ewt
et
N
2θ
(3.8)
The value to workers of being in a particular state is the maximized sum of
the value extracted in the current period (expected wages less eort) plus the
discounted future value. Workers' expected future value is dened as follows,
using Bayesian updating:





 

N −1
e
Ewt VI âw(t+1) , âm(t+1) = VI âwt ,
êw +
− êm + (âwt − âmt ) χ + âmt
N
N
(3.9)
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The workers' expectation of their future belief of their ability equals their
current belief:



Ewt âw(t+1) = âwt .

Since worker ability follows a mean-zero

martingale process, their expectation for the future

must

be their belief to-

day. However, this does not necessarily hold for the workers' expectation of
the manager's future belief of their ability.

If the workers happen to hold

a dierent belief than the manager, then the workers expect the manager's
posterior to approach their prior by the informativeness of productivity about
ability,

χ.

This is because the workers expect realized productivity to dier

from the manager's expected productivity by an amount
ing to a revision of beliefs by

χ (âwt − âmt ).

N (âwt − âmt ), lead-

Eectively, even if the workers

temporarily `fool' their manager with respect to their ability, they expect the
manager's beliefs asymptotically to approach their own.
If a vector of model constants is dened

k =



N, σφ2 , σ2 , θ, δ

solution form of the Bellman Equation can be conjectured.

, then a

This solution

form will be later veried.

VI [âwt , âmt ] = f (k) + âwt g (k) + âmt h (k) = f + âwt g + âmt h

(3.10)

Equation [3.10] will be used to solve the Bellman Equation, subject to the
constraints dened below.
As every worker has a constant outside option,
participation constraint at every time,

t:
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w,

each has the following


Ew


e2
bt
∗
(πt − πt ) − t ≥ w
N
2θ

(3.11)

Workers must expect that their pay, less the cost of eort, at least compensates them for their foregone outside option.
The manager maximizes his/her innite-horizon NPV,

max∗ FN P V =
bt , πt

∞
X

t

δ Em [Πt ] =

t=1

∞
X

FN P V .

δ t Em [πt − bt (πt − πt∗ )]

(3.12)

t=1

The manager cannot commit to long-term contracts, and the specics
of the contract oered do not impact the updating of the manager's priors.

11

Therefore, the manager's optimization problem is time-separable: the optimal
contract to oer is that which maximizes prot in the current period. Thus,
the manager's innite-horizon maximization problem, Equation [3.12], can be
simplied to the following:

max
Πt = Emt [πt − bt (πt − πt∗ )]
∗
b,π

(3.13)

The equilibrium must simultaneously satisfy the constraints, Equations
[3.8], [3.9], [3.10], [3.11], [3.12], and [3.13].

11 Mathematically, this is ∂Πt
∂bt0

=

∂Πt
∂πt∗0

= 0 ∀t0 < t.

This obtains because the workers'

utility functions are single-peaked, and they therefore never use mixed strategies. If workers
sometimes used mixed strategies, then the manager's choice of contract could conceivably
impact the belief updating.
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Substituting Equation [3.10] into Equation [3.8] yields the following solution for eort:

e=

θ
[b + δχh]
N

(3.14)

Next, I substitute the worker's participation constraint, Equation [3.11],
into the maximization problem of the manager, Equation [3.13], to solve
for aspects of the optimal contract. I use the bargaining assumption to let
Equation [3.11] bind. First, I solve for the optimal wage sensitivity:

b = N (1 − δχh)

As is shown below in Equation [3.17],
implies that

b > 1.

tion, however, is

h < 0.

(3.15)

Therefore, Equation [3.15]

The maximum allowable sensitivity of wages to produc-

b = 1.

The manager would prefer to give workers greater

incentives to exert eort, but is unable to do so because he/she requires a
weakly positive exposure to production. This places an upper limit on the
strength of performance incentives.
Substitution of the optimal wage sensitivity back into Equation [3.8] generates the following expanded Bellman Equation:

f + âwt g + âmt h = Ew

1
N


(π − π ∗ ) −

e2
2θ



+ δEw f + âw(t+1) g + âm(t+1) h
(3.16)
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Equation [3.16] can then be solved in the standard manner, for three
simultaneous equations:

one each for

âm , âw ,

and a constant term.

This

allows determination of the values of the coecients in the solution form
Equation [3.10].

1
>0
1 − δ + δχ
w
f =
>0
1−δ

g = −h =

(3.17)

(3.18)

The value equation is therefore as follows:

VI [âwt , âmt ] =

1
w
+
[âwt − âmt ]
1 − δ 1 − δ + δχ

Equation [3.19] has an intuitive explanation.

In any situation in which

the workers and managers have equivalent beliefs (âw
true in equilibrium), then

VI [â, â] =

of receiving the outside option,
[3.19] shows that only

dierences

w,

(3.19)

= âm ,

which is always

w
. This is familiar as the present value
1−δ
in every future period.

Also, Equation

in belief between workers and the manager

impact value, not the beliefs themselves.
The last remaining variables (eort provision and baseline production)
can then be determined.
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eI = max


 
1−δ
θκ
θ
,0 =
N 1 − δ + δχ
N

(3.20)


e2I
κ2 θ
π = N âm − w −
+ eI = N (âm − w) + κθ −
2θ
2N


∗

In these two equations, I dene a new constant,
I name the

ratchet discount.

κ=

1−δ
1−δ+δχ

(3.21)

< 1,

which

The ratchet discount decreases the eort pro-

vided in equilibrium because of the combined impact of the ratchet eect and
the workers' discount rate. The more informative that production is about
ability (high

χ),

and the more patient the workers are (high

is the reduction in eort (low

κ).

δ ),

the greater

When production is highly informative

about ability, high productivity in the current period is `punished' by a more
demanding contract in the future, which reduces the incentive to provide effort.

Similarly, the more patient workers are, the greater the reduction in

eort (low

κ).

Worker patience does not impact the updating of future con-

tracts; rather, it impacts how much this updating aects the workers. With
the ratchet eect, there is an implicit incentive against exerting eort: more
demanding contracts in the future. This future cost is most signicant, and
therefore the ratchet eect most relevant, when workers are patient.
This is sucient to now dene the benchmark equilibrium. I name this
the

independent equilibrium, as employees' eort decisions are made indepen38

dently of others' current and past actions.

Proposition 3.1. The Independent Equilibrium:
• Workers exert eort, e =

θbκ
N

, if their participation constraint, Equation

[3.11] is satised for e. Otherwise, workers quit the rm.
• The manager oers contracts with b = 1, and π ∗ = N (âm − w) + κθ −
κ2 θ
2N

.

• Both workers and the manager update beliefs according to Bayes' Law.
This fully denes the independent equilibrium. There is no need to dene
o-equilibrium beliefs or actions because the noise term,

,

has full support

(because it is normally distributed). Therefore, every possible realization of

πt

is on the equilibrium path.

3.5

Full Equilibrium

I now solve the full model, for the general case

γ ∈ [0, 1].

Now workers

can condition their actions on the previous actions of their coworkers, adding
considerable richness to the strategy space.
There are multiple equilibria in the full model. The benchmark equilibrium determined earlier, for example, remains an equilibrium for any
If every

other

γ > 0.

worker ignores the available eort information, then it is opti-

mal for a particular worker to do so. When all other workers unconditionally
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exert the privately optimal amount, a given worker cannot incentivize them
to exert more and optimally exerts the privately optimal amount as well.
I follow the example set by Che & Yoo (2001), however, and focus my
attention on a Pareto-dominant equilibrium.

In this equilibrium, workers

condition their eort decisions on the past actions of others. I consider the
simplest equilibrium of this type, wherein employees play a trigger strategy
such that each employee exerts a given level of eort, so long as every employee
has exerted that level of eort in the past. This is eectively an economic
representation of peer pressure. If any employee deviates from the prescribed

12

level of eort, then all employees play a punishment strategy forever.

To construct the equilibrium, I follow the approach taken earlier in Section
3.4. The Bellman Equation in the team model closely mirrors that of Equation
[3.8], though I dene an additional eort variable in this equilibrium,
be the trigger value of the workers' strategy. The function,

e∗w ,

to

V [âwt, âmt ], equals

the value to each individual worker for playing a given strategy (analogous
to

VI

used previously).

(
V [âwt , âmt ] = max
∗
ew

Ew



)

∗ 2



(e
)
b
w
(π − π ∗ ) −
+ δEw V âw(t+1) , âm(t+1)
N
2θ
(3.22)

12 This grim trigger strategy is the most analytically tractable approach. Less punishing
strategies would lead to analytically similar outcomes, albeit with cooperation more dicult
to sustain in equilibrium.
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The future value function is dened as follows, using Bayesian updating
on the part of the employees:

 

Ew V âw(t+1) , âm(t+1) = V [âwt , (êm − e∗w + (âmt − âwt )) χ + âmt ]

(3.23)

Again, the workers' expectation of their future belief is their current belief.
In equilibrium, this is also equal to the belief of the manager.
As before, the Bellman solution is in the following form:

V [âwt , âmt ] = f (k) + âwt g (k) + âmt h (k) = f + âwt g + âmt h

(3.24)

Substitution of the solution form, Equation [3.24], into the Bellman Equation [3.22], yields the following:

f + âwt g + âmt h =

(e∗ )2
b
(π − π ∗ ) − w + δ [f + âwt g + (âmt + χ (âwt − âmt )) h]
N
2θ
(3.25)

Solving Equation [3.25] for the coecient terms in the Bellman solution
allows the value to the employees of a given state to be represented:

V [âwt , âmt ] = f +

b
[âwt − âmt ]
1 − δ + δχ

13 The constant term is uninformative, and so left in its general form.
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13

(3.26)

Next, I dene the expected utility generated per employee,


Ew

w̄:


(e∗ )2
b
∗
(π − π ) − w = w̄ ≥ w
N
2θ

(3.27)

Equation [3.27] is then used in the denition of the workers' incentivecompatibility constraint. The workers play a trigger strategy that stipulates
a specic level of eort,

e∗w .

If any worker ever deviates from this level of eort,

then all workers subsequently play the independent equilibrium forever.
If a worker chooses to deviate from the cooperative equilibrium, the optimal defection is to preempt the independent equilibrium and to choose eort,

e=

θbκ 14
.
This generates the constraint:
N

b ∗
w̄
(e∗w )2
≥ w̄ − ew +
−
1−δ
N
2θ


θbκ 2
N



b θbκ
+
2θ
N N

∗
δχb ew − θbκ
γδw
(1 − γ) δw
N
+
+
+
1−δ
1−δ
N (1 − δ + δχ)

(3.28)

Equation [3.28] describes the defection constraint. The payo to a given
employee of continuing to play the equilibrium strategy (LHS), must be at
least as great as defecting, choosing eort

e=

θbκ
, and then entering the punN

ishment stage indenitely (RHS). The defection payo consists of a number
of components. The rst line in Equation [3.28] consists of the payo in the

14 This is because the independent equilibrium solves for the optimal eort choice from
a purely self-interested point of view. A more formal proof is included in the Appendix.
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defection period: the employee receives the usual payo

w,

adjusted for the

change in eort exerted (and the impact of this on the expected wage). The
next two terms are the expected payo of either being discovered (and entering the punishment stage), or remaining undiscovered (and therefore staying
in the cooperative equilibrium). The nal term is the impact of the underprovision of eort on the value function of the employees, Equation [3.27].
As the (unexpected) under-provision of eort lowers the expected managerial belief of the workers' aggregate ability, future contracts are expected to
be less demanding.

This has value to the defecting employee and must be

considered.
Rearranging Equation [3.28] yields:

bκ ∗
(e∗w )2 b2 θκ2
δγ
(w − w) ≥ − ew +
+
1−δ
N
2θ
2N 2
The excess payment in Equation [3.29],

w̄ − w,

(3.29)

can be interpreted as an

`eciency' wage, in the sense of Shapiro & Stiglitz (1984).

As employees

can always shirk for a period and free-ride on their coworkers before entering the punishment stage, the manager must pay employees strictly

more

in

15

expectation than their outside option.

Last, I consider the optimization of the employees.
exerted by the employees,

e∗w ,

The level of eort

is not contractible or observable.

Therefore,

15 A complementary interpretation is that the excess wage represents a type of information rent extracted by the workers.
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the workers maximize their own Bellman Equation, subject to the managerial
expectation

êm ,

and the denition of the value function, Equation [3.26].


V [âwt , âmt ] = Ew
max
∗
ew




b
(e∗w )2
b
∗
∗
∗
(N ew − π ) −
+δ f +
(χ (êm − ew ))
N
2θ
1 − δ + δχ
(3.30)

Maximization of Equation [3.30] yields the

maximal

level of eort provi-

sion. This is the most eort that the team members will ever exert, even if
the cooperation constraint is slack (if the cooperation constraint binds, then
eort provided may be below this level).

e∗w ≤

bθ (1 − δ)
= bκθ
1 − δ + δχ

This is the ratchet constraint:

(3.31)

even if the workers could maintain an

equilibrium with greater eort, they have no reason to provide more eort
than would a single worker given an equivalent contract. As the ratchet eect
strengthens,

κ

falls, and the maximal eort provision falls as well.

The manager's optimization problem is identical to the earlier Equation
[3.13]:

max
Πt = Emt [πt − bt (πt − πt∗ )]
∗
b,π

(3.32)

An equilibrium must simultaneously satisfy Equations [3.22], [3.23], [3.25],
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[3.26], [3.27], [3.29], [3.31], and [3.32]. It must also satisfy the contracting constraint that aggregate wage sensitivity be less than or equal to one. Equation
[3.24] will be veried to hold.
Intuitively, it is clear that the cooperation constraint, Equation [3.28],
always binds.

π∗,

If it did not, the manager could raise baseline production,

thereby lowering the payment to workers, without inuencing either the

eort or participation decisions. However, it is unclear whether the ratchet
constraint will

also

bind.

Therefore, I rst solve the model in which the cooperation constraint is the
sole constraint. This is the

cooperation-constrained equilibrium :

where eort

provision is held back by the team members' inability to cooperate. Then, I
solve the model given that both the cooperation constraint and the ratchet
constraint bind.

This is the

ratchet-constrained equilibrium :

where team

members' eort provision is determined by the implicit incentives provided
by the ratchet eect. As mentioned, the cooperation constraint continues to
bind in the ratchet-constrained equilibrium. However, in the second equilibrium it determines only the sharing of surplus  not the provision of eort (and
correspondingly, total surplus). Finally, I derive an equation that determines
whether the cooperation constraint or the ratchet eect constraint will dominate.

16

By the `dominant' constraint, I mean the constraint that determines

16 Mathematically, the set of parameter combinations in which both constraints bind
n
o

simultaneously is a surface in the

R6≥0

parameter space,

equilibria apply on either side of this surface.
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k = N, σφ2 , σ2 , θ, γ, δ

. The two

the eort provision in equilibrium  this also denes the equilibrium.
Where applicable, I use the subscripts

C

and

R to denote the cooperation-

constrained and ratchet-constrained equilibria, respectively.
To derive the cooperation-constrained equilibrium, I consider the manager's optimization subject to a binding cooperation constraint. The manager's problem is as follows:

max
Π = π − b (π − π ∗ )
∗

(3.33)

b,π

bκ ∗
(e∗w )2 b2 θκ2
δγ (w − w)
= − ew +
+
1−δ
N
2θ
2N 2

s.t.

Solving the constraint for

π∗

(3.34)

and substituting this into the maximization

yields the unconstrained maximization:

max
Π = N (âmt + e∗w − w) −
∗
b,ew

N (1 − δ)
−
δγ

N (e∗w )2
2θ

bκ
(e∗ )2 b2 θκ2
− e∗w + w +
N
2θ
2N 2

(3.35)

!

Maximization of Equation [3.35] with respect to employee eort yields the
following:

e∗w



1
(1 − δ) θbκ
=
δγθ +
1 − δ + δγ
N

(3.36)

Equation [3.36] shows the maximum eort that can be exerted by the
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employees.

To complete the derivation, I solve for the sensitivity of wages

to production,

b.

Substitution of the eort exertion from Equation [3.36] into

the equation for managerial prot, and then dierentiating with respect to

b,

yields:

θ (1 − δ)2 (N − 2bκ)
bκ2 θ (1 − δ)
∂ΠC
=
+
>0
∂b
N (1 − δ + δχ) (1 − δ + δγ) N (1 − δ + δγ)

Prot is increasing in the wage sensitivity. Therefore,
at

b = 1:

(3.37)

b is again maximized

18

a corner solution.

The denition of the cooperation-constrained equilibrium follows, once
the nal contracting variable has been dened.

π∗,

The `baseline' production,

follows from the cooperation constraint.

π∗ = N
−N

(e∗w )2

âmt + e∗w −
(1 − δ)
δγ

−

2θ
κe∗w
N

+

!
−w
(e∗w )2
2θ

(3.38)

2

+

θκ
2N 2

!

Proposition 3.2. The Cooperation Constrained Equilibrium:
• Workers exert eort, e =

1
1−δ+δγ



δγθ +

(1−δ)bκθ
N



, if the cooperation

θbκ
17 As a check of the Independent Equilibrium, it is easily shown that lim
∗
γ→0 ew = N .
18 This diers from the low wage sensitivity result of Che & Yoo (2001) because of my
simplied punishment strategy.
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constraint, Equation [3.29], is satised, and no worker has ever deviated. If the cooperation constraint is satised, and at least one worker
has been observed to have deviated, workers exert eort, e =

bθκ
N

. If the

cooperation constraint is not satised, all workers quit.
• Manager oers contracts with b = 1 and π ∗ as in Equation [3.38].
• The manager and workers update beliefs according to Bayes' Law.
Comparative statics of the cooperation-constrained equilibrium are described in the next section.
To derive the ratchet-constrained equilibrium, I consider the manager's
optimization subject to both a binding cooperation constraint and a binding
ratchet eect constraint.

max
Π = π − b (π − π ∗ )
∗

(3.39)

b,π

s.t.

bκ
(e∗ )2 b2 θκ2
δγ (w − w)
= − e∗w + w +
1−δ
N
2θ
2N 2

(3.40)

s.t.

e∗w = bκθ

(3.41)

The interpretation of the maximization is as follows.
cooperate to exert more eort than

e∗w ,

The workers can

but they would not benet by doing

so. The optimal eort for them to exert is dened by the ratchet constraint.
The manager, knowing this, gives a constraint that allows the workers to
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just

maintain this level of eort.
Both the eort choice and the cooperation constraint can be substituted
into the maximization problem of the manager. This becomes as follows:

max
Π = N [âmt + e∗w − w]
∗

(3.42)

b,π

(1 − δ)
−N
δγ

bκ ∗
(e∗w )2 b2 θκ2
e +
+
N w
2θ
2N 2

!

With the optimization specied, the optimal sensitivity of wages to production,

b,

can be determined.

2

bκ (N − 1) (1 − δ)
∂ΠR
= N κθ 1 −
∂b
N 2 δγ

!
(3.43)

I show in the Appendix that Equation [3.43] is positive for any parameter
specication in which the ratchet-constrained equilibrium obtains.

There-

fore, the contracting constraint binds, and the manager optimally sets the
maximum possible wage sensitivity,
The baseline production,

π∗,

b = 1.

is still specied by Equation [3.38].

Proposition 3.3. The Ratchet-Constrained Equilibrium
• Workers exert eort e = bκθ so long as every worker has done so in

every previous period, and the cooperation constraint, Equation [3.28],
is satised. If the cooperation constraint holds, but at least one worker
49

has been observed to have defected in the past, all workers exert e =

bκθ
N

.

If the cooperation constraint fails, then workers leave the rm.
• Manager oers contracts with wage sensitivity, b = 1, and baseline

production, π∗ , as dened in Equation [3.38].
• The manager and workers update beliefs according to Bayes' Law.
Finally, the cuto between the two equilibria can be determined. For the
ratchet eect to

just

bind, the following must hold:



1−δ
δ



1−

κ
= γ (1 − κ)
N

(3.44)

Lemma 3.1 species which constraint dominates in general.

Lemma 3.1.
•

If

1−δ
δ



1−

κ
N



> γ (1 − κ),

the cooperation constraint (Equation

[3.29]) determines eort provision.

•

If

1−δ
δ



1−

κ
N



< γ (1 − κ),

the ratchet constraint (Equation [3.31])

determines eort provision.

The two equilibria dier signicantly on the role of the ratchet eect, and
also the role of group cooperation.

In the cooperation-constrained equilib-

rium, the inability of the group to demand higher eort from its members
denes the equilibrium. While the ratchet eect has a minor impact on this
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equilibrium (through the impact of defection on the manager's beliefs), it
is secondary.

The workers would all benet if all exerted more eort, but

higher eort cannot be incentivized in a Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium. This
can be contrasted with the ratchet-constrained equilibrium, which obtains
when group cooperation is very strong. In this equilibrium, the ratchet effect denes the equilibrium: the workers' ability to maintain a cooperative
agreement is higher than a given cuto, and additional improvements have
no impact. In this equilibrium, the workers

could

exert more eort in a PBE,

but are not incentivized to do so. Rather, they optimally exert less than they
are capable of, because of the impact of the ratchet eect.
I describe these comparisons in greater depth in the next section.

3.6

Comparative Statics

Corollary 3.1. The cooperation-constrained equilibrium obtains when:
•

Team size,

•

Patience,

•

The impact of the ratchet eect is small (κ is large).

•

The ability of workers to monitor each other,

N,

δ,

is large.

is small.

γ,

is small.

The cooperation-constrained equilibrium obtains when workers are least able
to punish each other for failing to exert the prescribed eort.
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This occurs

when workers have only limited ability to monitor each other, because then
a defection is unlikely to be observed. Similarly, the cooperation-constrained
equilibrium is more likely when workers are impatient. This is because then
the punishment for deviating, a loss of

future

utility, is less relevant. Third,

the implicit cost of deviating (reduced wages in the current period) is lowest
when the group size is large, because then the reduced production is spread
over a large number of employees. This, as well, suggests that cooperation
will constrain the level of eort provided. Finally, the cooperation-constrained
equilibrium obtains when the impact of the ratchet eect is small; otherwise,
the level of eort provision will be constrained by the ratchet eect.

In

summary, then, it is large, impatient, diuse teams in which cooperation is
likely to be the binding constraint.

Lemma 3.2. In the cooperation-constrained equilibrium, eort provided in-

creases as:
• Number of workers, N , decreases.
• Ease of eort, θ, increases.
• Probability of eort observation, γ , increases.
• Informativeness, χ, decreases.

Lemma 3.3. In the ratchet-constrained equilibrium, eort provided increases

as:
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• Ease of eort, θ, increases.
• Patience, δ , decreases.
• Informativeness, χ, decreases.
Lemma 3.2 illustrates the `

1
problem,' described by Kandel & Lazear
N

(1992). As the number of team members increases in the cooperation-constrained
equilibrium (of which the independent equilibrium is a specic case), the impact of each individual on overall group productivity falls with

1
. Even with
N

the most ambitious incentive wage scheme, then, workers optimally reduce
their eort provision as the number of coworkers increases. Similarly, as the
ability of workers to monitor each other,

γ,

falls, the level of eort decreases

in the cooperation-constrained equilibrium. The fear of retribution for shirking provides the necessary incentive to exert eort; as workers are less able
to detect shirking they must reduce the level of eort demanded from each
other.
In contrast, Lemma 3.3 illustrates that eort provided in the ratchetconstrained equilibrium is unaected by team size,

N.

In the ratchet-constrained

equilibrium, the workers could be oered a contract in which they
greater eort.

could

exert

However, the workers will never exert more eort than

bκθ,

because this is their optimal level of eort provision. The manager, knowing
this, oers a contract where the workers are

just

able to maintain an equi-

librium with this level of eort provision. Therefore, it is the ratchet eect
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constraint that determines eort provision, while the cooperation constraint
determines the split of surplus between the workers and the manager.

As

team size does not aect the severity of the ratchet eect, it has no impact
on eort provision.

Similarly, the ability of the team members to monitor

each other has no impact on eort provision.

Proposition 3.4. The impact of inter-worker monitoring, γ :

1. Managerial prot is always increasing in inter-worker monitoring.
2. Worker utility is increasing in γ for γ <

1−δ
δ

= γ1∗ , and decreasing for

γ > γ1∗ .

3. Equilibrium eort (and thus social welfare) is increasing in γ for γ <
1−δ
δ

Proof.

  1−κ/N 
1−κ

= γ2∗ , and constant for γ > γ2∗ .

See Appendix.

Proposition 3.4 represents the most signicant insight of this paper. It suggests that as the ability of a team to self-manage improves, the team passes
through three distinct regions that signicantly impact how the team operates. With low inter-worker monitoring ability,

0 < γ < γ1∗ ,

improvements

in monitoring lead to benets for all parties. As workers become better able
to monitor each other's eort provision, greater eort is provided in equilibrium. This leads to greater overall surplus, which Proposition 3.4 illustrates is
shared between the workers and the manager such that both are better o. As
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the manager generates higher and higher prots, the workers' eciency wage
steadily increases, allowing them a higher utility than was possible through
their outside option. Their eciency wage increases because the workers exert
more eort, over-and-above the privately optimal level. Since this additional
eort increases the workers' incentives to shirk, they must be remunerated
accordingly.
For moderate levels of inter-worker monitoring,

γ1∗ < γ < γ2∗ ,

monitor-

ing improvements continue to improve managerial prot, eort exerted, and
therefore overall social welfare. In this second region, however, improvements
in monitoring no longer increase the utility of the workers. Instead, the workers actually are made

worse o by their improved monitoring.

The reason for

this is as follows. While the greater monitoring abilities lead to higher equilibrium eort provision (and thus greater overall surplus), they also decrease the
likelihood with which a given employee can deviate from the equilibrium unobserved. The greater eort provision increases the required eciency wage,
while the increased chance of discovery decreases it. Eectively, as the workers are better able to monitor each other, they are each individually able to
extract a smaller information rent from the manager.
For

γ < γ2∗ ,

19

the equilibrium is cooperation-constrained; in the nal region

19 It might be questioned why the workers cannot simply ignore their information on
the eort provision of their coworkers, and thus achieve a de facto lower value of

γ.

This

could occur if workers oered the contract to the manager. However, because the manager
oers the contracts to the workers, this is not possible. A lower value of

γ

is benecial to

the workers because it changes the contract oered to them by the manager; a unilateral
decrease in

γ

with no corresponding change in contract would be detrimental to both

parties.
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where

γ > γ2∗ ,

the equilibrium is ratchet-constrained.

In this nal region,

where the ratchet eect constraint is dominant, increases in inter-worker monitoring have no impact on eort provision. Eort provision is already at the
maximum that the workers will exert; further improvements in the ability of
workers to cooperate have no impact. Improvements in monitoring continue
to benet the manager at the expense of the workers, however, for the reasons previously mentioned. The greater the ability of the workers to detect a
defection of one of their own, the lower the payo for defection, and therefore
the lower the information rent that can be extracted.

In this nal region,

further improvements in the ability of workers to monitor each other lead
only to reallocations of surplus from the workers to the manager.
Proposition 3.4 is depicted graphically in Figure 3.2.

Cooperation-Constrained

Ratchet-Constrained

Equilibrium

Equilibrium
1−δ
δ

1−δ
δ

0



1−κ/N
1−κ


1

γ
e∗w increasing
Π increasing
w̄ increasing

Figure 3.2:

e∗w increasing
Π increasing
w̄ decreasing

e∗w constant
Π increasing
w̄ decreasing

Depiction of Proposition 3.4

A number of corollaries follow immediately.

Corollary 3.2. Worker utility is higher when workers can monitor each other
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than when they cannot.
Corollary 3.2 follows easily from Proposition 3.4.

Even though worker

utility is at times decreasing in the level of inter-worker monitoring, worker
utility is always higher when monitoring is possible than it is in the independent equilibrium.
Note that this result diers from that of Kandel & Lazear (1992). In their
paper, peer pressure unambiguously leads to higher eort, but can lower
worker utility if peer pressure reduces the psychological well-being of the employees. In the present model, pressure imposes no utility cost on the other
workers.

Workers exert `peer pressure' by implicitly threatening to punish

shirking, and there is no cost to the workers (either physical or psychological)
of doing so. The threat is contingent, and therefore has no negative externalities as it has in Kandel & Lazear (1992). For this reason, peer pressure is
unambiguously positive in the present model.

Corollary 3.3. The benet of greater inter-worker monitoring is highest for

large teams.
Larger teams are more likely to be constrained by cooperation than are
smaller teams. This is because one of the implicit costs of defecting from the
cooperative equilibrium is the loss of wages caused by the lower eort provided. The larger is the team, the lower the impact of a given change in eort
on an individual's wage. This, in turn, decreases the costs of defecting, and
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20

makes cooperation more dicult to sustain.

Since the benets of improved

monitoring apply only within the cooperation-constrained equilibrium, this
implies that large teams benet the most.

Corollary 3.4. The ratchet eect places an upper limit on the benets of

inter-worker monitoring.
In a model unaected by the ratchet eect (κ

= 1),

eort provision is

always increasing in the ability of workers to monitor each other. For reasonable levels of worker patience, as

21

social optimum.

γ →1

the eort provided approaches the

When managers are unable to sign long-term contracts,

however, the ratchet eect undoes this result.

The ratchet eect places a

cap on the benets of inter-worker monitoring, such that eort provision can
never reach the social optimum. The ratchet eect eectively drives a wedge
between the achievable eort level and the socially optimum level that no

22

amount of worker monitoring can remove.

Beyond a certain point, addi-

tional improvements in inter-worker monitoring lead only to a reallocation of
the existing surplus, and not the creation of any more.

Corollary 3.5. A given change in the signicance of ratchet eect, κ, has

a substantially larger impact on the ratchet-constrained equilibrium than it
20 A model in which the likelihood of observing others' eort decisions was conditioned on
the number of workers would reach the same conclusion with greater analytic complexity.

21 It is sucient, but not necessary that

δ ≥ 1/2.

22 Note that monitoring by the manager has a mixed eect. Better monitoring by the
manager of the level of eort exerted would decrease the size of this wedge. Better monitoring by the manager of the level of output (measurement with less noise, for example)
would exacerbate the ratchet eect, however, and therefore increase the size of the wedge.
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does on the cooperation-constrained equilibrium: at least N -times more. (Effort in the ratchet-constrained equilibrium is at least N -times as sensitive to
changes in the informativeness of production on ability, χ, as is eort in the
cooperation-constrained equilibrium),
Proof.

Follows immediately from a consideration of the relative magnitudes

of the derivatives with respect to

∂eC
∂κ

,

κ:

∂eR
1
=
∂κ
N



1−δ
1 − δ + δγ


≤

1
N

(3.45)

While the level of eort exerted in both equilibria is impacted by the
signicance of the ratchet eect, the impact is much greater in the ratchetconstrained equilibrium. At an absolute minimum, the impact of a change
in the ratchet eect on the level of eort provision in the ratchet-constrained
equilibrium is at least

N -times

as big as the eect on a similar cooperation-

constrained equilibrium. What this suggests is that small changes in the team
environment may cause a signicant change in the relevance of the ratchet
eect. An improvement in the ability of workers to monitor each other, for
example, could suddenly alter the signicance of the ratchet eect by an
order-of-magnitude, simply by switching the dominant constraint.

23 As an example, consider a small team (with

N = 5)

23

operating close to the cuto

between the ratchet-constrained and cooperation-constrained equilibria. A small change
in the relevance of the ratchet eect, say, or even in the ability of the workers to monitor
each other, could suddenly cause a ten-fold change in the sensitivity of eort provision to
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Corollary 3.6. The ratchet eect is most signicant for small teams.
Corollary 3.6 follows directly from Proposition 3.5.

The ratchet eect,

while relevant in both equilibria, is substantially more important in the
ratchet-constrained equilibria. Large teams, by their diuse nature, tend to
be constrained by the cooperation between their members. Therefore, while
the ratchet eect has a signicant impact on small teams able to maintain
close cooperation, it has a very minor impact on large teams because they
are dierently constrained.

3.7

Discussion

The model of this paper considers the level of eort provision in teams
subject to both the ratchet eect and imperfect inter-worker monitoring. I
assume that the manager is unable to observe the individual eort decisions
made by the employees: this is most applicable to situations wherein nal
products cannot be attributed to particular employees. Investment committees are one example: the eort exerted by individual members is dicult for
the principal to observe, and the protability realization is subject to considerable noise. Other teams, in which the members work largely independently
on a single aggregate task, are equally appropriate.
To place reasonable limits on the allowable contracts, I assume that the
the ratchet eect.
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manager must retain a weakly positive exposure to protability.

This is a

reduced-form mechanism to account for the need to incentivize the manager
to exert eort of their own in the production process.

More generally, it

ensures that there are restrictions on the incentive pay that can be oered to
employees (which could be similarly justied by risk-aversion).
With this model, I conclude that eort provision in equilibrium is determined by one of two dominant constraints.

For large teams, with weak

abilities to monitor, eort provided is held back by the cooperation constraint. The team would prefer to have its members exert higher eort, but
doing so cannot be achieved in a PBE: the workers would defect on the cooperative agreement.
this is reversed.

could
so.

In small teams, with strong inter-worker monitoring,

The ratchet eect binds in these cases: while the workers

cooperate to provide higher eort, they cannot be incentivized to do

The workers cannot be incentivized to exert the socially optimal level

of eort, because of the impact of current period eort provision on future
contracting. This analysis suggests that an understanding of the dominant
constraint is necessary before drawing conclusions about comparative statics.
An additional insight is possible.

Consider a technology that improves

both inter-worker monitoring, and the accuracy with which the manager
measures production (open plan oces may be an example.) Most standard
economic arguments would suggest that these improvements in measuring
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technology would benet the principal.

My analysis suggests that the im-

pact on the principal is conditioned on the dominant constraint. If worker
eort is constrained by the workers' cooperation, then improved monitoring
will be benecial. Improved monitoring would enable the workers to better
detect and punish shirking, and thereby demand higher eort. The opposite
occurs, however, if the ratchet eect constrains the equilibrium. Then, greater
monitoring leads to greater updating by the principal in response to realized
productivity. This strengthens the ratchet eect, provides a greater disincentive for workers to exert eort, and makes the principal

worse

o. Therefore,

the impact of greater monitoring and transparency is heavily dependent on
the dominant constraint.

3.7.1 Application: Short-term Contracts
My analysis also suggests an interesting interpretation of short-term contracts in large teams. Short-term contracts would, in many situations, reduce
the incentive to exert eort because of the ratchet eect. This makes their
widespread use potentially surprising.
My analysis shows that with large teams, short-term contracts are still
updated based on realized production. However, the ratchet eect itself - the
reduction in eort because of the ratcheting of contracts - is of only negligible relevance. Workers know that their contracts will be updated, but their

24 Baker et al. (1994) is a salient exception. In their paper, improved measurement can
unravel a tacit equilibrium, and force the play of a Pareto-inferior explicit equilibrium.
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eort is held back most by the inability of the team to maintain cooperation,

not

the ratchet eect. Instead, short-term contracts may

help

workers main-

tain concertive control, by increasing the frequency with which workers can
be punished.

25

Thus, short-term contracts may benet large teams through

slackening the cooperation constraint, with little impact through the ratchet
eect.

3.7.2 Application: Other Team Structures
The model of this paper focuses on situations where the only available
production measure is aggregated across the entire team.

As each worker

is remunerated for aggregate production, but controls only his/her specic
output, cooperation (peer pressure) is used to encourage workers to exert
more eort than would be privately optimal.
A similar model could instead be created where individual production
measures are available, but there is an unknown task diculty. In this alternate model, workers would have private incentives to overproduce, while the
team would collude to

restrict

output. A `rate buster' employee would receive

greater pay for his/her greater output, while imposing a cost on

all

workers

through signaling the true diculty of the task. This is an inversion of the
primary model, in which workers have an incentive to shirk, and the team
encourages higher eort (possibly capped by way of the ratchet eect).

In

25 This interpretation follows directly from the impact of observation frequency in Shapiro
& Stiglitz (1984).
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this new model, certain of my results would be reversed. Small teams, by being able to maintain cooperation, would under-provide because of the ratchet
eect. Large teams, without the ability to restrict `rate busters,' would provide greater eort. Workers in large teams would be only minimally impacted
by the ratchet eect because greater eort provision would result in private
benets through higher remuneration but socialized costs (through tougher
contracts in the future as the true diculty of the task is learned). Eectively,
cooperation would unravel in large teams due to a Tragedy of the Commons.
The ratchet eect would remain a primarily small-team phenomenon.
The same over-arching conclusion would result in this alternate model:
the dominant constraint on worker eort varies with the size of the team and
the workers' ability to monitor each other's eort provision.

3.7.3 Testable Implications
My results suggest a number of testable implications.

Hypothesis 3.1. Teams in which coworkers are able to monitor each other

should pay higher wages, on average, than teams in which monitoring is not
possible.
Hypothesis 3.1 is a direct implication of Lemma 3.2. As the cooperative
equilibrium demands more eort by employees, `eciency wages' in the sense
of Shapiro & Stiglitz (1984) must be paid to incentivize workers not to shirk.
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This also follows closely in the analysis of Che & Yoo (2001).

Hypothesis

3.1 could be conrmed through a cross-sectional analysis of team sizes and
average wages within a number of industries.

Hypothesis 3.2. Eort provision should be independent of team size in small

teams.
Hypothesis 3.2 follows from my conclusions regarding ratchet-constrained
teams. For suciently small teams, cooperation is not a binding constraint;
the ratchet eect is. Therefore, changes in team size (so long as they do not
change the dominant constraint) should not change eort provision. The cooperation constraint is slack, and additional team members can be pressured
to exert the same level of eort as others.

Hypothesis 3.3. The ratchet eect should be most signicant in small teams.
The nal hypothesis follows from Corollary 3.6: as small teams tend to be
ratchet-constrained rather than cooperation-constrained, the ratchet eect is
most relevant for them. This hypothesis would likely be the most dicult to
conrm, but would also provide the strongest evidence for the results of this
paper.
As investment managers often have some exibility around the

timing

of

accounting for gains and losses, they may represent the ideal testing ground
for this hypothesis. To inuence their protability targets for future years,
managers may attempt to delay the accounting for gains, so as not to surpass
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their current year targets by a signicant amount.

Fears about changes in

future contracts based on observed protability, the ratchet eect, provide the
incentive for this activity. Therefore, a cross-sectional analysis could consider
whether this income-shifting is most prevalent in small, closely-knit teams.

3.8

26

Conclusions

In this paper, I show that the impact of the ratchet eect on contracting varies with workers' ability to observe each other's eort choices. When
workers can observe eort decisions, Che & Yoo (2001) show that the optimal strategy is conditioned on the past eort provision of coworkers. Workers
optimally cooperate through a trigger strategy.
I show that as the ability of workers to monitor the eort provision of
each other improves, the equilibrium passes through three distinct regions.
In the rst region, improvements in monitoring ability lead to improvements
in managerial prot, worker utility, and social welfare.

In the next region,

improvements in monitoring continue to lead to higher social welfare and
managerial prot, but they lower worker utility. Finally, in the third region,
the equilibrium level of eort is held back by the ratchet eect, and social
welfare is unchanged by further improvements in monitoring. These results
suggest two novel implications.

26 Of course, given that this practise is unethical, if not illegal, prevalence in small teams
could also be explained in other ways.
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First, as cooperation is most dicult to sustain in large teams, my results
suggest that the ratchet eect may be primarily a small team phenomenon.
Eort provision in large teams is instead constrained by the imperfect cooperation of the employees; the ratchet eect has minimal impact. Second, this
implies that the ratchet eect imposes an exogenous cap on the value created
by improved inter-worker monitoring. In a model in which managers can sign
long-term contracts, the socially optimal level of eort provision can usually
be achieved. When only short-term contracts are available, the ratchet eect
binds and the socially optimal eort provision is no longer possible.
In the model of this paper, I have assumed risk-neutrality for both managers and workers. Future models may wish to take account of risk-aversion,
especially on the part of the workers. Teams assist in employee risk-sharing,
and therefore, some of my results may be impacted if risk aversion is accounted
for explicitly. Future research may also wish to examine the implications of
less severe punishment strategies. This would make cooperation between the
workers more dicult to sustain. While these extensions may dampen slightly
some of my results, they are unlikely to change the qualitative results of the
paper.
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3.9

Appendix

3.9.1 Derivation of Steady-State
In the steady-state, the posterior variance over ability is constant with
respect to time. The posterior variance over ability after the realization of

(a + )

is

σa2 σ2
:
σa2 +σ2

σa2 σ2
+ σφ2 = σa2
σa2 + σ2

(3.46)

The precision generated by the observation of the realization of (noisy)
ability must be perfectly oset by the incremental randomness caused by the
martingale process of ability. Equation [3.46] can be solved:

σa2 =

σφ2 +

q
σφ4 + 4σ2
(3.47)

2

An explicit expression for informativeness,

χ,

can then be determined:

q
σφ4 + 4σ2
q
χ=
σφ2 + 2σ2 + σφ4 + 4σ2
σφ2 +

(3.48)

As would be expected, the informativeness is decreasing in the variance
of noise,

σ2 ,

and is increasing in the variance of the ability random walk,

dχ
dχ
< 0;
>0
2
dσ
dσφ2
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σφ2 :

(3.49)

3.9.2 Independent Equilibrium Eort as Optimal Defection
In the body of the paper, I assert that the optimal defection in the full
model is for workers to exert the independent equilibrium eort,

e =

θbκ
.
N

Here, I show that this level of eort maximizes the defection payo (call this

D):

b
(e∗ )2 (eD )2
b ∗
ew + w −
+ (eD )
N
2θ
2θ
N
γδw
(1 − γ) δw
δχb (e∗w − eD )
+
+
+
1−δ
1−δ
N (1 − δ + δχ)

D = w̄ −

Maximization of the defection payo,

eD ,

(3.50)

D, with respect to the eort exerted,

yields:

∂D
eD
b
δχb
+
−
=0
=−
∂eD
θ
N
N (1 − δ + δχ)

bθ
eD =
N


1−

δχ
1 − δ + δχ


=

θbκ
N

(3.51)

(3.52)

As the second derivative is globally negative, this is the unique maximum.

∂ 2D
1
=− <0
2
∂eD
θ
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(3.53)

3.9.3 Equation [3.43]: Wage Sensitivity Maximized in
Full Model
Equation [3.43] is the derivative of managerial prot with respect to wage
sensitivity,

b.

In this section, I show that the derivative is strictly positive

within the support of the ratchet-constrained equilibrium.

bκ (N − 1)2 (1 − δ)
∂Π
= N κθ 1 −
∂b
N 2 δγ

!
(3.54)

From Lemma 3.1, I know that the ratchet-constrained equilibrium obtains
when:

1−δ
1−κ
<
δγ
1 − Nκ
Since

κ ∈ [0, 1]

and

N > 1,

(3.55)

it is immediately clear that

1−κ
<1
1 − Nκ

(3.56)

Therefore, returning to the derivative itself, the terms can be rearranged
as follows:

∂Π
(N − 1)2 (1 − δ)
= N κθ 1 − (b) (κ)
∂b
N2
δγ

!
(3.57)

Viewed in this way, every component of the second term in parentheses
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is between zero and one.

Therefore, the term in parentheses (in total) is

weakly positive, and so must be the derivative.

The derivative is positive

for all possible parameter specications that lead to the ratchet-constrained
equilibrium, and therefore the wage sensitivity,

b, is maximized in the ratchet-

constrained equilibrium.

3.9.4 Proposition 3.4: Comparative Statics of Inter-worker
Monitoring
I prove each of the three components of Proposition 3.4 in turn. First, I
show that managerial prot is increasing in the ability of workers to monitor
each other's eort provision in both the ratchet-constrained and cooperationconstrained equilibria.

κ2 θ (N − 1)2 (1 − δ)
∂ΠR
=
>0
∂γ
2N δγ 2

(3.58)

∂ΠC
δθ (N − κ)2 (1 − δ)
=
>0
∂γ
2N (1 − δ + δγ)2

(3.59)

Next, I show that the utility of workers in the cooperation-constrained
equilibrium is maximized at

γ=

1−δ
.
δ

∂w
δθ (N − κ) (1 − δ) (1 − δ − δγ)
=
∂γ
2N 2 (1 − δ + δγ)3
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(3.60)

Therefore, there exists a unique local extrema:

γ =

1−δ
.
δ

The second

derivative is negative, and thus, this is a local maximum.

∂ 2w
δ 2 θ (N − κ)2 (1 − δ) (2δ + δγ − 2)
=
∂γ 2
N 2 (1 − δ + δγ)4

(3.61)

δ 2 θ (N − κ)2 (1 − δ)2
<0
N 2 (1 − δ + δγ)4

(3.62)

∂ 2w
∂γ 2
Therefore,

γ=

=−
γ= 1−δ
δ

1−δ
is the unique local maximum of the utility of workers.
δ

Note also that the derivative of total worker utility with respect to interworker monitoring in the ratchet-constrained equilibrium is the negative of
managerial prot. This illustrates the purely distributional changes imposed
by

γ

in this equilibrium.

κ2 θ (N − 1)2 (1 − δ)
1 ∂Π
∂w
=−
=−
<0
2
2
∂γ
2N δγ
N ∂γ

(3.63)

Finally, the results of Proposition 3.4 related to eort provision follow
directly from Propositions 3.2 and 3.3.
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Chapter 4
Team Transfers in Investment
Banks
Abstract
Investment banks often hire large teams of employees from their
competitors. Yet these transfers are rare in other professional service rms: a fact dicult to explain with the existing academic
literature. In this paper, I argue that team transfers may be motivated by informational and contracting frictions in the labour
market.

When workers are capital constrained and only team

achievement is observable rather than individual eort exertion,
individuals benet by working with the most talented coworkers.
Existing teams may thus stay together across rms to exclude less
talented employees, even if there exist other, more talented individuals in the market. In an extension, I show that labour market
information asymmetry intensies this eect. These team transfers are expected to be most frequent in industries where individuals are remunerated signicantly based on team achievement. The
large bonuses in investment banking, then, may partially explain
the outsize signicance of team transfers there.
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4.1

Introduction

On June 15

th

2009, investment banker Benjamin Lorello took Wall Street

by surprise when he and 34 of his colleagues resigned from UBS to join rival
rm Jeeries & Co. Lorello's nearly complete lift-out

1

of the UBS health-

care division inicted enormous reputational, economic, and other harm on
UBS.

2

In the twelve months following the transfer, the investment banking

league tables conrmed the transfer's signicance: UBS's healthcare division
fell six ranks as Jeeries' soared from 61st to 24th.

3

While Lorello's example is exceptional for its size, large team transfers
(more often of ve to twenty individuals) are common in investment banks.
The existing literature has diculty in explaining certain aspects of these
transfers, however, and provides little insight as to why they are especially
signicant in investment banking. In this paper, I present a complementary
explanation for team transfers that may help explain this discrepancy.
I argue that team transfers may be motivated by informational and contracting frictions in the labour market. These frictions may provide an incentive for individuals to work with the most talented coworkers, even conditional
on the equilibrium contracts. When employees benet by working with other
talented individuals, then above-average teams have an incentive to stay to-

1 Zachary Mider and Ambereen Choudury, `UBS Sues Jeeries After Losing Lorello, 35
Bankers,' Bloomberg, 25 June 2009.

2 Financial Industry Regulatory Authority Dispute Resolution: UBS Securities LLC,

Claimant, against Jeeries & Company, INC, Benjamin D. Lorello and Sage Kelly, Respondents. 22 June 2009.

3 Bloomberg

L.P. M&A League Tables.
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gether even across dierent employers.

By staying together, above-average

teams eectively exclude less talented workers, allowing the team to retain
greater surplus.
I create a simple model with a pair of incumbent rms, and a new entrant
with a higher marginal demand for employee talent. Both the `poaching rm'
and the incumbents need to employ two workers to work on a single task. Any
of the rms may hire workers from a common labour pool. In a world with no
information frictions and perfect contracting, then, the outcome is simple: the
poaching rm poaches the best two employees from the incumbent rms, so
long as these individuals are more talented than those in the labour pool. This
is positive assortative matching: employees with the highest (expected) ability
work at the rm with the best projects. When some minor imperfections are
added to the model, however, I show that the poaching rm may hire an
entire team,

even if better employees are available.4

I add two small imperfections to this model.

First, I assume that only

aggregate achievement is observable, and not individual eort exertion. This
results in both individual moral hazard and an incentive for employees to
work with the best coworkers.
success or failure of the

team,

As bonus pay must be conditioned on the

a more qualied coworker results in a greater

expected bonus payment.

4 To reiterate, my focus in this paper is to motivate team transfers that do

not achieve

positive assortative matching. Team moves in which all employees in a team can be more
protably employed by another rm are explained with existing models.
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Second, I impose capital constraints on the workers. Thus, wage payments
must be weakly positive. This implies that there exists no mechanism that
can reduce the utility of an individual working with a talented coworker to
his/her outside option. Eectively, even conditional on the equilibrium wage
contract, new workers would prefer to work with the best coworkers.

This

leads directly to the conclusion that team transfers may be optimal, even
when such transfers conict with simple positive assortative matching.
The reasoning is as follows.

When the poaching rm attempts to hire

the best worker away from an above-average team, the incumbent employer
bids aggressively to keep the star employee. This is because if the employee
leaves, he/she must be replaced with a less-talented employee, who will be
eectively `overpaid' because he/she joins a strong team. If the entire team is
poached, however, two new employees are hired from the labour pool. These
less-talented employees work together, extracting less surplus for themselves.
This additional surplus is available to be distributed between the poaching
rm and the workers.
The distribution of ability within the industry impacts the surplus extracted by the employees (and thus not available for the rms). Team moves
may be protable even when they do not achieve positive assortative matching, but because of their impact on ability distribution within the economy.
Team homogeneity may be maximized when a team transfer occurs, which
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5

results in the (new) employees extracting the lowest surplus.

This is because

when the incumbent teams are initially relatively homogenous, the major determinant of ex post team homogeneity is where the newly hired employees
work.

If they replace a good worker at each of the incumbent rms, then

each new hire benets by working with a talented coworker and extracts `excess' surplus. If the new hires instead work together at an incumbent whose
team has been poached, they extract less surplus. The incumbent rms therefore bid less aggressively for teams than for their individual star employees,
encouraging the poaching rm to hire en masse.

This incentive for team

poaching is intensied the more that individuals benet by working with a
talented coworker.
I extend the basic model in one way. I consider the outcome if workers
and rms are uncertain about the ability of others in the economy. This leads
to adverse selection both when a rm makes an oer and when an employee
accepts an oer to work with a heretofore unknown coworker. Both of these
adverse selection problems are mitigated by team transfers, suggesting that
information asymmetry in the labour market may further encourage large
team moves.

Similarly, as adverse selection is most problematic when the

variance of ability is greatest, team transfers are expected to be most prevalent
in industries where employees dier considerably.

5 If multiple rounds of employee poaching are possible, then team transfers may no longer
be optimal with perfect information. This is not the case in the extension, however; my
result there is robust to numerous rounds of poaching.
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These comparative statics are broadly consistent with observed interindustry variability in team transfers.

Investment banking, where a much

greater proportion of employees' salaries is conditioned on team performance
than in accounting, is host to signicantly more team transfers.

Addition-

ally, given the smaller certication requirements for employment in investment banking than in accounting, it is plausible that employee ability is more

6

variable in the former.

However, as all of these factors are endogenously

determined, it is dicult to determine causality. Therefore, this paper uses
investment banking as a motivation to develop a complementary explanation
for team transfers (consistent with stylized facts), rather than a denitive
testing ground for the theory.
More research is needed. Additional empirical studies, likely focused on
intra-industry poaching statistics, are a logical next step: these are discussed
at the close of the paper.
The paper is arranged in seven sections. Section 4.2 describes the existing
literature to which this paper contributes. Section 4.3 describes and solves the
main model. Section 4.4 extends the model to consider labour market information asymmetry. Section 4.5 discusses the results of the previous sections.
Testable implications are described in Section 4.6. Section 4.7 concludes.

6 This is supported by the much greater variance in employer pay in investment banking
than in accounting and actuarial services.
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4.2

Relevant Literature

The academic literature has a long history of research into the importance
of teams. In one of the earliest papers in this stream of inquiry, Marschak
(1955) denes a team as a group of persons each of whom takes decisions
about something dierent but who receive a common reward as the joint
result of all of those decisions (pp. 128). Marschak's work informs my setup
of the employee interaction:

employees individually choose the amount of

eort to exert on a single combined project.
More recent research has emphasized the importance of maintaining the
structure of a given team. For example, Mailath & Postlewaite (1990) dene
the network human capital that exists between the members of a team due
to their repeated interaction. The authors emphasize that the knowledge and
skills are relevant to the interactions between group members, rather than
the specic rm for which they work.

Examples of this include whom to

contact about particular problems that may arise and [...] the strengths and
weaknesses of [...]

coworkers (Mailath & Postlewaite, 1990, pp.

369-370).

Similar arguments are suggested by Weber & Camerer (2003), who consider
team-specic communication methods that are destroyed when teams cease to
work together. The models of both Mailath & Postlewaite (1990) and Weber
& Camerer (2003) suggest that teams may transfer to maintain operational
complementarities between team members.
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However, there are aspects of team transfers that are less well-explained
by this research. For example, team transfers often include even the junior
team members, yet network human capital would expected to be minor for
these individuals.

7

Similarly, network human capital does not give any ex

ante reason for why team transfers should be more frequent in investment

8

banking than in many other professional service industries.

Clearly, while

these arguments do not disprove the argument for network human capital,
they imply that there are likely other factors at work.
Therefore, I propose a novel explanation for team transfers that complements the existing network human capital argument. I argue that team transfers are motivated by employees' incentives to work with the best coworkers.
I illustrate that this desire may manifest itself in team transfers, even absent
any production complementarities between employees.
My approach to the study of team transfers draws heavily from the academic literature on employee poaching: most specically from the work of
Jovanovic (1979) and Lazear (1986). Jovanovic (1979) creates a model where
workers have abilities that match best with certain rms.

The longer that

employees work at a given rm, the more precisely their match with the rm

7 Patrick Jenkins and Miles Johnson, `Orcel brothers poach BofA sta,'

Financial Times,

14 April 2012.
Peter Elkind and Mark Gimein, `The Trouble with Frank,' CNN Money, 3 September
2001.

8 Network human capital can of course explain the preponderance ex post, by arguing

that human capital is greater in investment banks than in other rms. As network human
capital is nearly impossible to measure, however, this argument can potentially be used to
explain any realized inter-industry dierences.
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becomes known. The rm either continues to employ the worker, or searches
for a replacement who is better suited to the particular role. This approach
is expanded with a greater focus on employee poaching in Lazear (1986). In
Lazear's model, employees' abilities again match better with one employer
than another.
I model poaching in a manner similar to that of Jovanovic (1979), and
also to that of Gibbons & Katz (1991).

Outside rms make oers to the

employees of a particular rm; the incumbent employer either matches the
oers or allows its employees to leave. The rationale for poaching, however,
is more similar to that of Lazear (1986). I assume that rms have dierent
marginal products of labour, and that the most productive rms have the
greatest incentive to hire the most talented employees.

This endogenously

creates an incentive for positive assortative matching. The major conclusion
that I make, however, is that team transfers may be used even instead of
alternative transfers that would achieve positive assortative matching.
I nd that team transfers are optimal when employees, even considering
the equilibrium contract oered, have an incentive to work with the best
coworkers.

The approach that I use to generate this incentive is a simple

model of moral hazard, following the example of Holmstrom (1979). When
employees work on the same project, and individual achievement cannot be
separated from team achievement, workers' pay is positively related to the
calibre of the team with which they work. If, in turn, workers are capital-
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constrained, then no mechanism can restrict them to their outside option
when they work with talented coworkers.

In equilibrium, workers extract

an information rent that is proportional to the calibre of the people with
whom they work. This presents an incentive to keep strong teams together,
to reduce the loss of surplus to new employees joining the industry.
Very little empirical research has focused on team transfers, so it is hard to
make denitive statements about the practice. The most applicable research
is by Ouimet & Zarutskie (2011), who consider mergers and acquisitions for
the purpose of acquiring groups of employees. They argue, using condential
US Census data, that a statistically signicant proportion of mergers occur
to acquire the employees of the target rm. This can potentially be viewed
as a team transfer coupled with an asset purchase.

The authors conclude

that this type of merger is most common in industries with signicant human
capital, and that the transferred employees typically receive a wage increase
after the transfer. These ndings are consistent with the implications of the
present paper.
In the extension to the model, I consider labour market information asymmetry.

I extend the base model such that workers and managers are more

certain of the ability of workers with whom they work than of those outside
the rm. The existence of this information asymmetry is shown empirically
by Gibbons & Katz (1991), and then conrmed by Doiron (1995).

These

information asymmetries generate potential adverse selection problems when
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poaching employees.

Introducing information asymmetry to my model has

two eects. First, managers that poach employees are less certain of the calibre of the employees that they hire. Second, employees that switch rms are
less certain of the calibre of people with whom they will work. I show that
while information asymmetry makes employee poaching overall less protable,
it increases the incentive to execute a team transfer conditional on poaching.
Lastly, there exists a small literature on investment banker poaching, and
in particular, on investment banking team moves. While not critical for the
general explanation that I advance, this literature perhaps provides some insight into the motivating example. Anand & Galetovic (2006) provide a brief
discussion of investment banking team transfers. They describe team poach-

9

ing as a possible defection from an oligopolistic agreement between banks.

Morrison & Wilhelm (2008) conclude similarly, though they greatly expand
on this argument. Morrison and Wilhelm argue that employee moves have
become increasingly popular since the demise of investment banking partnerships, as rms cannot tie down the human capital of workers as eectively.
Similarly, they argue that while the codication of investment banking processes increased industry eciency, it also increased the generality of employees' skills. This allowed an overall increase in employee mobility and a
decrease in average tenure at rms.

10

These papers provide partial expla-

9 Interestingly, Anand & Galetovic (2006) specically mention a transfer by Benjamin
Lorello, the individual mentioned in the motivating example. This was a previous transfer
of his; his movement to Jeeries had not yet occurred at the time of writing of their paper.

10 For a more ethnographic view of investment banking transfers, see Beaverstock &
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nations for investment banking transfers, although the explanation that I
advance contributes further to this understanding.
In the next section, I present the model from which I derive my results.
I advance a general explanation for team transfers that complements the
existing network human capital justication and accords with stylized facts
about investment banking team transfers.

4.3

Model

I analyze a one-period model, populated with employees and rms. Both
rms and employees are risk-neutral. Firms employ two workers to work on a
common project. The ability of a given worker
whether to exert eort,

ei = 1,

or to shirk,

of a given project at a rm with workers

i

is

ei = 0.

i and j

is

ai .

Each worker

i

chooses

The probability of success

a0 + ai ei + aj ej .

Successful

projects generate a given value for the employer  this value is explained in
more detail below. Failed projects yield zero.
Exerting eort imposes a utility cost on employees,

c;

eort exertion is

unobservable. Workers are capital constrained (so that wage payments must
be weakly positive). Workers' outside options are normalized to zero.
There are four rms. Two identical incumbent rms with projects of value

V

each employ two identical sets of workers. Each incumbent employs one

good employee of ability

ag

and one bad employee with ability

Smith (1996) or Beaverstock (2005).
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ab ≤ ag .

The

third rm is a poaching rm (P), with projects of value
a `market' rm (M), with projects of value

V.

VP ≥ V .

The last is

A perfectly informative public

signal of the ability of the incumbent rms' employees is costlessly observed
by all parties.
The market rm and the poaching rm make wage oers to the employees
of the incumbent rms. Wage oers are observable take-it-or-leave-it oers.
Contracts pay a base wage of

wi

and a bonus of

bi

11

conditional on the success

of the project.
For simplicity, I assume that the poaching rm may make oers only to

12

two employees.

The market rm, on the other hand (as it represents a

reduced-form labour market), may bid for any number.
The incumbent rms may respond to the wage oers by oering the employees new oers of their own. Employees accept the wage oer that pays
them the most in expectation.
Any rm with vacancies remaining after the round of poaching may hire
additional employees from a common labour pool.
quires a recruiting cost
with density

f (a),

cR ;

and mean

Hiring an employee re-

labour pool employee abilities are distributed

a.13

Prots are earned and wages are paid at the end of the period.

11 This contracting sequence follows Gibbons & Katz (1991).
12 As there is no uncertainty, and the poaching rm always succeeds in hiring its desired
targets, this assumption does not change my results.

13 Note that the good and bad employees of the incumbent are dened relative to each

other, and not to the average in the labour market. That is, it is possible that
and equally that

a ≥ ag ≥ ab .
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ag ≥ ab ≥ a,

A timeline of the model is shown in Figure 4.1.

1. Poaching rm and market rm make oers to incumbent employees
2. Incumbent rms make oers to incumbent employees
3. Employees accept oers, and choose whether or not to exert eort
4. Firms hire remaining workers from common labour pool
5. Prots realize

Figure 4.1:

Timeline of Model

4.3.1 Benchmark Solution
First, it is useful to consider a benchmark equilibrium.

In a situation

with neither moral hazard, nor any restriction on the payments to employees,
positive assortative matching would always prevail. The poaching rm, with
its higher demand for employee talent, would hire away the talented employees
from the two incumbent rms if

ag > a.

In a situation where

ag = ab ,

it would be irrelevant whether the poaching rm poached the two employees
from the same rm or from dierent ones. What I will show is that the simple
imperfections of moral hazard and limited liability may weaken this result,
allowing team transfers to occur

instead

of positive assortative matching.

4.3.2 Solution Denition
In this subsection, I dene the model equilibrium. I begin by dening a
contract.
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I follow Laont & Martimort (2002) and dene a contract as a mapping
from the project outcome to a money transfer (wage).
contract is an ordered pair

(·, ·)

Formally, then, a

of payos conditional on project success and

on project failure, for some group of employees.

It will generally be more

useful, however, to view a contract as a base wage,

w, and a bonus for success

of the project,

b.

For contracts oered to teams, the base wage is the total

for the team, and the bonus is per-team-member.
The set of all possible contracts that can be oered to a group of employees
is thus

(w, b) ∈ R2≥0 .

A contract is represented by

one person contracts is

Θ1 .

θ.

The set of all possible

The set of all possible two person contracts is

which includes all possible pairs of individual contracts,

Θ1 × Θ1 ,

Θ2 ,

as well as

all possible two-person contracts.

Denition 4.1.

A contract,

θ,

consists of an oer to pay a base wage,

and bonus conditional on project success,

b,

to a given set of employees.

Next, I dene the strategies of the three rms. I write
possible incumbent employee abilities,

Denition 4.2.

A,

A

for the set of all

(ag , ab ) ∈ R2≥0 .

A poaching rm strategy,

ability realizations,

w,

ψP ,

maps incumbent employee

into the set of possible contracts

Θ2

oered to two

people.

ψP : A → Θ2 : (ag , ab ) 7→ ((w1 , b1 ) , (w2 , b2 ))
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or

(wT , bT )

(4.1)

Given the realization of incumbent employee ability (as communicated by
the public signal), the poaching rm either makes two oers to individual
employees or an oer to a team.

Denition 4.3.

An incumbent strategy,

of ability realizations,
tracts,

A,

ψI ,

maps the product of the set

market rm contracts,

Θ2 ,

and poaching rm con-

Θ2 , into the set of contracts oered by the incumbent to its employees,

Θ2 .


ψI : A × Θ2 × Θ2 → Θ2 : ag , ab , θM , θP →
7 ((wg , bg ) , (wb , bb ))

or

(wT , bT )
(4.2)

Denition 4.4.
izations,

A market rm strategy,

ψM ,

maps incumbent ability real-

A, into contracts for each employee of each incumbent rm, Θ2 ×Θ2 .

ψM : A → Θ2 × Θ2 : (ag , ab ) 7→ ((wg , bg ) , (wb , bb ))

or

(wT , bT ) ∀I

(4.3)

As there is perfect information, I solve for the Subgame Perfect Equilibria
of the game.

Subgame Perfect Equilibrium

of the model is an ordered

(ψI , ψP , ψM ), of strategies ψI , ψP , and ψM .

Each rm's strategy maxi-

Denition 4.5.
triple,

A

mizes its expected prot, subject to the strategies of the other rms, at every
proper subgame.

This denes the equilibrium. Next, I solve the model
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4.3.3 Model Solution
First, I consider the optimal wage contract to be oered to a new hire (of
unknown ability) from the general labour pool. A general worker of ability
will exert eort if and only if the bonus oered is at least

c/ai .

ai

As the workers

in the common labour pool have no outside option, regardless of which rm
hires them, they receive only a performance bonus. Labour pool workers are
hired with a zero base wage.
The optimal bonus to oer a labour pool worker is as follows, given that
his/her coworker is of ability

b

∗

Z

c
b

= max
b

aj

and is paid bonus

bj :

(a0 + aj ) (V − b − bj ) f (a) da
Z ∞
+
(a0 + a + aj ) (V − b − bj ) f (a) da

−∞

(4.4)

c
b

For simplicity, I assume that ability is bounded below by
optimal bonus payment is
exert eort.

14

b∗ = c/aL .

aL , and that the

Thus, in equilibrium, every worker will

(This will be the outcome when

V

is large.)

Next, I consider the wage oer that will be made by the market rm to
the workers of the incumbent rm. For an employee of ability
rm, given that the market rm will hire its

other

ai

at another

employee from the labour

14 Without this assumption, employees below a given ability level do not exert eort, and
are therefore of eective ability zero. This does not change the qualitative results, it just
needlessly complicates the analysis.
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pool, the market rm oers a contract

wiM , bM
i



dened as follows:

(a0 + ai + a) (V − b∗ − bi ) − wi − cR = (a0 + 2a) (V − 2b∗ ) − 2cR

(4.5)

The market rm will bid up to a wage at which it is indierent between
having its wage oer accepted and having to hire from the common labour
pool. Rearranging this equation yields:

(a0 + ai + a) (V − b∗ ) + cR
− (a0 + 2a) (V − 2b∗ ) = wiM + (a0 + ai + a) bM
i

(4.6)

The right hand side of the above equation is recognizable as the expected
total remuneration of the employee

i,

at the new rm. The left hand side is

formed entirely of market constants. This implies that so long as the bonus is
suciently high as to incentivize eort the specic form of the contract is not
relevant. All that matters is the expected utility of the employee conditional
on the contract. This discussion yields Lemma 4.1.

Lemma 4.1. Any contract (w, b) that incentivizes employee eort may be

transformed into a second contract (w̃, b∗ ) that leaves both the employee(s)
and the employer indierent between the two contracts.
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Lemma 4.1 implies that the bonus conditional on success may be held
constant, so that only the base wage need be considered. This signicantly
simplies the following analysis.
Therefore, given a bonus
employee of ability

ai

b∗ ,

the wage oered by the market rm to an

is as follows.

wiM = (ai − a) (V − 2b∗ ) + cR

The second term of the wage
average ability

wiM

(4.7)

is the cost of hiring a new employee of

a from the labour pool.

The rst term is the incremental value

to the rm of the employee's specic ability. The more talented an employee,
the greater the market rm's oer.
The optimal strategy of the market rm can then be specied.

∗
Lemma 4.2. The optimal market rm strategy, ψM
, is to:

1. Oer a contract with base wage wi = (ai − a) (V − 2b∗ ) + cR to every
incumbent employee of ability i.
2. Hire labour pool workers for any remaining vacancies by oering a contract with wage zero.
Given the wage oers that are made by the market rm, I can next solve
for the minimum oers required for the incumbent rms to keep their various
employees. To keep a worker i, who is currently working with coworker
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j , the

incumbent rm must oer a wage

wiI

that makes the worker at least indierent

between the two contracts. This indierence condition is Equation [4.8].

wiI + (a0 + ai + aj ) b∗ = (ai − a) (V − 2b∗ ) + cR + (a0 + ai + a) b∗

(4.8)

The left hand side of Equation [4.8] represents the utility to the worker
from staying at the incumbent rm; the right hand side represents the worker's
utility from accepting the oer from the market rm. The wages that must
be oered by the incumbent rm to retain its employees follow immediately.

wgI = (ag − a) (V − 2b∗ ) − (ab − a) b∗ + cR

(4.9)

wbI = (ab − a) (V − 2b∗ ) − (ag − a) b∗ + cR

(4.10)

These are the wages required to retain the individual employees, given
that the

other

individual, the

employee stays.

lower

The more talented the coworker of a given

the wage need to retain him/her. This follows from the

benets of working with a talented coworker.
It will also be helpful to determine the wage needed to retain the bad
worker, if the good worker is poached away. In this situation, the bad worker
will be working with an employee of average quality, and the necessary wage
to prevent him/her from being poached away is as follows:
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I
wb|a
= (ab − a) (V − 2b∗ ) + cR

(4.11)

Note that these are the wages necessary to prevent the employees from
being poached away by the market rm,

not

the highest that the incumbent

rms would pay to keep them. Note also that when

ag ≥ ab > a, the wages are

lower than those oered by the market rm. This captures the intuition that
when their current coworkers are above-average, employees will sometimes
reject a better contract to remain with their current team.
Next, I examine the oers made by the poaching rm. The poaching rm
has two potential options: it may either poach the better worker from each
rm, or it may poach an entire team. First, consider the total wage that must
be oered to successfully poach away a team from an incumbent. (The two
workers decide how to split total remuneration amongst themselves.)

This

wage must be such that the incumbent rm is indierent between matching
the wage, and hiring a new set of employees. The indierence condition of
the incumbent rm follows.

(a0 + ag + ab ) (V − 2b∗ ) − wTP = (a0 + 2a) (V − 2b∗ ) − 2cR

(4.12)

Therefore, the total wage required to poach away the entire team is:
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wTP = (ag + ab − 2a) (V − 2b∗ ) − 2cR

(4.13)

Last, the required wage for the poaching rm to hire the good employee,
alone, can be determined. I present the indierence condition used to determine this wage rst, and then describe its derivation.

(a0 + ag + ab ) (V − 2b∗ )

(a0 + a + ab ) (V − 2b∗ )

− [(ab − a) (V − 2b∗ ) − (ag − a) b∗ + cR ] = − [(ab − a) (V − 2b∗ ) + cR ]


− wgP + (ag − ab ) b∗

−cR
(4.14)

Equation [4.14] equates the prot earned by an incumbent rm if it retains

wgP

its good worker when an oer is made of

(LHS), with the prot earned if it

allows the good worker to be poached away (RHS). On the left-hand side, the
rst term is the revenue generated by the workers, after paying their bonuses.
The second term is the wage that must be oered to the bad employee, to
keep him/her from being poached away by the market rm. The nal term is
the wage that must be oered to the good employee to retain him/her. Note
that the wage that must be oered by the incumbent is

higher

than that

oered by the poaching rm, because at the poaching rm, the employee will
work with a more capable coworker.

more

Therefore, the incumbent rm must

than match the poaching rm's oer to retain the good employee.
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On the right-hand side of the equation, the rst term is again the revenue
generated by the workers, after paying their bonuses. The second term is the
wage that must be oered to the (remaining) bad worker, conditioned such
that he/she will now be working with an employee of average ability.

The

last term is the cost of recruiting a new worker from the labour pool.
Solving Equation [4.14] for

wgP

yields:

wgP = (ag − a) (V − 2b∗ ) + (ab − a) b∗

(4.15)

This is the wage at which the incumbent rm is indierent between keeping
its good employee and letting him/her go. Therefore, this is the wage that
will be oered by the poaching rm if it poaches individually.
The optimal strategy for the incumbent rms is summarized in Lemma
4.3.

Lemma 4.3. The optimal strategy for the incumbent rms, ψI∗ , is to:

1. Match any team oer made to employees paying up to
wT = (ag + ab − 2a) (V − 2b∗ ) − 2cR .

2. Match any oer made to just the good employee paying up to
wgI = (ag − a) (V − 2b∗ ) + (ag − a) b∗ .

3. Match any oer made to just the bad employee paying up to
wbI = (ab − a) (V − 2b∗ ) + (a − aj ) b∗ + cR , where aj is the ability of the
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worker with whom the bad employee will be working.
4. Replace any poached workers with new workers from the labour pool.
Oer these workers contracts with base wage zero.
The prot attributable to the poaching rm may now be determined,
under its dierent possible poaching strategies. Let
poaching rm when it uses strategy,

ΠPx

be the prot of the

x:

ΠPindividual = (a0 + 2ag ) (VP − 2b∗ )
−2 [(ag − a) (V − 2b∗ ) + (ab − a) b∗ + cR ]

ΠPteam = (a0 + ag + ab ) (VP − 2b∗ ) − (ab + ag − 2a) (V − 2b∗ ) − 2cR

(4.16)

(4.17)

The poaching rm also has a third option  hiring employees directly from
the labour pool. The prot from this strategy is:

ΠPlabour pool = (a0 + 2a) (VP − 2b∗ ) − 2cR

(4.18)

Then, the dierences in prot generated between these dierent strategies
may be found:

ΠPteam − ΠPlabour pool = (ag + ab − 2a) (VP − V )
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(4.19)

For any team in which

(ag + ab ) /2 > a, a team transfer is more protable

than is hiring new employees directly from the labour pool. When the team
is above-average, the team transfer provides higher quality workers than does
hiring directly from the labour pool.

This provides greater prot for the

poaching rm because of its superior project. The critical decision, then, is
whether the poaching rm chooses to poach individuals or an entire team.
The next equation shows the incremental prot generated by poaching a
team, with respect to poaching two individuals.

ΠPteam − ΠPindividual = − (ag − ab ) (VP − V ) + 2 (ab − a) b∗

(4.20)

Evaluation of the relative protabilities of the dierent poaching strategies
allows the denition of the nal equilibrium strategy, that of the poaching
rm.

Lemma 4.4. The optimal poaching rm strategy, ψP∗ is:

1. If (ag + ab ) /2 > a and 2 (ab − a) b∗ > (ag − ab ) (VP − V ):
Oer a team contract to a randomly chosen incumbent team paying base
(team) wage wT = (ag + aB − 2a) (V − 2b∗ ) − 2cR .
2. Otherwise, if ag > a:
Oer individual contracts to the good workers with base wage
wgP = (ag − a) (V − 2b∗ ) + (ab − a) b∗ .
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3. If ag < a, or if the poaching oer is rejected:
Hire employees directly from the labour pool, oering a zero base wage.
With the optimal strategies dened, the full equilibrium may be specied.

Proposition 4.1. The unique subgame perfect equilibrium is the ordered
∗
triple, (ψI∗ , ψP∗ , ψM
).

The unique subgame perfect equilibrium is comprised of the incumbent
rms, the poaching rm, and the market rm playing their respective equilibrium strategies. With the equilibrium thus dened, a number of comparative
statics can be determined.

Corollary 4.1. Team transfers are used when:

1. The bonus payment, b∗ , is high.
2. The dierence in project qualities is small: (VP − V ) ≈ 0.
3. The dierence in ability

within

the team is much less than the dierence

in ability between the weaker member and the average worker in the
economy, (ag − ab )  (ab − a).
Team transfers are a potentially surprising equilibrium phenomenon. Given
that the poaching rm has a weakly more valuable project on which to work,
hiring a team leads to lower overall surplus than does individually hiring the
best workers in the economy. This is because less talented employees work on
the more valuable project. The optimality of team transfers, however, follows
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directly from the incentive for employees to work with the best coworkers,

conditional on the equilibrium contract received.
The arrival of the poaching rm to the economy necessitates the hiring of
two additional workers. These workers extract an information rent from their
employers because of the combination of moral hazard and capital constraints.
As the employees work as part of a team, however, the size of the information
rent is directly related to the ability of their coworkers. The more talented
the coworker, the greater is the information rent extracted.
If a team transfer is executed, the two new employees work together.
If individual poaching is executed, they are instead distributed throughout
the economy.

One new employee joins each of the two incumbent rms,

where they work with a coworker of ability

ab .

When

ab > a,

then, the

new workers extract additional information rent - leaving less to be divided
amongst the rms and initial employees. The incumbent rms, knowing this,
bid correspondingly harder to keep their good worker, because of the cost that
must be borne if he/she leaves the rm.

15

If this over-bidding is substantial, it

becomes optimal for the poaching rm to hire a team, rather than two (more
talented) individuals. This results in lower overall surplus, but because there
is less surplus `lost' to the newly hired employees from the labour pool, more
can be extracted by the poaching rm.
Corollary 4.1 discusses comparative statics around the frequency of team

15 This cost is either the incremental wage that must be paid to the remaining worker to
retain him/her; or, conversely, the loss of talent as he/she also leaves.
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transfers. Team transfers are less likely as the dierence in project quality
between the poaching rm and the incumbent rms grows larger. Eectively,
as the importance of high quality workers to the poaching rm grows larger
and larger, the incremental wage costs needed to secure the good workers
become negligible in comparison. Second, team transfers are more likely as the
bonus payment,

b∗ , grows large.

The larger is the required bonus payment, the

more important is the quality of an individuals' coworkers; accordingly, the
greater is the information rent extracted by the new employees, and therefore
the greater the incentive for the incumbent rms to keep their good workers.
Finally, team transfers are most likely when teams are relatively homogenous,
and considerably more talented than the average worker.

When teams are

relatively homogenous, the cost in hiring a team over hiring the best workers
from throughout an economy is mitigated (because all of the workers in the
poached team are still quite strong).

The dierence in ability between the

team and the average worker, in turn, increases the cost to the incumbent
rm of losing the good employee. The more talented the `other' worker at
the incumbent rm, the harder the incumbent bids for the stronger worker,
making individual poaching increasingly expensive.
In summary, then, team transfers are most protable when employees
benet the most by working with talented coworkers and when the dierence
between rms is relatively small. The teams that transfer are expected to be
relatively homogenous, and signicantly above-average.
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4.4

Extension: Adverse Selection

4.4.1 Model Setup
In this section, I extend the basic model to consider adverse selection. To
do this, I assume that the ability of employees at `foreign' rms is observed
with uncertainty. Managers and workers are perfectly informed of the ability
of all employees within their own rm.
The model setup is very similar to that of the previous model. Employees
still must choose whether or not to exert eort at private cost,

c.

Exert exer-

tion is still hidden, and only team achievement is veriable. The probability
of a successful project is unchanged at

a0 + ai ei + aj ej .

The dierence in the new model is that the public signal of incumbent
employees' abilities,
bility

1 − ,
ab .

(ag , ab ),

is no longer perfectly informative. With proba-

the employees initially employed by the incumbents are of ability

ag

and

a.

This probability,

With probability

,

, however, the workers are in fact each of ability

is known by all market participants. The true ability

level is known by the incumbent rms; all others know only the probability
with which the employees are

(ag , ab )

or

(a, a).

The poaching rm and market rm still act rst, and make their poaching
oers to the employees of the incumbent rm. The incumbent rm may then
oer contracts of its own to its current employees.
contracts that pay the most in expectation.
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Employees accept the

For simplicity, in this extension, I focus only on situations in which

ab ≥ a.

ag ≥

This reduces the number of cases to consider, and focuses attention

on the main result.
A timeline of the extended model is shown in Figure 4.2.

1. Ability of incumbent employees revealed to incumbent rms; public
signal sent
2. Poaching rm and market rm make oers to incumbent employees
3. Incumbent rms make oers to incumbent employees
4. Employees accept oers, and choose whether or not to exert eort
5. Firms hire remaining workers from common labour pool
6. Prots realize

Figure 4.2:

Timeline of Model (Extension)

4.4.2 Model Solution
To solve the model, I continue to use contracts,
4.1.

I redene the strategies of the three rms.

θ,

as set out Denition

I use

ψ0

to represent the

strategies in the extended model.
I continue to write

A

for the set of all employee ability realizations.

It

will now represent the public signal of abilities (and not necessarily the true
abilities).

Denition 4.6.

A poaching rm strategy,
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ψP0 ,

maps public signals,

A,

into

the set of possible contracts

Θ2

oered to two people.

ψP0 : A → Θ2 : (ag , ab ) 7→ ((w1 , b1 ) , (w2 , b2 ))

Denition 4.7.

A market rm strategy,

0
ψM
,

or

(wT , bT )

(4.21)

maps public signals,

contracts for each employee of each incumbent rm,

A,

into

Θ2 × Θ2 .

0
: A → Θ2 × Θ2 : (ag , ab ) 7→ ((wg , bg ) , (wb , bb ))
ψM

or

(wT , bT ) ∀I

(4.22)

To dene the strategy of the incumbent rm, I dene a new variable for the
informativeness of the public signal. I write
employees are of ability

ag

and

ab ;

I write

λ=1

λ=0

for when the incumbents'

for when they are of ability

a.

Denition 4.8.
public signals,

An incumbent strategy,

ψI0 ,

maps the product of the set of

A, market rm contracts, Θ2 , poaching rm contracts, Θ2 , and

accuracy of the public signal,
incumbent to its employees,

{0, 1},

into the set of contracts oered by the

Θ2 .


ψI0 : A×Θ2 ×Θ2 ×{0, 1} → Θ2 : ag , ab , θM , θP , λ 7→ ((wg , bg ) , (wb , bb ))

or

(wT , bT )

(4.23)

I again solve for the Subgame Perfect Equilibria of the game.

16

16 While there is no longer perfect information, there are no information sets in the model.
Therefore, Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium is not necessary.
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Subgame Perfect Equilibrium

of the model is an ordered

0
0
(ψI0 , ψP0 , ψM
), of strategies ψI0 , ψP0 , and ψM
.

Each rm's strategy maxi-

Denition 4.9.
triple,

A

mizes its expected prot, subject to the strategies of the other rms, at every
proper subgame.

With the equilibrium dened, I now turn to solving the model.
First, the wage oered by the market rm to the incumbents' employees
can be determined. Due to adverse selection, however, the wage oer unravels
completely. Incumbent rms know their employees' abilities with certainty,
whereas the market rm knows them only probabilistically. For a given wage
oer to be sucient to poach away an employee of either ability
then, the oer will also poach away employees of ability

a.

ag

or

ab ,

A wage oer like

this results in a probabilistic overpayment for the employees. Therefore, the
only equilibrium wage that does not result in the market rm making a loss
on its poaching is

w I = cR .

In equilibrium, the market rm conditions its

wage oer such that only workers of ability

a

will accept the oer.

This fully species the strategy of the market rm.

0∗
Lemma 4.5. The optimal market rm strategy, ψM
, is to:

1. Oer a contract with base wage wi = cR to every incumbent employee.
2. Hire labour pool workers for any remaining vacancies by oering a contract with wage zero.
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Given that this wage oer will be made by the market rm, the required
oers by the incumbent rms follow as before.

wgI = cR − (ab − a) (V − 2b∗ )

(4.24)

wbI = cR − (ag − a) (V − 2b∗ )

(4.25)

These are the wages that must be oered to keep the various employees
of the incumbent rm from being poached away by the market rm. If either
employee is actually of average ability, or an employee is poached away, the
rm will oer a wage of

cR

to the other one to remain.

Next, I reconsider the oers made by the poaching rm.

To poach an

entire team, the poaching rm must oer the same wage as previously. Only
this is sucient to poach away a team if the workers are of abilities

ag

and

ab .

wTP = (ag + ab − 2a) (V − 2b∗ ) − 2cR

(4.26)

Finally, the poaching rm's wage oer to poach only the good employee
can be determined. The wage oer follows analogously from the earlier Equation [4.14].
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(a0 + ag + ab ) (V − 2b∗ )
(a0 + a + ab ) (V − 2b∗ )
=

∗

− [cR − (ag − a) b ]

(4.27)

−2cR
−



wgP

+ ((1 − ) ag + a − ab ) b

∗



Equation [4.27] equates the payo to the incumbent rm of matching an
oer of

wgP

for its good employee, and letting the employee be poached away.

This can be solved for the lowest wage at which the good employee can be
poached. This is the wage that the poaching rm oers:

wgP = (ag − a) (V − 2b∗ ) + (ag + ab − (1 + ) a) − cR

(4.28)

With this information, the strategy of the incumbent rm can be specied.

Lemma 4.6. The optimal strategy for the incumbent rms, ψI0∗ , is to:

1. If the employees are of ability (ag , ab ):
Match any team oer made to employees paying up to
wT = (ag + ab − 2a) (V − 2b∗ ) − 2cR .

Match any oer made to just the good employee paying up to
wgI = (ag − a) (V − 2b∗ ) + (ag + ab − (1 + ) a) − cR

Match any oer made to just the bad employee paying up to
wbI = (ab − a) (V − 2b∗ ) + (a − aj ) b∗ + cR , where aj is the ability of the

worker with whom the bad employee will be working.
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2. If the employees are of ability (a, a):
Match any team oer made to employees paying up to wT = 2cR .
Match any individual oer made paying up to wb = wg = cR .
3. Replace any poached workers with new workers from the labour pool.
Oer these workers contracts with base wage zero.
Finally, the poaching rm's prot under its dierent strategies may be
determined.

Πteam = (a0 + (1 − ) (ag + ab ) + 2a) (VP − 2b∗ )
− (ag + ab − 2a) (V − 2b∗ ) − 2cR

Πindividual = (a0 + 2 ((1 − ) ag + a)) (VP − 2b∗ )

(4.29)

(4.30)

−2 [(ag − a) (V − 2b∗ ) + ( (ag − a) + ab − a) b∗ − cR ]

Πlabour pool = (a0 + 2a) (VP − 2b∗ ) − 2cR

(4.31)

As before, the prot generated under the dierent poaching rm strategies
can be compared.

Πteam − Πindividual = (ag − ab ) (V − (1 − ) VP ) + 2 (1 + ) (ab − a) b∗
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(4.32)

Πteam − Πlabour pool = (ag + ab − 2a) [(1 − ) (VP − 2b∗ ) − (V − 2b∗ )]

(4.33)

Πindividual − Πlabourpool =2 (1 − ) (ag − a) (VP − 2b∗ )
− 2 [(ag − a) (V − 2b∗ ) + ( (ag − a) + ab − a) b∗ ]
(4.34)

The relative payos to the poaching rm under the dierent poaching
approaches allow a full specication of the poaching rm's strategy.

Lemma 4.7. The optimal poaching rm strategy, ψP0∗ is:

1. If Equations [4.32] and [4.33] are both positive:
Oer a team contract to a randomly chosen incumbent team paying base
(team) wage wT = (ag + aB − 2a) (V − 2b∗ ) − 2cR .
2. Otherwise, if Equation [4.34] is positive:
Oer individual contracts to the good workers with base wage
wgP = (ag − a) (V − 2b∗ ) + (ag + ab − (1 + ) a) − cR .

3. Otherwise (or if the rst poaching oer is rejected):
Hire employees directly from the labour pool, oering a zero base wage.
With the optimal strategies dened, the equilibrium follows immediately.
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Proposition 4.2. The unique subgame perfect equilibrium of the extended
0∗
model is the ordered triple, (ψI0∗ , ψP0∗ , ψM
).

The unique subgame perfect equilibrium is again comprised of the three
rms playing their respective equilibrium strategies. Next, the use of team
transfers can be considered explicitly.

Proposition 4.3. When the labour market is characterized by information

asymmetry, team transfers occur if the expressions in Equations [4.32] and
[4.33] are both positive.
Corollary 4.2. Adverse selection decreases the protability of poaching rel-

ative to hiring from the labour pool, but increases the protability of team
transfers relative to poaching individually.
Labour market information asymmetry decreases the payo to poaching
because of the Winner's Curse.

17

The poaching rm must oer a contract

sucient to attract an employee of ability
employee has only the lower ability

a.

ag ,

while with probability

,

the

This over-paying for labour decreases

the protability of poaching, and encourages the poaching rm to instead
turn to the labour pool to hire.
Conditional on poaching, however, labour market information asymmetry
increases the protability of team poaching with respect to poaching employees individually. This follows directly from the following expression:

17 For a full discussion, see Akerlof (1970).
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∂
[Πteam − Πindividual ] = (ag − ab ) VP + 2 (ab − a) b∗ > 0 ∀ab ≥ a
∂

(4.35)

Information asymmetry increases the protability of team poaching relative to individual poaching for the following two reasons.

First, adverse

selection decreases the attractiveness of poaching because the poached workers must be (probabilistically) overpaid. This aects both poaching a team
and poaching individually, though it aects poaching individually more. This
is because, as mentioned before, incumbent rms bid proportionally harder
for their good employee than they do for the team. Adverse selection, then,
which reduces the calibre of the workers hired at a given wage, results in
an even greater overpayment for labour when rms poach individually than
when they poach teams.
Second, when employees are poached individually,

they

face this same

adverse selection problem. Employees want to work with the best coworkers,
and the value of hiring a strong employee is partially driven by the lower
wage that can be oered to others to work with him/ her. This additional
dimension of adverse selection further exacerbates the amount by which the
poaching rm must overpay to hire employees individually. When employees
are hired as a team, however, because they already know the calibre of their
current coworkers, this adverse selection problem does not apply.
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Further extensions to the model would strengthen this point. For example, information asymmetry is likely less severe when hiring an entire team
than when hiring individuals within the team. This is because the achievements of a rm can often be attributed to teams within the rm, but not to
the particular individuals within those teams. Therefore, outsiders may have
a more precise prior over the aggregate ability of a team than over the precise
individuals within that team. Similarly, it is possible that poaching a team
encourages the poached employees to willingly disclose each other's ability.
If an employee is working with untalented coworkers, when given the opportunity to switch rms with them, he/she may turn down an ostensibly `fair'
oer. This, in turn, will reduce the probability with which the poaching rm
hires a bad team  the workers within the team would be unwilling to stick
together. Both of these examples are beyond the scope of the present model,
but they add support to the conclusion that adverse selection increases the
attractiveness of executing a team transfer.

4.5

Discussion

The explanation that I advance for team transfers should not be interpreted as a contradiction of the existing network human capital story.

In-

deed, in many circumstances, maintaining team human capital may be the
key motivation for a team movement. The model of network human capital,
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however, provides little insight into the observed variability in team transfer
signicance across ostensibly similar professional service industries. Put differently, the model can potentially explain

any

observed heterogeneity across

industries. A complementary model is needed, to help explain certain aspects
of these transfers and their relative preponderance between investment banks.
Other complementary models are possible. Transferring employees may
involve an inherent xed cost which does not vary with the size of the transfer.

This would generate an operational cost-saving justication for team

transfers.

It is dicult to argue, however, that it is costly to transfer in-

vestment bankers between rms, especially when this cost is considered as

18

a fraction of their wage.

Similarly, it is possible that employees grow to

care for one another through working together, and wish to stay together
for personal reasons.

Again, though, this provides little insight as to why

bankers are systematically closer-knit than are professionals in other service
industries. It also fails to explain why even the junior members are brought
along in team transfers. Finally, it may be argued that bankers have greater
bargaining power over potential poaching rms than have other similar professionals. This fails to explain why they choose to wield this bargaining power
to maintain existing team structures, however. One would expect, ex ante,
that greater bargaining power would translate only into higher wages, and
not team transfers. All of these alternate explanations require questionable

18 Also, there are no economies of scale in so-called `gardening leave,' which is likely one
of the biggest costs in transferring investment bankers.
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assumptions.
In this paper, I argue that team transfers may be motivated by informational and contractual frictions.

These provide incentives for employees to

work with the best possible coworkers. For this reason, team transfers may
be used to transfer above-average teams to rms with a greater demand for
labour. This is true even if the rm could have poached more talented workers
individually.
The reasoning for this is as follows.

When workers have incentives to

work with the best possible people, rms bid proportionally harder for their
strongest worker(s) than they do for entire teams.

This is because if the

best worker is lost, he/she will be replaced with a less talented employee. If
the remaining employee is also quite strong, this results in signicant surplus
accruing to the new entrant (which would not occur, for example, if the new
entrant joined a less qualied team). Therefore, even though it results in less
total surplus, a poaching rm may nd it optimal to bid for an entire team
rather than picking the best employees from across the economy because of
the lower wage costs of doing so. This occurs because the poaching rm is able
to extract a greater proportion of the smaller surplus, because less surplus is
lost putting talented people to work with untalented coworkers.
In the model, I have shown that the combination of team-based profitability measures and worker capital constraints provides an incentive for
employees to work with the most talented coworkers. This implies that young
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workers benet by working with talented people, and no mechanism can reduce the employees' utility to that oered by their outside option. Alternative
setups are possible. For example, wage contracts may be `sticky' in the sense
of Jovanovic (1979). Jovanovic asserts that there may be costs of individualizing contracts, and that it may be more cost-eective to give all workers
the same oer.

In a situation like this, then, it is clear that contracts will

not adjust based on the calibre of coworkers, and that workers will desire to
work with the best ones. This would again give rise to an incentive to stay
with existing, above-average teams.
This analysis suggests that senior (talented) employees may bring their
current teams with them, even when better teams are available in the economy.

This is because if the team remains at the `old' rm, it will need to

work with a new, less-talented senior employee. The team members have an
incentive to follow their senior across rms, and can possibly be incentivized
to do so for less than would be necessary to poach a team from elsewhere
in the economy. (This dierence in wages for the transferring employees, depending on the type of transfer used, represents possibly the best test of this
model. This is discussed in the next section.)
An alternative formulation would achieve the same results.

Consider a

situation where a single incumbent rm, with two above-average employees,
faces two identical poaching rms.

Whether the poaching rms both hire

one worker each, or a single rm hires both, the net surplus created in the
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economy is the same.

If the talented workers are split up, however, the

newly hired individuals who work with them extract additional rent through
their association.

Keeping the team members together restricts the loss of

surplus to the new employees, and therefore allows more surplus to be taken
by the poaching rm. In equilibrium, then, a single poaching rm hires both
incumbent employees, even though there is no production complementarity
reason for this.
Future models may wish to further consider this strategic complementarity
in employees' decisions of whether or not to transfer.

When workers are

incentivized to work with talented coworkers and work with an above-average
team, team transfers can occur simply because all members in a team expect
them to.

If all other members are expected to transfer, it is optimal for a

given one to, as well. I ignore these `sunspot' transfers in this paper, but they
may prove an interesting area of study for future research.
In the extension to the main model, I show that incentives to execute team
transfers are magnied when the labour market is characterized by informa-

19

tion asymmetry.

This magnication comes about for two reasons.

First,

in the main model, incumbent rms bid proportionately harder to keep their

19 Labour market information asymmetry may seem implausible as an equilibrium phenomenon, as the most talented employees within a rm always have an incentive to signal
their ability.

However, as it often inhibits poaching, managers have an incentive to ob-

fuscate the ability of their employees. Similarly, lower ability employees have an incentive
to mimic the signals of high ability employees.

Thus, while talented employees have an

incentive to signal their ability, both less talented employees and their employers have an
incentive to signal-jam. Empirical research conrms that individuals do in fact have better
information about the employees with whom they work than others (e.g.
Gibbons & Katz, 1991).
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Doiron, 1995;

better employee than they do to keep the entire team.

Adverse selection,

then, which probabilistically lowers the quality of the targeted employee(s),
magnies this overpayment for the individual employees. Second, there is an
additional form of adverse selection that arises when rms poach individually.
Not only does the poaching rm face adverse selection, but so do the employees transferring.

When poaching individually, the poaching rm must bid

enough to `purchase' both the talented employee's contribution to prot, but
also his/her contribution to the total remuneration of the other hire.

This

second aspect (the contribution to the coworker's total pay) is not present
when poaching on a team basis, because the employees transferring already
know each other's ability.

Therefore, adverse selection discourages the use

of individual poaching because it increases the cost of hiring with respect
to poaching an entire team. Not only does adverse selection exacerbate the
existing overpayment for employees, but it also reduces the incentive of the
workers to accept the oers to work with an unknown coworker.
At the present time, the best empirical analysis of team transfers is likely
that of Ouimet & Zarutskie (2011). In their analysis, the authors present
evidence that some rms pursue M&A [mergers and acquisitions] activity
with the objective of obtaining a larger workforce (pp 1).

If this M&A

activity is viewed as a form of team transfer, Ouimet & Zarutskie (2011)
provides support for the signicance of team transfers in an understanding of
competitive dynamics. Moreover, the authors conclude that M&A for labour
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acquisition purposes is most common in industries with signicant human
capital.

This is consistent with my proposed justication: the importance

of coworkers would be expected to be greatest in industries where workers
contribute signicantly to production.
Additional testable implications are discussed in the following section.

4.6

Testable Implications

This research presents three main testable implications that may be used
to conrm its applicability.

Hypothesis 4.1. Team transfers are positively related to incentives to work

with talented coworkers.
In the primary model of this paper, I show that team transfers can be
motivated by individuals' incentives to work with talented coworkers. In particular, maintaining existing,

above-average

teams prevents the dilution of

this surplus to new entrants to the industry. This allows more surplus to be
divided between the rms and the talented team. For this reason, team transfers should be positively correlated with team-based wage incentives, which
serve as a proxy for the importance of coworkers. This accords with the observed dierences between investment banking and accounting, for example,
but as mentioned previously, there are possibly other confounding factors.
Therefore, an intra-industry analysis would be preferred.
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An analysis

could compare average bonus remuneration to the frequency of team transfers,
though again, this may be equilibrium-determined. Perhaps the best analysis
would examine the preponderance of team transfers in an industry before
and after a technological improvement that allows individual (as opposed to
team) monitoring. My argument suggests that team transfers should be of
decreased relevance as the ability to remunerate a worker solely for his/her
unique contribution to prot improves.

Hypothesis 4.2. Employees poached as a team receive lower wages than

those poached individually.
This is perhaps the clearest test of my proposed justication, which would
also allow a comparison with the current team human capital explanation.
As team transfers serve as a mechanism by which to acquire workers more
cheaply than would be possible poaching individually, this should be observed
in lower wages paid.

This is distinct from the team human capital model,

where team transfers, as a mechanism to maintain employee human capital,
should result in higher wages.

20

Hypothesis 4.3. Team transfers are most prevalent when information asym-

metry is greatest.
In the extension, I show that adverse selection presents an additional
incentive to execute team transfers, as compared to hiring employees individ-

20 Note that the comparison is between workers poached as a team and other

poached

workers. Poached teams are predicted to receive an increase in pay when they transfer,
simply a smaller one than if each member had been poached from a dierent rm.
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ually.

Again, an inter-industry analysis of this sort would be dicult.

An

alternative would be an analysis of rms that expand into new sectors. The
frequency of team transfers in these circumstances could be compared to more
`standard' situations. When rms enter a new industry, they are predicted to
be subject to the greatest adverse selection and therefore to make the heaviest
use of team transfers.

4.7

Conclusions

Team transfers can suddenly shift the entire competitive landscape in
an industry. In investment banking in particular, team transfers occur frequently, and often with devastating eect. For these reasons, a comprehensive
understanding of the rationale for team transfers is important.
The conventional explanation for team transfers, network human capital,
provides a number of insights. It fails, however, to provide a satisfactory justication for certain aspects of team transfers or for the observed variability
in team transfer frequency across otherwise similar professional service industries. A complementary explanation is needed. In this paper, I present an
alternative justication for team transfers that accords with industry observation.
I argue that team transfers may be motivated by information and contractual frictions in the labour market. These frictions generate an incentive
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for individuals to work with the best teammates, even if the team production
function does not have any explicit team complementarity. This would seem
to encourage the best workers to be poached from across the economy and
placed together. However, this does not take account of the distribution of
workers at the rms from which these employees are poached. If the `replacement' workers are signicantly less talented than the workers who remain
after the poaching, this results in a large amount of surplus left to the new
hires. This surplus loss is mitigated if a team is hired, and the new hires are
kept together  allowing more surplus to be kept by the poaching rm.
Team transfers may be further justied because they mitigate labour market information asymmetries. When employees transfer between rms, both
they and the rms that transfer them face an adverse selection problem.
Firms are uncertain of the ability of the individuals that they hire; workers are
uncertain of the caliber of the people with whom they will soon work. These
adverse selection problems may be mitigated by keeping teams together.
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Chapter 5
Capital Recycling and Moral
Hazard in the Securitization
Market
Abstract
Securitization allows the recycling of scarce bank capital but exacerbates the moral hazard problem inherent in banks' private
choices of loan monitoring. In a model combining these aspects of
securitization, I show that banks' inability to contract on proportional retention results in them securitizing as much as possible 
or not at all. I then consider if rating agencies may mitigate this
moral hazard. Instead, I illustrate that rating ination may occur
even with perfectly rational investors and no regulation. Government intervention may further exacerbate this rating inaccuracy. I
conclude that even given market imperfections, governments may
optimally leave the securitization market largely unregulated.
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5.1

Introduction
The Western economy has become akin to a twin-engine plane:
driven by one motor of `traditional banking' - and another from securitization.
- Gillian Tett and Aline van Duyn

Securitizing loan assets for sale in the nancial markets provides banks with
the requisite cash to lend more than would otherwise be possible. Securitiesissuing banks encounter a moral hazard problem, however, in their private
choice of loan monitoring. When these banks securitize nancial assets for
sale, they reduce their exposure to the assets and no longer bear the full
economic costs of default.

This, in turn, reduces the banks' incentive to

monitor originated loans, which may reduce the loans' quality.
Given these counteracting forces, I consider possible interventions in the
securitization market by a welfare-maximizing regulator. First, I show that
bank moral hazard results in minimal exposure being retained to securitized
loans. Second, I show that credit rating agencies may inate ratings even with
perfectly rational investors and no government regulation. With these problems in the securitization market, however, I still conclude that governments
may optimally leave the market minimally-regulated.

First, I show while

a proportional retention requirement may improve social welfare in theory,
it necessitates the assumption that governments are better able to analyze
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banks' holdings than the market. Absent any special investigative powers, a
government-imposed proportional retention requirement is unlikely to achieve
its stated goal. Second, I consider a novel regulation: volume restriction of
securitization. I show that while this may improve social welfare, it is unable
to achieve the rst-best. Finally, I consider the impact of regulating the credit
rating market, and show that this may further lower the quality of ratings.
Taken together, this research suggests that while an unregulated securitization market may be plagued with problems, government intervention in the
market may further

exacerbate, rather than solve, these diculties.

I create a model that combines four features. First, securitization allows
the recycling of capital and thereby additional loan origination. Second, the
bank has a moral hazard problem that arises from its private, non-veriable
choice of monitoring level. Securitization amplies this problem by reducing
the bank's loan exposure and therefore its incentive to exert monitoring eort.
Third, the presence of an over-the-counter derivatives market prohibits the
bank from committing to a specic level of securitization, thereby adding a
second moral hazard problem. Fourth, a market intermediary (a credit rating
agency, or CRA) with a monitoring technology exists; however, the monitoring signal of the technology is private and non-veriable. This creates a third
moral hazard problem. With this model, I derive a number of conclusions.
First, I conclude that because the fraction of the securitization that the
bank retains is privately chosen and non-veriable, the bank always secu-
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ritizes the maximum amount possible (or does not securitize at all).
lowers the quality of securitized loans.

This

CRAs are potentially able to solve

this moral hazard problem of bank loan monitoring, and the associated adverse selection problem that arises because banks cannot credibly communicate quality to potential purchasers. CRAs, however, may succumb to

ination :

rating

granting higher ratings to securities than are justied by the un-

derlying loans.

1

I show that ratings ination may occur even with fully rational investors,
and without any government intervention in the market. This follows from
an analysis of the consulting services that CRAs oer alongside their typical
rating services:

these may serve as a hidden vehicle by which banks can

2

`purchase' ratings for otherwise borderline securities.

This higher rating

may result from a dierently structured securitization (while the underlying
remains the same), or through the more common practice of `rating at the
edge.'

This creates a new moral hazard problem:

investors are unable to

discern whether CRA-rated products are of sucient quality to justify their
rating, or if the issuing rm overpaid to obtain the rating. In equilibrium, an
internal combination of monitoring and the purchase of consulting services is
used. This is rating ination: CRAs bestow higher ratings than are merited

1 The scale of recent rating ination was shown in November 2007, when rating agencies
were forced to downgrade more than two thousand inated securitization ratings.
Paul J. Davies, `CDO downgrades break new records,' Financial Times, 13 December 2007.

2 Firms that willingly over-pay to encourage clemency in the rating process achieve the

same.
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by products' quality, and this is perfectly expected by investors. Therefore,
while CRAs may help to mitigate the moral hazard problem of banks, the
CRAs' own moral hazard problem prohibits the social rst-best from being
achieved.
To remedy these problems, I consider possible interventions in the market
by a welfare-maximizing regulator. First, I consider a proportional retention
requirement, which may be able to require that banks maintain exposure to
loans they securitize, thereby providing a greater incentive to monitor them.
Simply mandating this exposure (as does a proportional retention requirement) may be impossible, however, because of the ability of the rms to
engage in over-the-counter derivatives transactions. A restriction on the sale
of loans may be undone through derivatives referencing the underlying loan
assets. Similarly, a requirement on the rm to maintain `economic exposure'
to a given asset may be uncontractible, and thus potentially unenforceable.
Therefore, while a proportional retention requirement could potentially increase social welfare, it is unclear if governments can actually enforce these
requirements.

Next, I present a novel regulatory intervention: I show that

restricting the volume of securities that CRAs can rate may be socially benecial. This regulation restricts the recycling of bank capital, but increases
monitoring intensity through encouraging stricter CRA standards. This can
increase social welfare if the impact of the higher monitoring intensity outweighs the decreased capital recycling, but, denitionally, it can never achieve
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the social rst-best. Finally, I consider the possible mandating of ratings. I
show that ratings-based regulation brings a new concern:

rating accuracy

may decrease as regulation increases. This occurs because mandating ratings
reduces the importance of reputation for CRAs: future business is guaranteed
regardless of their reputation. This reduces their incentive to rate accurately
and leads to (further) rating ination.
Overall, this paper makes two key points.

First, I show that an unreg-

ulated securitization market is prone to problems of moral hazard and fails
to achieve the social rst-best. I illustrate that the tradeo between capital
recycling and moral hazard is imperfectly managed by the private sector, and
that credit rating agencies do not alter this. Indeed, I extend the existing literature and show that credit rating agencies may succumb to rating ination
even with perfectly rational investors and no regulation. Second, I argue in
this paper that the imperfections of the securitization market do

not

necessi-

tate government involvement. Instead, I show that many possible government
interventions in the securitization market are either ineectual, or possibly
detrimental. Most important, I illustrate that government intervention in the
ratings industry may reduce the quality of these ratings, exacerbating the
moral hazard in the industry and decreasing social welfare.
I organize the paper in six sections.
literature.

Section 5.2 overviews the related

Section 5.3 describes the model.

Section 5.4 solves the model

absent regulation. Section 5.5 considers the actions of a welfare-maximizing
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regulator. Section 5.6 concludes.

5.2

Related Literature

Tradeos inherent in securitization have been the focus of much recent academic work. Arguing against securitization, many conclude that banks have
reduced incentives to monitor securitized loans (to which they have reduced
economic exposure). Keys et al. (2010) show this reduction in loan monitoring
empirically: in the most recent crisis, banks exerted less eort in the monitoring and selection of loan recipients of readily-securitized loans than of loans
that would likely need to be retained. In the authors' words: securitization
does adversely aect the screening incentives of lenders. Mian & Su (2009)
nd a similar result in US securitization data from 2001 to 2005. Benets do
arise through securitization, however. Greenbaum & Thakor (1987) illustrate
that securitization encourages the reallocation of loans from rms that have a
comparative advantage in origination to those with a comparative advantage
in holding. Securitization also encourages the diversication of risks between
rms. Tymoigne (2009) shows that this diversication may encourage more

3

lending at lower rates, beneting the wider economy.

In this paper, I inves-

tigate possible government interventions into a securitization market subject
to these o-setting forces.

3 The American Securitization Forum, in its 2009 Study of the Impact of Securitization
on Consumers, Investors, Financial Institutions and the Capital Markets, makes the same
assertion from a more practitioner-focused viewpoint.
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I follow the example set by Diamond (1984) and Holmstrom & Tirole
(1997), and consider loan monitoring to be a primary purpose of banking. To
a core model of bank loan monitoring, I add an element of securitization: a
bank may combine assets (loans) for sale in the nancial markets. In this way,
my model's combination of bank monitoring intensity and asset securitization
approaches the modeling setup of Hartman-Glaser et al. (2012).

In their

article, the authors create a model wherein banks exert costly eort in the
monitoring of loans, which is unseen by investors. Banks then securitize these
products for sale in the nancial markets, creating structures for investors to
purchase.
My formulation of securitization diers from past models in two ways.
First, whereas many models follow the example set by DeMarzo (2005) and
consider banks to have a lower discount rate than others in the market, I instead directly consider the recycling of capital allowed by securitization. This
approach more easily allows a calculation of social welfare, and is therefore
more conducive to a discussion of possible regulatory interventions. Second,
certain papers argue that the proportion of a securitization's economic interest retained by a bank could potentially serve as a signal of product quality.
I follow the example set by Morrison (2005), however, and consider that the
bank's ability to engage in over-the-counter derivatives transactions (specifically credit default swaps) eliminates the ability of the bank to commit to
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4

retaining economic interest in a given loan.

The bank's ability to secretly

hedge any retained interest on the OTC credit derivatives market renders
true economic exposure hidden.
Parlour & Plantin (2008) create a model that combines many of the same
aspects of securitization. In their model, banks sell loans on the secondary
market for one of two reasons: to generate liquidity to invest in an outside
option or to divest an under-performing loan about which the bank has inside
information.

The authors conclude that a functioning secondary market is

possible only if loan sales driven by liquidity concerns are suciently numerous to outweigh the adverse selection bias of loan sales driven by informational
advantages. This combination of informational advantage, moral hazard, and
a liquidity incentive for securitization makes this model the closest relation
to my own. My model includes liquidity incentives to sell loans and an informational advantage in that banks make a hidden choice of the intensity with
which to monitor loans. It diers from the model of Parlour & Plantin (2008),
however, in that banks have an informational advantage in every sale, and
there is

always

a liquidity motive to sell assets. As well, I place greater im-

portance on the possible role played by credit rating agencies, which I discuss
next.
Credit rating agencies, by providing third-party opinions on the quality of
(debt) securities, may be able to mitigate the moral hazard problem of banks.

4 This result is similarly concluded by Fender & Mitchell (2009), Tymoigne (2009) and
others.
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However, I conclude that CRAs will often inate ratings, giving higher ratings
than are justied by the underlying securities.
Recent research has explained ratings ination in three main ways. First,
many papers suggest that rating inaccuracy may be the result of `ratings
shopping.' By soliciting oers from multiple CRAs, issuing rms may be able
(either implicitly or explicitly) to select the most favourable ratings (Sangiorgi
et al., 2009; Skreta & Veldkamp, 2009).

5

A second approach is advanced

by Mathis et al. (2009). They illustrate that a strategic rating agency will
milk its reputation by lowering standards and generating greater revenue
when its reputation becomes suciently high.

They conclude that ratings

ination is rationally created by CRAs to monetize their reputations. Third,
Bolton et al. (2012) attribute lower quality ratings to strong economic states,
arguing that the incentives of CRAs to rate accurately are weakest when the
economy is strongest.

6

They argue that CRAs have the greatest incentive to

`cheat' and lower their standards during boom periods. This, coupled with
a roughly constant (probabilistic) cost of lowering standards across economic
states leads to lowered standards in economic booms.

These models draw

support from the empirical work of Ashcraft et al. (2010), who show that
MBS rating ination increased signicantly as the economy peaked.

5 For simplicity, in the model of this paper, I require the CRA to publicly announce all
ratings. This removes concerns about rating shopping, and also abstracts away from the
analysis of Faure-Grimaud et al. (2009), who consider the practice of optimally withholding
ratings information.

6 Bar-Isaac & Shapiro (2013) similarly conclude that because booms have tighter labour

markets, higher fees, and stronger rms, CRAs have less incentive to exert costly eort in
generating accurate ratings.
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The model that I propose generates a similar rationale for CRA ratings
ination, albeit with fewer imposed restrictions on the rationality of agents.
While past models have explained ratings ination well, they often rely on
the irrationality of investors. Ratings shopping models, for example, require
that agents are unable to account for the Winner's Curse in their analysis
of ratings. Bolton et al. (2012), as well, require a fraction of investors to be
naive to justify rating ination in their model. I instead consider that CRAs'
sales of auxiliary consulting services serve as a mechanism by which banks can
implicitly inuence the ratings process.

7

The optimal way to achieve a given

rating, then, is some interior combination of monitoring enough to justify a
given rating, and inuencing the rating process itself. Ratings higher than
are justied by the underlying loans are given in equilibrium: thus ratings
ination occurs even with perfectly rational investors because of the joint
moral hazard problems of the bank and CRA.
For its explanation of ratings ination with perfectly rational investors,
my approach has many similarities to the work of Opp et al. (2013). They
motivate ratings ination with rational investors through an exogenouslycreated benet of high ratings. When regulation gives an additional benet
to higher ratings (through lower capital requirements, for example), CRAs can
increase demand for their services by inating ratings. This holds even with

7 A similar argument is put forward by Dewatripont et al. (2010). They argue that
agencies explained to issuers how they should structure their tranches to barely secure a
given rating [...] this one practice implied that an AAA tranche carried a probability of
default higher than that of AAA securities that had not been the subject of such advice.
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the full knowledge of investors: investors discount the stated rating (being
thus unaected), while issuers benet from weaker (realized) regulation.

8

In

the words of the authors, the regulatory use of ratings has negative feedback
eects on the precision of ratings.
My research follows the example set by Opp et al. (2013), in that regulation negatively impacts rating accuracy, but my particular formulation is
more similar to that of Partnoy (1999).

In his paper, Partnoy argues that

when ratings are required by certain investors, CRA ratings serve two simultaneous purposes. First, they signal product quality. Second, they serve a
regulatory purpose, in that they permit or prohibit investment by certain entities. The regulatory purpose may crowd out the signaling value of the rating
if CRA ratings are suciently regulated. As credit ratings become increasingly mandated, banks have no choice but to solicit ratings from CRAs.

9

This

reduces the CRAs' reputational incentive to exert eort in the determination
of accurate ratings: the regulatory setup necessitates future business for the
CRAs, regardless of their reputation for accuracy.

I show this analytically

with the model that I present.
I consider one other pre-existing regulatory intervention: a proportional
retention requirement.

Proportional retention requirements have received

8 The converse may also occur. Ratings ination may benet investors, allowing them
to (knowingly) invest in higher risk products than they should be allowed, while imposing
no costs on banks and CRAs.

9 Alec Klein, `Credit Raters' Power Leads to Abuses, Some Borrowers Say,'

Post, 24 November 2004.
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Washington

considerable academic interest, largely driven by the proposed Basel III Accord's requirement that banks hold 5% economic interest in issued securitizations.

10

In this paper, I conclude that proportional retention requirements

are optimal if implementable.

A proportional retention requirement trades

o reduced capital recycling for a stronger bank incentive to exert eort in
loan monitoring. The successful implementation of a proportional retention
requirement, however, necessitates that governments can better analyze the
holdings of a rm than the market. It is unclear if this is so.
I next turn to the setup of the model from which I draw these conclusions.

5.3

Model Setup

I consider a single-period model with three rational, risk-neutral players:
a bank, a credit rating agency, and a continuum of investors.

All players

maximize their own prot.
The bank lends a volume,

V,

sucient willing loan recipients.
loans pay

0,

11

of unit value loans.

There are always

Each loan either succeeds or fails: failed

while successful loans pay

R > 1.

The bank chooses the intensity with which it monitors its loans,
at a cost,

(θ − θ0 )2 / (2mθ ).

Each loan succeeds with probability

θ ≥ θ0 ,

θ; θ0 ≥ 0

is a minimum amount of monitoring for which no eort need be exerted.

10 The Basel III Accord suggests a requirement that purchasers of securitizations purchase
only securities in which the issuer maintains a given (5%) stake, but the eect is similar.

11 Variable list shown in Appendix 5.7.1.
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Monitoring intensity is unobserved by both the investors and the regulator.
The bank may solicit a rating from the CRA for the group of loans, (r
or may choose not to (r

= 0).

The CRA's technology provides a perfect signal

of the monitoring intensity exerted by the bank,
costs

= 1),

θ.

Having a security rated

c ≥ 0.

The bank can also purchase additional consulting services from the CRA,

ψ ≥ 0,

conditioned on the rating decision. Consulting services are purchased

after loan monitoring is chosen, do not impact the quality of the securitization,
and the purchasing decision thereof is hidden.
When solicited for a rating, the CRA announces either pass (P) or fail (F),
and all players observe this rating costlessly. If the CRA passes a security, but
the actual monitoring level,
future revenues,

L,

θ,

is below a threshold level,

with probability,

κ (θT − θ)2 .

θT ,

the CRA loses

This serves as a reduced-

form reputational device for the CRA. If the CRA is not solicited, the product
is unrated (U).
After rating (or lack thereof ), the bank can securitize and sell a proportion

ζ

of its loans.

Investors who purchase the securitization costlessly observe

the public signal,

m ∈ {P, F, U },

representing whether the security received

a pass rating, a fail rating, or is unrated, respectively. They do not observe
monitoring intensity,
proportion,

ζ.

θ,

purchases of consulting services,

ψ,

or securitization

Investors bid competitively, and thus pay a price at which they

break even. Call this price

θ̃.
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The bank uses the proceeds from the sale of the securitization to originate
a new set of loans.

The bank chooses the intensity with which to monitor

this second wave of loans,

θ2 ,

in the same way as earlier. The second wave of

12

loans are held to maturity.

I present the timeline of the model in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.2 shows a

graphical representation of the game's extensive form.

1. Bank originates loans,

V.
θ, whether or not to solicit a rating,
ψ.

2. Bank chooses monitoring intensity,

r ∈ {0, 1},

and consulting services purchase,

3. CRA, if engaged by the bank, publicly announces rating,
4. Bank chooses amount to securitize,

m ∈ {P, F }.

ζ.

5. Investors purchase securitizations.
6. Bank originates second wave of loans with receipts from securitization
sale; chooses monitoring intensity,

θ2 .

7. Returns realize.

Figure 5.1:

5.4

Timeline of Model

Model Solution and Analysis

5.4.1 Equilibrium Denition
In this subsection, I dene the game's equilibria.

12 Full retention of the second-wave loans is a simplication of a more general formulation
that would allow innite origination-securitization cycling.
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Denition 5.1. The bank's strategy, η , comprises an ordered tuple (θ, ψ, r, σ, π),
where:

• θ∈Θ

is the initial loan monitoring.

• ψ∈Ψ

is the purchase of consulting services.

• r ∈ {0, 1}

is the decision to rate or not to rate.

• σ : Θ × Ψ × {P, F, U } → Z : (θ, ψ, m) 7→ ζ

is a mapping from the

monitoring intensity, the consulting purchase and the public signal to a
securitization proportion,

ζ ∈ Z.

• π : Θ × Ψ × {P, F, U } × Θ × Z → Θ :




θ, ψ, m, θ̃, ζ →
7 θ2

is a mapping

from all other variables to a second-wave loan monitoring intensity.

Denition 5.2.

The CRA's strategy,

intensity of the bank,

ψ ∈ Ψ,

θ ∈ Θ,

into the signal,

γ,

is a mapping from the monitoring

and the bank's purchase of consulting services,

m ∈ {P, F }.

γ : Θ × Ψ 7→ {P, F } : (θ, ψ) 7→ m

Denition 5.3.
functions,

The investors' belief is a set of three probability distribution

Fm (θ),

across possible monitoring intensities.

Fm (·)∀m ∈ {P, F, U }
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The probability distribution functions
tions,

fm (θ).

Denition 5.4.
•

Fm (θ) have corresponding density func-

A Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium of the game comprises:

A bank strategy,

η,

such that the bank's payo is maximized given the

strategies of the CRA and investors.

•

A CRA strategy,

γ , such that the CRA's payo is maximized, given the

strategies of the bank and investors.

•

An investor belief,

{FP (·); FF (·); FU (·)},

that follows from the actions

of the bank and CRA using Bayes' Law wherever possible.

Given these denitions, I next derive the specic strategies that support
Perfect Bayesian Equilibria. I then rene these equilibria to focus attention
on the most sensible.

5.4.2 CRA Action
First, I analyze the CRA's decision either to pass or fail a security. The
CRA passes a security if the expected payo from doing so is weakly greater
than the payo from rejecting it. This indierence condition (requiring that
the CRA only weakly prefer granting a pass rating) implicitly gives

all

bar-

gaining power to the bank. This is an assumption for modeling convenience:
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the same qualitative conclusions would result for any other split of bargaining
power.
The CRA passes any product with monitoring level above the threshold
value,

θT .

For any product below the value, the CRA passes the product

only if it is oered enough by the bank (in the form of consulting purchases)

13

to compensate the CRA for its probabilistic loss of future revenues.

This

includes such practice as CRAs assisting in the structuring of securities, to
assist in them receiving a higher rating. This is represented below in Equation
[5.1].

14

ψmin (θ) =




 0

:



 κ (θT − θ)2 L

:

θ ≥ θT
(5.1)

θ < θT

As the probability of being caught lowering standards,
creases, the cost (in consulting services,

ψ)

κ (θT − θ)2 ,

in-

of a pass rating increases. The

same is true as the expected loss conditional on being caught,

L,

increases.

Equation [5.1] can be formalized into the uniquely optimal CRA Strategy.

13 The constant probabilistic loss of future revenues,

L,

is adapted from Bolton et al.

(2012). This combines two implicit assumptions: that discounted future revenue is largely
independent of current revenue, and that the `reputational damage' done by a revelation
of rating ination is independent of current period volume. The rst is a direct implication
of mean-reversion in securitization revenues; the second is an intuitive assumption that
implies that reputational damage is proportional to the per-securitization rating ination,
and not the size of the securitizations themselves.

14 The ability to condition

ψ

on the outcome of the rating process is a simplication of a

more complex repeated game formulation.
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Lemma 5.1. The uniquely optimal CRA strategy, γ ∗ , is for the CRA to pass

any product monitored with intensity, θ, if and only if oered ψ ≥ ψmin (θ).
Having a security rated signals to the investors that the bank has pur-

ψ,

chased sucient consulting services,
toring intensity,

θ, as per Lemma 5.1.

and/or exerted sucient loan moni-

As will be shown, the optimal weighting

between purchase and monitoring varies with the incentive of the CRA to rate
accurately,

κL.

informative.

When

When

κL is high, sending a `passed' signal is costly, and thus

κL

is low, a passed signal is cheap, and thus of little

signaling value.
In the recent crisis, CRAs' `non-traditional' revenue sources grew substan-

15

tially.

I interpret these revenue sources to be a method by which issuers can

increase the rating of an otherwise borderline product. Other formulations
are possible. The paying of `perquisites' to the CRA (and its analysts), in
the form of rst-class ights and ve-star hotels, may inuence the rating
decision.

16

Similarly, consider the common practice of banks negotiating the

price of a series of ratings. If banks negotiate weakly to engender clemency in
the rating process, this interaction is strategically equivalent. In all of these
ways, banks may exert inuence over the rating decision of CRAs.
I next consider the bank's action.

15 Joel Shapiro and Xavier Freixas, `The credit rating industry: Incentives, shopping and
regulation,' VOX, 18 March 2009.

16 Andrew Ackerman, `SEC: Conicts of Interest Not Well-Managed,'

2008.
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Bond Buyer, 9 July

5.4.3 Bank Action
5.4.3.1

Bank Monitoring of Second-Wave Loans

I solve for the bank's optimal strategy backwards, beginning with the
monitoring intensity of the second wave loans.
I consider the surplus-maximizing monitoring intensity as a reference
point. Equation [5.2] illustrates the social value generated through the second
wave of loans: society benets through the payments of successful loans,
and suers through the cost of monitoring,

(θ − θ0 )2 / (2mθ ).

θR,

I let social wel-

fare, the value generated through the loans less the cost of monitoring these
loans, be represented by

W.

"

(θ − θ0 )2
max W = V θR −
θ≥0
2mθ

#

Solving yields the socially rst-best monitoring intensity,

(5.2)

θF B :

θF B = θ0 + mθ R

(5.3)

Since the second wave of loans is not securitized, the bank receives the full
payment of the successful loans, and pays the full cost of monitoring the
loans. Therefore, the bank's NPV-maximizing choice of monitoring intensity,

θ2 ,

coincides with the social optimum,

θF B .17

17 For simplicity, for the remainder of the paper, the threshold level,
equal the social rst-best,

θF B .

θT

is assumed to

This assumption is for analytic simplicity only, and does

not qualitatively aect the solution.
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Lemma 5.2. The bank monitors the second wave loans with the socially op-

timal intensity:18
θ2 = θF B = θ0 + mθ R

5.4.3.2

(5.4)

Bank Securitization

Next, I focus on the initial wave of loans that the bank issues.

I show

that the bank will optimally either securitize as much as possible, or not at
all. To generate this result, I construct the bank's optimization.
The bank originates a volume of loans,

θ,

V,

and securitizes a proportion of the loans,

monitors them with intensity,

ζ.

Therefore, the bank receives

(direct from the loan borrowers) an expected payment of

(1 − ζ) θR.

This is

the realized value of the proportion of loans that the bank holds. The bank
pays a cost to monitor these loans of

(θ − θ0 )2 / (2mθ ).

Suppose, for example, that the bank chooses not to apply for a rating
(r

= 0).

The bank sells a proportion of loans

payment from investors of

θ̃U R

ζ,

for which it receives a

per unit. The receipts from the sale of the

securitization are used to originate a second wave of loans. Finally, all terms
are scaled by the volume,

V,

of initial loans. This is shown in Problem [5.6].

18 In this paper, I ignore the possible costs of bank failure, as well as issues of debt
leverage.

Including these issues would change the conclusion of Lemma 5.2, but would

emphasize my key results rather than detract from them.
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"

max Πr=0
ζ,θ

#
"
#
(θ − θ0 )2
(θF B − θ0 )2
= V (1 − ζ) θR −
+ V ζ θ̃U R θF B R −
2mθ
2mθ
(5.5)

If the bank instead chooses to apply for a rating (r
CRA both the price of rating,

c,

= 1),

it must pay the

and any purchase of consulting services,

The bank will always purchase the fewest consulting services possible,

ψ.

ψmin ,

to achieve a given rating  consulting services are useful only insofar as they
inuence the rating process. The corresponding optimization follows:

#
(θ − θ0 )2
− c − ψmin (θ)
=V (1 − ζ) θR −
2mθ
"
#
(θF B − θ0 )2
+ V ζ θ̃m R θF B R −
2mθ
"

max Πr=1
ζ,θ

(5.6)

With the bank's optimizations detailed as above, I now illustrate that the
bank either retains all originated loans, or securitizes as much as possible.

Proposition 5.1. If the bank chooses to securitize, it retains the minimum

possible fraction.
Proof.

The bank's payo function is convex in the proportion securitized,

ζ.

Therefore, the maximization necessarily leads to a corner solution: either full
or no securitization. I construct a proof that focuses on a bank that applies
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for a pass rating: proofs follow identically for the other signals and are not
shown.
First, I consider the bank optimization when applying for a rating, Problem [5.6]. The partial derivatives of this equation follow:




mθ R2
∂Πr=1 (ζ, θ)
= V R −θ + θ̃
+ θ0 R
∂ζ
2

(5.7)



∂Πr=1 (ζ, θ)
θ − θ0
= V (1 − ζ) R −
− 2κL (θ − θT )
∂θ
mθ

(5.8)

The optimal monitoring eort can be substituted into the partial derivative
with respect to securitization. The optimal monitoring eort follows.

θ = θ0 + mθ R −

mθ RV ζ
V + 2κmθ L

(5.9)

Equation [5.9] can be substituted into the securitization derivative, and
the second derivative determined.




∂Π (ζ, θ)
mθ RV ζ
mθ R2
= V R −θ0 − mθ R +
+ θ̃
+ θ0 R
∂ζ
V + 2κmθ L
2

(5.10)

Therefore, the second derivative is strictly greater than zero:

∂ 2 Π (ζ, θ)
mθ
= V R2
>0
2
∂ζ
1 + 2κmθ L
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(5.11)

Bank prot is convex in the securitization fraction,

ζ.

Any interior level

of securitization will be dominated by either maximum securitization or no
securitization (or both).

Proposition 5.1 shows that the bank will never choose an interior securitization fraction. This yields a similar conclusion to that of Morrison (2005):
the bank's ability to hedge or sell the economic ownership of the loans coupled
with a hidden choice of loan monitoring leads to a situation wherein banks
maintain a minimal economic stake.

This result derives from the inability

of the bank to credibly communicate its proportional retention of securitizations.

19

Importantly, this result does

not

rest on an assumption of specic

functional forms. A re-examination of Equations [5.10] and [5.11] shows that
the same result would be found for any strictly increasing cost of loan monitoring.

5.4.3.3

Bank Strategy Types

In this section, I specify the four candidate bank strategies.
there to be a maximum allowable fraction of securitization,

I consider

ζ ∈ [0, 1].

Possible

reasons for this are considered in Section 5.5. In general, it will be best to
consider there to be no restriction; thus,

ζ = 1.

Proposition 5.2. There are four possible bank strategies.
19 An alternative interpretation follows from the work of Bizer & DeMarzo (1992). After
any proportional sale, the bank can always sell the remainder of the securitization. Therefore, the `interim' buyers cannot condition their purchase on the amount retained by the
bank, because this amount may later be sold.
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• The Originate-to-Hold Strategy

 Monitor θ = θO = θF B ; do not apply for rating, r = 0; and

purchase no services, ψ = 0.
 If m = U and θ = θO , do not securitize, ζ = 0. (O-equilibrium

path actions are dened in Appendix 5.7.2.)
 Monitor θ2 = θF B .
• The Unrated Strategy

 Monitor θ = θU = θ0 +mθ R 1 − ζ̄ ; do not apply for rating, r = 0;


and purchase no services, ψ = 0.
 If m = U and θ = θU , securitize fully, ζ = ζ̄ . (O-equilibrium

path actions are dened in Appendix 5.7.2.)
 Monitor θ2 = θF B .
• The Failed Strategy

 Monitor θ = θU = θ0 + mθ R 1 − ζ̄ ; apply for rating, r = 1; and


purchase no services, ψ = 0.
 If m = F and θ = θU , securitize fully, ζ = ζ̄ . (O-equilibrium

path actions are dened in Appendix 5.7.2.)
 Monitor θ2 = θF B .
• The Rated Strategy
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 Monitor θ = θR = θ0 + mθ R −

V mθ Rζ̄
V +2κmθ L

; apply for rating, r = 1;

and purchase services, ψ = ψmin (θR ).
 If m = P and θ = θR , securitize fully, ζ = ζ̄ . (O-equilibrium

path actions are dened in Appendix 5.7.2.)
 Monitor θ2 = θF B .

Proof.

Optimal bank strategies must be of one of four types:

1. Do not apply for a rating, (r

= 0),

and do not securitize, (ζ

2. Do not apply for a rating, (r

= 0),

and securitize fully, (ζ

3. Apply for a (Fail) rating, (r

= 1),

4. Apply for a (Pass) rating, (r

Securitization is always either full,

= 1),

and securitize fully, (ζ

and securitize fully, (ζ

ζ = ζ̄ , or zero, ζ = 0.

= 0).

= ζ̄ ).

= ζ ).
= ζ̄ ).

Therefore, given the

two possibly optimal choices of securitization and the three possible signals,

m, possible strategies may be sectioned into six mutually exclusive and cumulatively exhaustive types. Applying for a rating and not securitizing cannot
be optimal, because applying for a rating is costly and has no signaling value
if not securitizing. Similarly, when a rating (either Pass or Fail) is desired,
the bank obtains the rating in the cheapest way possible. Therefore, the four
strategies listed are the only optimal types.
For each candidate strategy type, then, the bank optimization can be
solved; each type yields a unique solution.
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The bank optimization when not receiving a rating, Problem [5.5], subject
to

ζ = 0,

yields a single optimal monitoring intensity:

θO = θ0 + mθ R = θF B

(5.12)

The bank optimization when not receiving a rating, Problem [5.5], subject
to

ζ = ζ̄ ,

yields the following maximum:


θU = θ0 + 1 − ζ̄ mθ R

(5.13)

The bank optimization when applying for a (Fail) rating is identical to
that of Problem [5.5].
The bank optimization when applying for a (Pass) rating, Problem [5.6],
subject to

ζ = ζ̄ ,

yields the following maximum:

θ = θ0 + mθ R −

mθ RV ζ̄
V + 2κmθ L

(5.14)

Therefore, there are four candidate equilibrium strategies.

I denote the Originate-to-Hold Strategy, the Unrated Strategy, the Failed
Strategy, and the Rated Strategy by

O, U , F ,

and

R,

respectively. For sim-

plicity, I relegate the o-equilibrium actions of all four strategies to Appendix
5.7.2.
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5.4.4 Investor Actions and Equilibrium Renement
For a Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium, the investors' beliefs are derived from
the actions of the bank and the CRA using Bayes' Law wherever possible.
However, this does not provide sucient restrictions to exclude unsuitable
equilibria. For example, the set of Perfect Bayesian Equilibria includes equilibria in which the bank purposely attains a Fail rating for its securities,
because investors believe that only Failed products are monitored with positive intensity. Believing passed securities to be of lower quality than failed
securities satises the requirements for PBE because passed securities lie o
the equilibrium path (in this example).
To exclude inappropriate equilibria such as this one, I apply the D1 Equilibrium Renement as dened in Cho & Kreps (1987).

Denition 5.5.

The investors' beliefs satisfy D1 if they place zero probability

on a bank with monitoring intensity
a second monitoring intensity

θ0

θ

having sent a signal

m,

if there exists

for which the set of investor actions,

incentivizes the bank to send signal

m

is strictly larger for

θ0

θ̃,

than it is for

This renement restricts beliefs to the following.

Lemma 5.3. Investors' beliefs are:
• securities passed by the CRA are monitored with intensity θR , and
• all other securities are monitored with intensity θU .
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that

θ.

Proof.

20

See Appendix.

The investors believe that passed products are monitored, with probability
one, with the intensity dened in the bank's Rated Strategy,

θR .

Similarly,

they believe, with probability one, that failed products and unrated products
are monitored with the intensity dened in the bank's Unrated Strategy,

θU .

Since there are a large number of investors, they bid the price of every security
up to

θ̃m = θm ∀m ∈ {P, U, F }.

5.4.5 Bank Strategy Selection
With the beliefs of the investors set as per Lemma 5.3, there remains only
a single equilibrium that satises Universal Divinity. In this equilibrium, the
bank plays the strategy that will yield it the highest protability amongst the
Rated Strategy, Unrated Strategy, and Originate-to-Hold Strategy. (As the
correct choice depends solely on parameter values, this is a single equilibrium
with three distinct regions in the parameter-space.)

Denition 5.6.

Dene variables

U
O
ΠR
B , ΠB , ΠB

to be the expected bank payo

from the Rated Strategy, the Unrated Strategy, and the Originate-to-Hold

20 I show in the Appendix that while the D1 equilibrium renement is sucient to restrict
beliefs to a single possibility, this belief set also satises the stronger Universal Divinity.
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Strategy, respectively, such that:

"
#
2
2
(θ
−
θ
)
(θ
−
θ
)
R
0
FB
0
− c − ψmin (θR ) + ζ̄θR R θF B R −
ΠR
B = 1 − ζ̄ θR R −
2mθ
2mθ


(5.15)

ΠUB

"
#
(θU − θ0 )2
(θF B − θ0 )2
= 1 − ζ̄ θU R −
+ ζ̄θU R θF B R −
2mθ
2mθ


ΠO
B = θF B R −

(θF B − θ0 )2
2mθ

(5.16)

(5.17)

The bank plays the strategy that it expects to provide the greatest payo in equilibrium.

21

The bank never

intends

to receive a fail rating for its

securities.

5.4.6 Comparative Statics
Two comparative statics follow immediately.

Corollary 5.1. For a given parameter specication, the security quality, θO ,

of bank securities held by the bank is higher than the security quality, θR , of
securities that receive a pass rating from the CRA, which are in turn both
higher than the quality, θU , of unrated products sold in the nancial markets.

θO > θR > θU

(5.18)

21 Mixed strategy equilibria exist only when the payos for two strategies are equal. I
ignore these.
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Corollary 5.1 illustrates two of the stylized facts that motivate this research.

First, securitization lowers loan quality by reducing the bank's ex-

posure to the realization of the loans. Second, a CRA helps to mitigate the
moral hazard problem of the bank, but not completely. Rated products are
of higher quality than unrated products, but both are of lower quality than
loans retained by the bank. These theoretical results accord with the recent
empirical literature, including Keys et al. (2010) and Mian & Su (2009).
A second insight can be drawn.

Corollary 5.2. Rating ination occurs in equilibrium: securities monitored

with θ < θR receive a pass rating.
Rating ination occurs because of the ability of the bank to inuence the
rating process through the purchase of consulting services.

Banks desire a

pass rating for their securities (the only publicly visible signal), and attempt
to acquire this rating as cheaply as possible. A pass rating can be attained by
monitoring enough to justify it, by `purchasing' the rating through consulting services, or through some interior combination of the two. As shown in
Proposition 5.2, the cheapest way in which to acquire a rating is through an
internal combination of loan-monitoring and purchasing the rating directly
with auxiliary services.
Investors, therefore, discount the rating issued by the CRA. The CRA
issues an inated rating, relative to the true monitoring level of the securities,
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but this is expected and accounted for by the investors.

5.5

Regulator Action

Having considered the strategies of the bank, the CRA, and the investors,
I next investigate the potential actions of a welfare-maximizing regulator.
Social welfare is derived from the bank optimizations, Problems [5.6] and
[5.5], with the purely money-transfer term,

ψ,

removed. Equation [5.19] rep-

resents social welfare when products are rated; Equation [5.20] applies when
products are unrated. Welfare is the sum of the value created through loan
origination, less the costs of monitoring and security rating.

"

##
"
(θF B − θ0 )2
(θR − θ0 )2
− c + ζ̄θR R θF B R −
1 − ζ̄ θR R −
2mθ
2mθ


WP = V

(5.19)

"
WU = V

##
"
(θF B − θ0 )2
(θU − θ0 )2
1 − ζ̄ θU R −
+ ζ̄θU R θF B R −
2mθ
2mθ


(5.20)

I do not include the welfare generated under the Origination-to-Hold Equilibrium: an analysis of securitization and rating regulation is uninteresting in
an economy where neither securitization nor rating occurs.
Next, I consider three potential regulatory options: a proportional retention requirement, imposing a volume limit on the CRA, and requiring ratings
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for issued securities.

5.5.1 Securitization Regulation
The rst regulatory intervention that I consider is a restriction on allowable securitization. This intervention, often referred to as a skin in the game
requirement, is potentially a mechanism by which

ζ<1

could be achieved.

22

Proposition 5.3. A proportional retention requirement allowing banks to sell

only a proportion, ζ̄ ∗ , of securitizations, if implementable, will weakly increase
social welfare.
Proof.

Maximization of the social welfare expression, Equation [5.19], with

respect to allowable securitization,

ζ̄ ,

yields the following maximum:

(V + 2κmθ L)2 (R3 m2θ + 3R2 mθ0 − 2Rmθ + 2Rθ02 − 2θ0 )
ζ̄ =
>0
2RV mθ (2LκR2 m2θ + V R2 m + 4Lκθ0 Rmθ + 2V θ0 R − 4Lκmθ − V )
∗

(5.21)
The optimal level of securitization,

ζ

∗

, is strictly positive.

The regulator

always optimally allows some amount of securitization, and will often (but
not always) try to restrict the allowable amount.

There is a deciency in the contracting environment available to the bank.
The bank is unable to contract on either the intensity with which it monitors
loans, or the proportion of loans that it keeps. The government, if it is able to

22 Paul Krugman, `Is skin in the game the answer?,'

New York Times, 16 June 2009.

Katy Burne, `Rules Threaten CLO Comeback in Europe,' Wall Street Journal, 3 June 2013.
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restrict securitization, can provide banks with a greater incentive to monitor
loans and thereby increase their sale price in the market.

This requires,

however, that the government is better able to `see through' the bank than
is the market. It requires, as well, a legal denition for `economic exposure'
that can be precisely quantied. It is unclear if this is possible. Therefore, in
most situations,

ζ=1

cannot be impacted by the government.

Corollary 5.3. The optimal allowable securitization in the economy, ζ̄ ∗ , is

increasing in the incentive of the CRA to rate accurately, κL.
The regulator's optimal choice of proportional retention requirement varies
inversely with the CRA's incentive to rate accurately. The stronger the CRA's
incentive to rate accurately, the less a proportional requirement is required.
Eectively, as the exogenous incentive to exert monitoring eort provided by
the CRA becomes stronger, there is less need to develop an endogenous incentive through a retention requirement. This still requires, however, that the
government is actually able to enforce a proportional retention requirement.

5.5.2 Volume Restrictions on Rating
This section considers a novel regulatory intervention: the imposition of
a volume limit on CRA rating.

This regulation may be benecial because

of the negative impact of volume,

V,

on security quality. This is shown in

Lemma 5.4.
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Lemma 5.4. The quality of passed securities is decreasing in the securitiza-

tion volume, V .
Proof.
∂
∂
θR =
∂V
∂V




V mθ Rζ̄
θ0 + mθ R −
<0
V + 2mθ κL

(5.22)

Lemma 5.4 illustrates that, in analogy to Bolton et al. (2012), CRA standards are lowest in periods of high volume. This occurs because the risk of
lost future revenue from lowering standards is roughly constant, while the
gain to the issuing bank of lowered standards is increasing in loan volume
(less eort can be exerted across a greater number of loans). This gives the
bank greater incentive to inuence the CRA's decision through the purchase
of auxiliary services,

ψ.

The CRA, in turn, optimally responds by lowering

its standards in exchange for the purchase, encouraging the creation of lower
quality securities.
I consider the possible welfare implications of a volume limit imposed to
counteract this eect. As applied to the model, the volume limit restricts the
amount of securitization to

Vlim .

Therefore, the bank loans out this maximum

amount, and securitizes the resulting assets. With the receipts from the sale
of this securitization and the leftover reserves,

V − Vlim ,

the bank originates

the second wave of loans. As before, the entire second wave of loans is kept
by the bank.
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Proposition 5.4. Imposition of a volume limit on rating/securitization is

potentially socially benecial. The optimal limiting volume, Vlim :
• increases in the incentives of the CRA to rate accurately, κL; and
• decreases in the possible securitization fraction , ζ̄ .

Proof.

The optimal volume limit,

Vlim ,

maximizes social welfare in Equation

[5.23]. The expression represents, rst, the social welfare from the initial volume of loans,

Vlim , monitored with the rated product intensity, θR .

Then, the

second term of the equation represents the second wave of loans, monitored
with the social rst-best monitoring intensity,

θF B .

The volume of loans orig-

inated in the second wave equals the residual of the volume less the volume
limit,

V − Vlim ,

wave loans,

plus the proceeds of the sale of the rated, securitized, rst

Vlim ζ̄θR R.

#
(θR − θ0 )2
−c
max W = Vlim 1 − ζ̄ θR R −
Vlim
2mθ
"
#

(θF B − θ0 )2
+ V − Vlim + Vlim ζ̄θR R θF B R −
2mθ
"



(5.23)

To solve Equation [5.23], I apply a simplication. I reduce the order of the
probability with which a cheating CRA is caught to
turn, reduces the order of the term,
one (in

θ).

ψ,

Thus, using the single-dot,

κ (θF B − θ).

This, in

from a quadratic function to a linear

ẋ,
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to represent the simplied terms in

this analysis that are analogous to those in the main body,



ψ̇min (θ̇) = κ θF B − θ̇ L

(5.24)

Equation [5.25] represents the bank maximization, when the volume constraint binds. It follows directly from Equation [5.23].





θ̇ − θ0


max Πr=1 = Vlim  1 − ζ̄ θ̇R −
2mθ
θ̇

2



− c − ψ̇min (θ̇)

˜
+ V − Vlim + Vlim ζ̄ θ̇R




"

(θF B − θ0 )2
θF B R −
2mθ

#

(5.25)

This yields the solution for the bank:


κL
θ̇ = θ̇R = θ0 + mθ R 1 − ζ̄ + mθ
< θF B
Vlim

(5.26)

Using this bank monitoring intensity, the social welfare expression in Equation
[5.23] can be re-expressed. The regulator chooses the volume limit,

Vlim ,

to

maximize social welfare in Equation [5.27].





θ̇R − θ0


max W = Vlim  1 − ζ̄ θ̇R R −
Vlim
2mθ


2

+ V − Vlim + Vlim ζ̄ θ̇R R
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− c



"

(θF B − θ0 )2
θF B R −
2mθ

#
(5.27)

Equation [5.27] represents the social welfare, subject to the volume limit,

Vlim .

Solving this yields the solution for the socially optimal volume limit.

s
Vlim =

mθ κ2 L2
mθ R2 (mθ R2 + 2θ0 R + 1) ζ̄ 2 − R (mθ R + θ0 ) (mθ R2 + 2θ0 R − 2) + 2c
(5.28)

The comparative statics of Proposition 5.4 follow immediately.

23

A volume limit trades o increased asset quality against decreased lending
in the economy. By restricting the volume that can be rated, the bank benets less from lowered CRA standards. Therefore, the bank purchases fewer
consulting services to inuence the CRA, while the CRA in turn maintains
stricter standards.

These stricter standards encourage greater monitoring

intensity in the economy, at the cost of reduced capital recycling. This regulatory approach is an application of the Theory of the Second Best: given the
imperfections of the CRA, it can be socially optimal to use a volume limit
to introduce an additional distortion. The diculty with this intervention is
clear: it can never achieve the social rst-best, because improving the quality
of rating comes at the cost of capital recycling.

23 Note that if

c = 0,

then the denominator of the root in Equation [5.28] is positive if

and only if

(mθ R + θ0 ) mθ R2 + 2θ0 − 2
ζ̄ ≥
mθ R (mθ R2 + 2θ0 R − 1)


(5.29)

This parameter restriction is equivalent to the parameter restriction in which the bank
optimally solicits a rating from the CRA. Intuitively, the volume limit is undened in
economies where the bank does not solicit ratings from the CRA.
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5.5.3 Rating Regulation
The last regulatory intervention that I consider is a government-imposed
requirement on rating.

As the bank's rating decision does not necessarily

coincide with the socially optimal rating decision, requirements on rating
may be socially benecial.

Lemma 5.5. There exists a non-degenerate interval in which social optimal-

ity dictates that the issuing bank should have its securities rated, but in which
the bank will not optimally choose to do so.
Proof.

Consider, for simplicity, a situation in which securitization is always

optimal (R

→ ∞,

for example).

Thus, I can consider only the decision

between issuing rated and unrated products.

It is sucient to show that

there exists a situation in which the bank prefers to issue unrated products,
while the social planner prefers to issue rated products.
Combining Equations [5.15], [5.16], [5.19], and [5.20], this occurs when the
following two equations hold simultaneously.


(θR − θ0 )2 (θU − θ0 )2
mθ R 2
− 1 −c >
−
(θR − θU ) R + ζ̄R θ0 R +
2
2mθ
2mθ




(5.30)




mθ R2
(θR − θ0 )2 (θU − θ0 )2
(θR − θU ) R + ζ̄R θ0 R +
− 1 −c−ψmin (θR ) <
−
2
2mθ
2mθ
(5.31)
Combining these equations yields the necessary condition for socially sub-
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optimal rating:




mθ R2
−1
ψmin (θR ) > (θR − θU ) R + ζ̄R θ0 R +
2
−

(θR − θ0 )2 (θU − θ0 )2
+
−c>0
2mθ
2mθ

(5.32)

Thus, the bank makes the socially inappropriate rating decision when the
required purchase,

ψmin (θR ),

is large.


ψmin (θR ) = κ

mθ RV ζ̄
V + 2κmθ L

2
L

(5.33)

The dierence in bank and social optima arises because the bank considers
the impact of rating on its protability, rather than the impact on society.
For this reason, the expected cost of the purchase of consulting services,

ψ,

factors into the bank's decision whether or not to solicit a rating. As a pure
transfer of money between two entities, however, the purchase has no impact
on social welfare, and should be ignored. Put dierently, the bank is always
less willing to have its products rated than a benevolent social planner would
be, because of the pure money transfer to the CRA in the form of consulting
services purchases.
The bank is most likely to make a socially suboptimal rating decision when
the required purchase of consulting services is quite large. Interestingly, this
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occurs when the CRA has
CRA is very strong

(κL → ∞),

consulting purchases.

incentives to rate accurately.

If the

then it is uninuenced by the presence of

The bank therefore does not purchase any, and the

CRA rates appropriately.
CRA is very weak

moderate

This is the rst-best situation.

(κL → 0),

If, instead, the

then even a very small purchase inuences the

CRA to pass a shoddy security. The bank's decision to have its products rated
is immaterial, as rating is costless and communicates nothing. Therefore, it
is for intermediate levels of CRA strength that ratings decisions may be least
appropriate.

Corollary 5.4. Regulation requiring that securities receive a pass rating from

the CRA may improve social welfare.
Corollary 5.4 follows immediately. As the bank internalizes the costs of
rating, but society does not, the bank's decision may be socially suboptimal.

24

Regulation may therefore improve welfare.

5.5.3.1

Eect of rating regulation on rating accuracy

Corollary 5.4 shows that rating regulation can be socially benecial; however, this regulation can also have a deleterious eect on the rating process

24 The Coase Theorem potentially undermines this result (Coase, 1937). According to
the theorem, the bank and CRA should be able to negotiate a payment structure such
that the socially optimal rating decision is always taken.

There are other reasons why

the bank's rating decision may be suboptimal, though: with social costs of bankruptcy,
for example, the bank does not internalize the full benet of higher quality loans and
thus under-utilizes rating agencies. In any case, though, my focus is on the problem with
this form of government intervention in the market. Questioning its intended goals only
strengthens my argument.
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itself.

Lemma 5.6. (From Partnoy) Requiring ratings may reduce the CRA's lost

future revenue, conditional on a loss of reputation.
Lemma 5.6 is taken directly from Partnoy (1999).
future revenue,

L,

Consider the loss of

that the CRA sustains if it is discovered `cheating.'

ratings are regulated, then rms are

required

If

to have their products rated

and will continue to do so: CRA revenues will be minimally aected by a
loss of reputation. The loss of CRA revenue conditional on being discovered
cheating,

L,

approaches zero. If, instead, ratings are not required, rms are

able to respond to a discovery of cheating by soliciting ratings from dierent
rms (or none at all). This implies a high

L.

the importance of CRA reputation and thus

Therefore, regulation decreases

L is decreasing in the regulation

of ratings.

Lemma 5.7. Requiring ratings may lead to rating ination.

Proof.

As was shown earlier, the quality of ratings is increasing in

L.

There-

fore, applying the results of Lemma 5.6, regulating ratings may decrease the
quality of the passed products.

25

When ratings are required by regulation, CRA rating confers two potential
benets on a security. First, it has a signaling function: the CRA signals that

25 An extension to continuous signaling by the CRA is included in Appendix 5.7.4. This
extension illustrates that the conclusion that regulating ratings lowers their quality is not
driven by the binary rating assumption; even in a continuous rating environment, rating
regulation lowers rating quality.
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the security is of a certain quality. Second, the rating has a permissive eect:
the CRA permits the sale of the product.

The permissive eect of ratings

crowds out the signaling benet.
Ratings requirements reduce the CRA's incentive to maintain accuracy
because they guarantee future revenue independent of reputation.

As the

CRA's incentive deteriorates, the bank can more easily `purchase' a rating,
reducing the bank's incentive to exert monitoring eort. The greater the requirements on rating, the weaker the ratings themselves become, undermining
the justication for regulation in the rst place.

5.6

Conclusion

Securitization brings both potential advantages and disadvantages to an
economy. It allows capital recycling of limited bank reserves, and thus may
result in the origination of more loans than would be available otherwise. It
also reduces banks' exposures to the loans they issue, however, exacerbating
the moral hazard problem inherent in their private choice of loan-monitoring
intensity. For these reasons, it is important to understand the optimal government intervention, if any, in the securitization market.
I create a model to understand the interaction between a bank, a credit
rating agency, and a continuum of investors. First, I show that the inability of
banks to commit to a specic level of proportional retention generates a moral
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hazard problem that reduces their exposure to the minimum amount. Second,
I show that while they may mitigate bank moral hazard to some extent, CRAs
may also inate securitization ratings even with perfectly rational investors
and no regulation. Third, I consider possible government interventions in the
securitization market. I show that while a proportional retention requirement
could increase social welfare, it requires an unlikely assumption on the ability
of governments to monitor banks' derivative transactions. Next, I consider a
novel regulatory intervention: a restriction on the volume of securitization.
This could potentially improve social welfare by improving ratings quality in
the economy, but it comes at the cost of lowered capital recycling. Therefore,
it can never achieve the social rst-best.

Finally, I consider government-

imposed requirements on rating. I show an application of Partnoy (1999), and
illustrate how government involvement in the ratings industry may actually

exacerbate

ratings inaccuracy.

In summary, this paper makes two main points.

First, an unregulated

securitization market is prone to problems of moral hazard, and will not
achieve the social rst-best.

Second, however, this suboptimality does

not

imply that government intervention is necessary. Instead, in many situations,
government intervention will be either ineectual, or even counter-productive.
Two potential areas for further research present themselves. First, there
is an opportunity for further research on the ability of banks to maintain a
reputation for proportional retention, which may mitigate the moral hazard
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problem that they face. Second, in this paper, I argue that rating regulation
may reduce rating quality and be self-defeating. An empirical analysis could
be completed to determine how applicable this was in the most recent crisis,
comparing the extent of ratings ination (e.g.

ex post downgrades) with

ratings regulation across jurisdictions.

5.7

Appendix

5.7.1 Variable List
• θ ≥0

- Monitoring intensity (and probability that loan ends success-

fully).

• ζ ∈ [0, 1]
• R>1

- Return on successful loan.

• mθ > 0
• V ≥0
• c≥0

- Proportion of loans securitized.

- Coecient on monitoring cost.

- Volume available for loan/securitization.

- Cost to the CRA of rating.

• ψ≥0

- (Conditional) purchase of consulting services from CRA.

• κ≥0

- Coecient on likelihood that cheating by CRA is discovered.

• L≥0

- Loss of future revenue for CRA on being discovered cheating.
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5.7.2 O-Equilibrium Bank Action
This appendix describes the o-equilibrium path bank actions. Corollary
5.2 shows that the second wave loans should always be monitored with the
rst-best intensity. Given the results of Proposition 5.1, there are only two
possibly optimal securitization fractions: full,

ζ = ζ̄ , and none, ζ = 0.

fore, after the realization of an o-equilibrium path,

There-

{θ, ψ, m}, the bank must

decide whether to securitize fully or not at all.
The bank's payo,

Π,

calculated at the time at which it determines the

securitization fraction,

ζ,

is Equation [5.34]. Equation [5.34] is copied from

the bank maximizations, Problems [5.6] and [5.5], but having removed all
sunk costs.

"

"

2

Π = V (1 − ζ) θR + ζ θ̃R θF B R −

(θF B − θ0 )
2mθ

The bank chooses the securitization fraction,

ζ,

##
(5.34)

that yields the greatest

prot, given the o-equilibrium state. Therefore, by evaluating Equation [5.5]
subject to the two possible fractions,

ζ = ζ̄ ,

and

ζ = 0,

Equation [5.35] can

be derived. Equation [5.35] is satised whenever the payo from securitizing
is greater than the payo from retaining the securities.

"

(θF B − θ0 )2
V ζ θ̃m R θF B R −
2mθ

#
≥ V ζθR

(5.35)

With Equation [5.35], the strategy of the bank can be completed. Note
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that a substitution for the investors' bid,

θ̃

is necessary. I use the investors'

strategy as dened in Section 5.4.4.

Lemma 5.8. The o-equilibrium path action of the bank for all four strategies

is:
1. Evaluate Equation [5.35], subject to θ̃ = θR for m = P , and θ̃ = θU for
m ∈ {F, U }.

2. If Equation [5.35] is satised, securitize fully, ζ = ζ̄ .
3. Else, if Equation [5.35] is not satised, do not securitize, ζ = 0.

5.7.3 Equilibrium Renement
Claim:

The beliefs set forth in Lemma 5.3 support an equilibrium that

satises D1, UD, and NWBR equilibrium renements. These imply that the
weaker Intuitive Criterion and Sequential Equilibrium renements are also
satised.

Proof.

First, I illustrate that the investors' beliefs satisfy D1, as dened by

Banks & Sobel (1987). Next, I show that the model is a monotonic signaling
game. Finally, I apply a result of Cho & Sobel (1990), who show that if a
monotonic signaling game satises D1, it also satises UD and NWBR.
To begin, I dene a new notation to describe the beliefs of the investors.
As the investors always place all probability on a single monitoring level,
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dene the belief distribution that places all probability on a monitoring level,

A,

as follows:

Fm (θ) = IA (θ) =




 0 :θ<A

(5.36)



 1 :θ≥A
Note that these beliefs are ordered in a rst-order stochastic dominance sense,
as follows:

F OSD

Iθ2 (·) > Iθ1 (·) : ∀ θ2 > θ1

(5.37)

In this way, I can discuss higher and lower beliefs, as dened by a rst-order
stochastic ordering.
First, I dene a function,
bank of type,

θ,

to represent the payo of a

sending an o-equilibrium signal,

Fm (·). Π∗

a belief about that signal,
the equilibrium path.

m,

when investors hold

represents the expected payo along

Using these denitions, and the conclusion that all

beliefs must be degenerate,
o-equilibrium path signal

In words,

Π (θ, m, Fm (·)),

Fm (·) = Iθ̂ (·) : θ̂ ≥ 0,

I dene two sets for the

m:

n
o
P (θ|m) = Iθ̂ (·) : Π∗ < Π (θ, m, Iθ̂ (·)) , θ̂ ∈ R≥0

(5.38)

n
o
P 0 (θ|m) = Iθ̂ (·) : Π∗ = Π (θ, m, Iθ̂ (·)) , θ̂ ∈ R≥0

(5.39)

P (θ|m)

is the set of investor beliefs for which the bank strictly
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prefers to deviate to sending the o-equilibrium signal,

m,

while

P 0 (θ|m)

is

the set of beliefs for which the bank is indierent. Using these denitions,
the beliefs satisfy D1 if and only if the investors place zero probability of an
o-equilibrium path signal,

m,

being sent by a type

θ

if a type

θ0

exists such

that

P (θ|m) ∪ P 0 (θ|m) ⊂ P (θ0 |m)

(5.40)

This requires that investors place no probability on a type deviating to an
o-equilibrium path action if for every investor belief that gives the type a
weak incentive to deviate, a dierent type exists whose incentive to deviate is
strict. I consider rst the sets as dened for a deviation to the o-equilibrium
signal,

m = U.

To determine the set
liefs,

Iθ̂ (·) : θ̂ ∈ R≥0 .

bid strategy,

θ̂.

P (θ|U),

I consider the set of possible investors' be-

Each possible belief denes a corresponding maximum

The beliefs that give a bank of type,

deviate to sending signal,

U,

1 − ζ̄ θR R −

a strict incentive to

satisfy the following equation.

"

2



θ,

2

#

(θF B − θ0 )
(θR − θ0 )
− c − ψmin (θR ) + ζ̄θR R θF B R −
2mθ
2mθ
"
#
2
2

(θF B − θ0 )
(θ − θ0 )
< 1 − ζ̄ θR −
+ ζ̄ θ̂R θF B R −
2mθ
2mθ
(5.41)

Equation [5.41] shows that for suciently high investor beliefs,
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Fm (·) = Iθ̂ (·),

Fm (·) = Iθ̂min (θ) (·)

the bank incentive to deviate is always strict. I dene
be the belief at which a bank of type,

θ,

is indierent between playing the

equilibrium and deviating to sending signal,
the maximum bid,

θ̂min (θ),

to

m.

This belief corresponds to

(as a function of the bank type,

θ),

which can be

determined through equating the two sides of Equation [5.41]:




θ̂min (θ) = θR + 

1
h

ζ̄R θF B R −

h
(θF B −θ0 )
2mθ

i
2


1 − ζ̄ R (θR − θ)


1 
2
2
−
(θR − θ0 ) − (θ − θ0 ) − (c + ψmin (θR ))
2mθ
(5.42)

Again, for clarity, Equation [5.42] represents the bid,
sponds to the belief,
the

lowest

Iθ̂min (θ) (·),

for a bank of type,

θ̂min (θ),

θ.

that corre-

This bid/belief is

investor belief (investors are least interested in purchasing the

product) that the bank type,
o-equilibrium signal,

θ,

m = U.

has an incentive to deviate to sending the
For all higher beliefs (investors are more

interested in purchasing the product), the incentive to deviate will be strict.
Therefore, I create the sets

P (θ|m)

and

P 0 (θ|m)

as dened in Equations

[5.38] and [5.39].

P (θ|U) = {Iθ̂ (·) : θ̂ > θ̂min (θ)}

(5.43)

P 0 (θ|U) = {Iθ̂ (·) : θ̂ = θ̂min (θ)}

(5.44)
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Now, I nd the type,

θ,

that maximizes the size of the set

P (θ|U ).

By

Equation [5.43], and because the sets are arrayed on the real number line, the
largest set,

P (θ|U ),

The largest set

will necessarily contain all other sets,

P (θ|U )

corresponds to the

arg min θ̃min
θ

Therefore, the set

smallest θ̂min (θ).


⇒ θ = θ0 + mθ R 1 − ζ̄ = θU

(θ)

P (θU |U )

P (θ0 |U ), ∀θ0 6= θ.

is larger than any other set,

(5.45)

P (θ|U ); ∀ θ 6= θU .

Returning to the formulation in Equation [5.40],

P (θ|U) ∪ P 0 (θ|U) ⊂ P (θU |U)

:

∀θ 6= θU ∈ R≥0

(5.46)

Therefore, to satisfy D1, the investors must place zero weight on a type
deviating to

m = U.

Only one possible belief satises D1:

θ 6= θU

FU (·) = IθU (·), the

belief that investors hold.
The same process must be completed for the other o-equilibrium signal,

m = F.

This process is simplied, though, because the bank NPV under

sending the signal, F, is an ane transformation of its NPV when sending
the signal, U, for any type,

θ.

This is because the bank's optimization is

identical in the two cases, save for the (constant) cost of rating,

Π (θ, F, Iθ̂ (·)) = Π (θ, U, Iθ̂ (·)) − c
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c.

(5.47)

Therefore, the only belief that satises D1 is the same for both o-equilibrium
signals,

m ∈ {F, U }.

This implies,

P (θ|F) ∪ P 0 (θ|F) ⊂ P (θU |F)

:

Again, only a single possible belief satises D1:
that investors hold.

∀θ 6= θU ∈ R≥0

FF (·) = IθU (·),

(5.48)

the belief

This proves that the equilibrium survives equilibrium

renement D1.
Now, I illustrate that the model of this paper is a monotonic signaling
game, as dened in Cho & Sobel (1990). A monotonic signaling game requires,
roughly, that the payo of the signaling player be monotonic in the reaction
of the receiving player.

From Problems [5.5] and [5.6] (conditional on any

signal), it is clear that the payo to
belief of the investors,

"

Fθ̃∗ (·).

any

type is strictly increasing in the

Mathematically, this is shown,

2

(θF B − θ0 )
∂Π
= ζ̄R θF B R −
2mθ
∂ θ̃

#
>0

:

Fm (·) = Iθ̃ (·), ∀ m ∈ {P, F, U }
(5.49)

Mapping this continuous result into a discrete framework,

Π (θ, m, Iθ̃0 (·)) > Π (θ, m, Iθ̃00 (·))

∀m; ∀θ; θ̃00 > θ̃0

(5.50)

This proves that the game is a monotonic signaling game. Therefore, applying
the results of Cho & Sobel (1990), since it satises D1, it must also satisfy
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NWBR and UD.
This proof focuses on parameter values for which the bank has its products
rated. The analogous proof in which the bank sells an unrated product follows
analogously and is not shown.

5.7.4 Continuous Rating Extension
This extension overviews a model similar to that of the main paper, but
in which the public announcement of the CRA is a continuous signal
This is as compared to the binary signal,

{P, F },

θCRA .

considered previously. The

continuous signal represents the CRA making a public statement specifying
an exact monitoring level,

θCRA ∈ [0, 1].

First, after normalizing for volume, the minimum required payment,
as a function of both the monitoring intensity,

θCRA ,

θ,

ψmin (θ, θCRA ),

and the continuous signal,

can be found:

ψmin (θ, θCRA ) = κL (θCRA − θ)2

Now, consider that the bank desires to send a specic signal,
Equation [5.52] determines the optimal monitoring intensity,

(5.51)

θCRA .
θ,

Solving

for such a

signal. Therefore, the investors will consider that this monitoring intensity,

θ,

is actually exerted when they receive a signal,
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θCRA .

(θ − θ0 )2
(θ − θ0 )2
max 1 − ζ̄ θR −
− κL (θCRA − θ)2 + θ̃ζ̄R θF B R −
θ,θCRA
2mθ
2mθ

!



(5.52)
This allows the correspondingly optimal monitoring intensity,
of the signal,

θCRA ,

θ, as a function

to be found:

θ0 + 2κLθCRA + mθ R 1 − ζ̄
θ = θ̃ =
1 + 2κL


(5.53)

This equation can be recast to specify the optimal rating ination, as
follows:

θCRA − θ =

Note that




1
θ − θ0 − 1 − ζ̄ mθ R
2κLmθ

(5.54)

θ̃ is a function of the rating signal, and independent of the actual

monitoring intensity (which is hidden).

Substitution of this expression for

rating ination bank's optimization yields the bank's maximization problem:

(θ − θ0 )2
−κL
max 1 − ζ̄ θR−
θ
2mθ


!2



θ − θ0 − 1 − ζ̄ mθ R
mθ R2
+θζ̄R θ0 R +
2κLmθ
2
(5.55)

The bank's decision problem can be solved for the optimal monitoring
intensity for the originated loans:
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2mθ κL
mθ R2
θ = θ0 + mθ R 1 − ζ̄ +
ζ̄R θ0 R +
1 + 2mθ κL
2


(5.56)

Even if credit ratings are a continuous variable, the same comparative
statics arise. As before, monitoring intensity,
ineective CRA (κL

= 0).

θ,

is

θ0 + mθ R(1 − ζ̄)

Similarly, monitoring intensity,

the incentives of the rating agency to rate accurately,

θ,

with an

increases with

κL.

Critically, then, the main results of the paper continue to hold in a continuous rating model. The ability of the bank to inuence the ratings process
negatively impacts the intensity of monitoring in the economy.
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Chapter 6
A Mechanism for LIBOR
Joint with Joel Shapiro
Abstract
The ongoing investigations into LIBOR have highlighted that the
current benchmark is subject to manipulation. In this paper, we
propose a mechanism that gets banks to reveal their borrowing
costs truthfully at no cost to the administrator. The mechanism
works even when borrowing does not occur.

It has two parts.

First, a bank's report can be challenged by the presentation of
actual transactions if they occurred.

Second, if no transactions

are presented, a whistleblower bank can contest that the reporting
bank's borrowing cost was dierent. A third bank may verify or
invalidate the whistleblower's claim by stating its willingness to
lend at the lower of the contested and reported rates.
reporting is the sole equilibrium.
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Truthful

6.1

Introduction

The London Interbank Oered Rate (LIBOR) is supposed to represent
the average rate at which banks can borrow in the unsecured market. It is
computed by taking the trimmed mean of the reported borrowing rates of the

1

LIBOR panel banks.

These rates are not veried by transactions - in fact,

2

interbank lending dropped precipitously during the recent crisis.

Incentives

to manipulate the rate-setting process are large: the market for derivative
and loan products that use LIBOR rates has been estimated as larger than

3

$300 trillion (USD).

Manipulating one of the key rates by even a fraction of

a basis point can bring substantial gains to banks through their LIBOR exposures.

4

Moreover, banks may be motivated to lower their reported cost of

borrowing to hide their credit risk from counterparties and the nancial mar-

5

kets.

The ongoing LIBOR scandal has resulted in massive nes for Barclay's

($450 million), RBS ($625 million), and UBS ($1.5 billion) for inappropriate

1 The panel banks are a collection of multinational banks meant to be representative of
those banks participating in the interbank market. For a full list, see the British Bankers'
Association website. We describe the current LIBOR process and related measures in more
detail in Section 6.2.

2 David Oakley and Michael Mackenzie, `Nervous mood sees interbank lending dry up,'

Financial Times, 15 September 2008.

3 See Wheatley (2012).

4 LIBOR misreporting was timed to coincide with rate xings on various derivative
products, as small changes in the benchmark could yield large prots. As one example, the
Financial Service Authority's (FSA) case against RBS includes the `inappropriate request'
to pls get a very very low 3m and 6m today pls, we have rather large xings! (FSA 2013).
A rough calculation (shown in Section 6.4) suggests that a given bank may make as much
as $5m by manipulating LIBOR by even a basis point.

5 The FSA nal report against UBS (FSA 2012b) cites a manager writing to employees,

stating It is highly advisable to err on the low side with [LIBOR] xings to protect our
franchise in these sensitive markets. Signaling that UBS could borrow at a low rate was
intended to provide condence to counterparties in the safety of the bank.
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submissions and repeated attempts to manipulate LIBOR; investigations of
other banks are currently under way.

6

There is a clear need to reform the process by which LIBOR is determined. In this paper, we propose a mechanism that gets banks to reveal their
borrowing costs truthfully at no cost to the administrator. We name this the
whistleblower mechanism.
The basic elements of the whistleblower mechanism are as follows. First,
all banks in the panel report the rate at which they could borrow on the
unsecured market. These rates are revealed to the panel and the LIBOR rate
is set. LIBOR is set early to remove the impact of rms' LIBOR exposures
on their actions in later stages of the mechanism.

Second, a panel bank

can become a whistleblower by contesting that another bank's report is
inaccurate. As it contests, the whistleblower bank either presents an executed
transaction that conrms its assertion, or states the rate at which it believes
the initial bank can borrow. If a transaction is presented that disproves the
initial bank's report, the bank is punished (see below) and the mechanism
ends. Finally, if a report is contested and no transactions are presented, the
non-whistleblower panel banks are asked to verify the initial report. These
other banks state if they would be willing to lend to the reporting bank at
the initially reported rate and/or the contestation rates. If at least one bank
is willing to lend at the initially reported rate and none will lend for less,

6 BBC, Libor scandal:

RBS nes expected to total ¿400m,

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-21346555.
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February 6,

2013,

the initial report is conrmed; otherwise, the report is found to have been
inaccurate.

7

Banks found to have misreported or falsely accused are ned

a `punishment fee;' banks that accuse accurately or report transactions are
paid. The mechanism is implemented using the concept of Perfect Bayesian
Equilibrium.
Despite the presence of fees and punishments in the mechanism, they are
never used in equilibrium, and are only imposed o the equilibrium path.
Therefore, the whistleblower mechanism has zero cost. Moreover, the mechanism does not rely on a specic functional form or method to compute
LIBOR from the banks' reports.

Instead, the mechanism ensures that the

submissions themselves are accurate, allowing the administrator to choose
the desired aggregation function.
A major concern of both the current LIBOR system and any subsequent
mechanism is the issue of collusion. If enforceable contracts cannot be written
between banks (as is generally the case for collusive agreements), collusion
is impossible in our model.

The intuition is simple: sequential rationality

prevents collusion as there is no way to prevent a bank from whistleblowing
on the collusive agreement when the opportunity presents itself. Any collusive
agreement unravels because the banks have an incentive to whistleblow on
each other, knowing that banks will lend truthfully in the verication stage of

7 Lending would be to the administrator, and the promised repayment would be made
only if an equivalent loan to the bank would have been repaid.

Thus, a synthetic bank

loan may be created, which will be viewed by market participants as equivalent to lending
directly to the bank in question. We discuss this further in Section 6.4.
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the game. Of course, the model is not an innitely repeated game. Therefore,
one might imagine collusive agreements supported by punishment strategies
in an innitely repeated game. We discuss in detail in Section 6.5 why it will
be dicult to sustain collusion even in this situation.
When designing a LIBOR reporting mechanism, there are two theoretical
issues that make implementing truthful revelation dicult.

•

First, each bank has three possible sources of private information: the
rate at which it can borrow, its exposure to LIBOR, and its payo
from manipulating

perceptions

of its solvency and/or strength. Many

commonly used mechanisms can only deal with one source of private
information.

8

In our model, the exposure and credit risk signaling di-

mensions are completely private information. We assume that the lowest rate at which the bank may borrow is observable to (i) the party
from which it may borrow from and (ii) at least one other panel bank.
Therefore the main relaxation of the assumption of private information is that one other panel bank aside from the potential lender may
observe the rate at which borrowing may occur.

9

This is key for our

results, though we do not believe this assumption to be very strong. If
a bank solicits bids for rates at which a loan may occur, for example,
other banks may view the outcome of the process. Moreover, the panel

8 We discuss some of these mechanisms later in this section.

9 Implicitly, we are also assuming that both the lender and the observer are on the panel.
This is discussed further in Section 6.4.
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banks are presumably well informed about each others' credit risk, as
this is their major consideration when evaluating the rate at which to
oer loans.

In particular, the Financial Service Authority's (FSA's)

case against Barclays specically cited evidence that banks knew the
borrowing costs of others in the industry.

•

10

Second, at the time at which a bank submits a rate to the administrator,
the bank's true borrowing rate does not directly enter into its payo
function. The

reported

rate enters the bank's payo function through

LIBOR and through the market's perception of the bank's credit risk,
but the actual rate on which the report should be based is absent. This
presents a problem for the mechanism designer, as a typical technique
is to use instruments that interact with the variable of interest in the
agent's payo function.

11

Our approach is complementary to proposals made in the review by Martin
Wheatley (the Wheatley Review) that was initiated by the British Chancellor of the Exchequer. The principal suggestions of the review are to (1)

10 One trigger of the recent scandal was Barclays' unhappiness at what was perceived to
be underreporting of rates by other panel banks at the onset of the crisis. For example, in
the FSA case against Barclays, one email from a LIBOR submitter at Barclays to his or her
manager states, Feeling increasingly uncomfortable about the way in which USD libors
are being set by the contributor banks, Barclays included. . . one contributor was paying
[x%] in the market at 11am [and setting at y%]. This is not an uncommon phenomenon.
(Financial Services Authority, 2012a).

11 Some recent papers postulate that banks' borrowing rate enters the utility function

through a reputation cost (Chen (2012) and Snider and Youle (2012) use a quadratic
penalty), but until recently it was unclear what form a punishment would take for misreporting. In our model, it is not necessary for the actual rate to enter into the bank's payo
function. A reputation cost would only strengthen our results.
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maintain LIBOR as based on a reporting mechanism, (2) make LIBOR reports more closely related to actual transactions, and (3) reduce the number
of tenors (maturities) and currencies for which a LIBOR benchmark exists
based on limited transactions.
We take the Wheatley Review's rst point as given, as the review describes
the drawbacks of moving to other measures.

These include the potential

nancial instability and lawsuits that could arise with a wholesale transition
to a new benchmark.

Regarding the Review's second point, our approach

links reports to transactions clearly.

When there is an actual transaction,

it may be used in the mechanism to verify or invalidate a bank's report.
However, the mechanism also works when there were

no

actual transactions.

It works by presuming that although a transaction did not occur, there was a
bank willing to lend to the bank reporting its rate, and the reporting bank was
aware of this (although it decided not to borrow).

12

The bank that was willing

to lend has the correct incentives to verify or invalidate a report by lending
in the mechanism. Those incentives are simple, as they reect pure revealed
preference. Therefore, the third point, which recommends eliminating LIBOR
measures in thinly traded markets, is not necessary given our mechanism.
The approach that we take of focusing on panel banks' `willingness to
lend' to a reporting bank has similarities to some reference rates around the
world. Australian BBSW, for example, is based on committed quotes, as

12 There are potentially situations where there are neither transactions nor bids. This
implies that no bank is willing to lend, in which case the bids can be dened as innite.
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they are considered binding oers to transact (Australian Financial Market
Association, 2013). Other approaches, like ours, require banks to potentially
transact at the rates submitted. In the Telbor rate published by the Bank
of Israel, for example, a panel bank is committed to either borrowing or
lending a set amount (that varies by maturity) to/from other banks at a
preset spread to their reported rate if one of the banks wishes to transact
(Bank of Israel, 2012).

Mexican TIIE shares a similar setup, with banks'

submissions committing them to potentially lend or borrow from the Bank
of Mexico itself (Bank of Mexico 1995). The Swedish Stibor mechanism asks
banks to submit transactions with their reports, or indicative quotes if these
are not possible. Once the reports are submitted, banks may freely borrow
or lend to others at a pre-specied spread to their reported rates, in a set
amount of SEK 100million (Swedish Bankers' Association, 2012).
Our mechanism diers signicantly from these, however, in that we use
the willingness of

other

banks to lend to determine the truthfulness of a given

bank's report. This makes it more dicult for a single bank to prot by manipulating the rate. Given the extent of rate manipulation that has recently
been discovered, this is a major advantage of our proposed mechanism. Next,
we discuss how our mechanism relates to the literature that has grown out of
the recent LIBOR scandals.
A few very recent papers discuss the recent evidence of LIBOR manipulation. Kuo, Skeie, and Vickery (2012) nd that LIBOR tracks alternative
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measures (TAF, Fedwire, NYFR) of interbank borrowing costs, but is lower
at the height of the crisis despite the expectation that it would be higher. LIBOR is also less diuse than the other measures. Both of these results suggest
some degree of benchmark manipulation.

Snider and Youle (2012) demon-

strate in a model that rate manipulation will lead to the bunching of reports
around the cutos for the interquartile range, and then show that the LIBOR
data has this property. Finally, Eisl, Jankowitsch, and Subrahmanyam (2012)
quantify by how much LIBOR can be manipulated.
Some of these papers examine possible updates to LIBOR. Eisl, Jankowitsch, and Subrahmanyam (2012) show that using the median submission (the
extreme version of trimming the sample) lowers the benets of manipulation.
Due, Skeie, and Vickery (2013) show that the absence of current transactions may be mitigated by using a sample window of previous transactions.
Unlike these papers, however, we do not focus on the best way to aggregate
reports into an accurate LIBOR measure. Instead, we focus on how to incentivize proper reporting in the rst place and nd a mechanism that eliminates
manipulation entirely.
The mechanism design literature contains a few potential solutions to the
LIBOR problem. Both the Vickrey-Clarke-Groves (VCG) and d'Aspremont
and Gerard-Varet (AGV) mechanisms, for example, can elicit private information when there is only one source of private information (which in this case
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would be the borrowing rate).

13

These mechanisms impose no requirements

on agents' knowledge of each other's type, which represents an advantage over
our mechanism.

The major disadvantage of these mechanisms, however, is

that they fail when there is more than one source of private information. In
the LIBOR case, there is an important second source of private information:
banks' exposures to LIBOR. Chen (2012) demonstrates that the AGV mechanism can solve misreporting incentives when all banks have known exposures
in the same direction. We allow for exposures to be private information and to
be in either direction for any bank; therefore, the AGV and VCG mechanisms
are inapplicable.
The mechanism design paper most similar to our own is that of Moore
and Repullo (1988).

Moore and Repullo design a mechanism in which an

uninformed principal may implement a given outcome between a number of
agents. For example, the principal may wish to maximize social welfare, but
does not know the individual agents' utility functions. A critical assumption
in their work is that the agents' utility functions are common knowledge to
the agents.

The authors design a mechanism in which a randomly chosen

agent proposes a rule.

All other agents may then either agree to this rule

or contest it. A contestation consists of an alternate characterisation of the
rule, and a cost to the initial agent for choosing between the two available

13 The VCG mechanism is implemented in dominant strategies but is not budget balanced; the AGV mechanism is implemented in a Bayesian Nash Equilibrium but is ex-ante
budget balanced (Mas-Colell, Whinston and Green 1995).
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outcomes. In equilibrium, the contestation may be structured such that the
initial agent stays with his/her initial characterisation if and only if it was the
correct rule. Therefore, the mechanism uses the common knowledge of agents
to ensure that the correct rule is implemented, even though the principal does
not know the exact specication of the rule itself.
While this work appears to be the most similar to our proposed mechanism, we design a signicantly expanded mechanism. We expand the mechanism for two reasons. First, we feel that a full information assumption in
banking is too strong. Not only are the borrowing rates of banks not expected
to be fully public, but neither are the banks' incentives to manipulate their
reports. There does not exist a bank with information over all others' borrowing costs that can submit a schedule for the entire economy. Therefore, we
require not only that all banks submit information, but also that all banks
be involved in the verication of this information because it is distributed
throughout the economy.

14

Second, the actual borrowing rate does not enter

the utility function of the reporting bank.

Therefore, it is not possible to

force banks to make a type-revealing choice. Instead, we design a mechanism
that uses the incentives of the

other

banks to truthfully reveal the type of a

given bank.
The paper is organized as follows. Next, we give a brief summary of the
current LIBOR reporting mechanism.

In Section 6.3, we set up the basic

14 In the general case considered by Moore and Repullo, information that is distributed
across the economy cannot be elicited.
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model.

In Section 6.4, we then present the whistleblower mechanism and

our main result.

In Section 6.5, we discuss how collusion would aect the

mechanism. In Section 6.6, we demonstrate that the mechanism continues to
work when credit risk signaling is explicit. In Section 6.7, we conclude.

6.2

The Current LIBOR Process

LIBOR rates were introduced in the early 1980s as a measure of unsecured
borrowing costs for banks that would allow them to hedge funding risk. The
growth of interest rate derivatives (such as swaps and forward rate agreements) created demand for uniformity in such a measure. The rates are also
now used in foreign exchange options, mortgages, and several other products.
The rates are for 15 tenors (maturities) and 10 currencies and the process
is run by the British Banking Authority (BBA), an organization that represents the banking industry. There are many other -IBORs used throughout
the world, such as EURIBOR (European), TIBOR (Tokyo), NIBOR (Norwegian), etc; there is evidence that many of these benchmark rates have been

15

manipulated by their respective panel banks.

For LIBOR, each tenor-currency pair has a panel of banks that submit
rates on a daily basis.

Each panel bank's submission is a response to the

15 Philipp Halstrick, `Deutsche Bank suspends traders over EURIBOR,'

Reuters, 6 Febru-

ary 2013.
Ben McLannahan, `Japanese banks accused of TIBOR xing,' Financial Times, 6 February
2013.
Richard Milne, `Norway launches interbank rate probe,' Financial Times, 16 January 2013.
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following question:

16

At what rate could you borrow funds, were you to do so by asking
for and then accepting inter-bank oers in a reasonable market
size just prior to 11 am?

LIBOR submissions are not required to be based on actual transactions,
as no transactions may have occurred for a given bank in a given tenorcurrency. It is suggested that banks use the available data they have on the
market and from their other transactions to come up with a rate if necessary.
The reasonable market size is left intentionally undened.
Rates are submitted every day between 11:00am and 11:10am. Submissions are unobservable until the LIBOR rate is calculated and subsequently
released to the public. LIBOR is calculated by eliminating the top and bottom
quartile of the submissions and taking the average of the remaining rates.

6.3

17

The Model

In this section, we describe our basic model. The whistleblower mechanism, which will be used to incentivize truthful disclosure of borrowing costs,

16 Interestingly, up until 1998 the question was quite dierent: At what rate do you
think interbank term deposits will be oered by one prime bank to another prime bank for
a reasonable market size today at 11am? It is unclear whether there has been a signicant
change in LIBOR manipulation after the implementation of the revised question (note that
the original LIBOR question is quite similar to the current EURIBOR question).

17 Note that the other -IBOR rates vary somewhat in the question asked and the aggrega-

tion procedure for the reference rate. Given the widespread manipulation of the reference
rates, however, it seems that the question and aggregation method are of secondary importance in the mechanism design problem.
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is discussed in the following section.
There are

n

banks in the LIBOR panel. Each bank

j,

where

j = 1, ..., n,

has a payo function:

πj (L, Ψj )

(6.1)

Where

• L

is the prevailing LIBOR rate

• Ψj

is the set of loans made by bank

of ordered pairs,

qk ,

lent at a rate,

As a point of terminology, we dene
with the loan to bank

incremental payo to a bank

j.

is a vector of length

(qk , rk ), k = 1, 2, ..j − 1, j + 1, j + 2, ..n.

represents the quantity,

j , Ψj ,

j . Ψj

i

set at

i

rk ,

Ψij (q 0 , r0 )

(q 0 , r0 ).

to the

Each pair

bank.

as the set of loans of bank

For example, then, consider the

for making a loan of

q 00

r00

to bank

Ψji (q 00 , r00 ),

less the

at a rate

This is the payo to the bank of the new loan book,

payo from the old loan book,

k th

n−1


Ψi , πi L, Ψji (q 00 , r00 ) − πi (L, Ψi ).

Notice that there is no argument in the bank's payo function for the
accuracy of the bank's LIBOR submission. If an argument for accuracy were
included in the payo function, it would only make our mechanism stronger
as it would reduce incentives to manipulate. Similarly, there is no argument
in the payo function for the actual rate at which a bank borrowed (if it
borrowed).
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For now, we exclude the incentive for a bank to manipulate its rate to hide
credit risk and focus on the incentive to prot from derivatives exposures.
Mathematically, this implies that while the LIBOR rate is a component of
banks' utility functions, the report itself is not (except insofar as it inuences
the LIBOR rate). In Section 6, we include the incentive to hide credit risk
(thus adding a term for the reported rate to the utility function), and show
that the mechanism that we propose easily withstands this manipulation
incentive as well.

18

To allow the banks' payo functions to be as general as possible, we impose
only a single assumption on the functions themselves.

Assumption 6.1. The prot generated by lending to a given bank is increas-

ing in the rate charged to that bank:



πj L, Ψij (q, r0 ) > πj L, Ψij (q, r) ∀i 6= j; ∀q > 0; r0 > r

Assumption 6.1 states that a bank

q

to bank

i

at

r0

than at

r

j

for all rates

(6.2)

must generate more prot by lending

r0 > r.

With this basic assumption, we make two denitions which will be useful
in the analysis.

18 Alternatively, the incentive to manipulate reported rates for hiding credit risk can be
suppressed by hiding bank reports from the public for some period of time.

This was

suggested in the Wheatley Review and has been in place since the beginning of July 2013.
This would work equally well in our mechanism.
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Denition 6.1.
to bank

i

The minimum rate,

ρji ,

at which bank

j

is willing to lend

q̄

is:

ρji = arg min πj L, Ψij (q̄, r)



such that

r



πj L, Ψij (q̄, r) > πj L, Ψij (0, ·)
(6.3)

Denition 6.2.

The best rate,

borrow an amount,

Formally,

bi

q̄ ,

bi , at which a given bank i could theoretically

is as follows:


bi = min ρ1i , ...ρ(i−1)i , ρ(i+1)i , ...ρni

(6.4)

q,

though for simplicity

is a function of the size of the loan,

we drop the function notation.
By Assumption 6.1 and Denitions 6.1 and 6.2, no bank can protably
lend an amount

q

to a bank

i

for a rate less than

bi :



πj L, Ψij (0, ·) > πj L, Ψij (q̄, r) ∀j 6= i; r < bi

(6.5)

The above provides a framework to analyze banks' willingnesses to loan.
This is critical for the mechanism, as a bank that reports its borrowing cost
may not have a transaction to present or may strategically wish to hide a
transaction. In cases where there are no transactions, the mechanism instead
uses the willingness of other banks to lend to the bank in question.
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The borrowing cost is dened as the rate paid on the marginal loan. If
a given bank has no transactions, the marginal loan is the
which bank

i

could borrow,

bi .

bti .

i.19

rate at

When there are transactions, the borrowing

cost is once again dened as the marginal loan: the
for bank

lowest

highest

cost transaction

Denote the highest rate at which a bank actually transacts as

By denition,

bti ≥ bi ,

because of the impact of bargaining power.

We

assume that transactions are costless to present (to the administrator) and
are veriable.

∗
The borrowing cost bi for a bank

bti

i is dened as the highest cost transaction

as long as a transaction exists, and

bi

otherwise.

Next, in describing the information structure of the mechanism, we must
rst dene the beliefs of the various panel banks.

Denition 6.3.

Every bank

of all other banks
distribution in

j 6= i.

i

has a belief

Formally,

σi

is an

σi

over the borrowing cost,

(N − 1)-dimensional

b∗j ,

probability

R≥0 .

We make one assumption on the information structure:

Assumption 6.2. The lowest rate at which a bank can borrow is known by

at least two other banks.

This is the key informational assumption and allows the mechanism to

19 This may provide an incentive for bank

i to hide transactions,

account in the mechanism.
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which will be taken into

work when there are no transactions.

While we allow for exposures to LI-

BOR to be private information for each bank, we assume that the lowest rate
at which a bank can borrow is observed by at least two other banks. Mathematically, this implies that for a given bank

j

and

k

whose belief about

correct borrowing cost,

i's

i,

there exist two other banks

borrowing cost places all probability on the

bi .

It is natural (although not necessary) to assume that one of the banks
is the bank that actually oers the lowest rate, which means that there is
one other bank that observes the lowest rate.

Given that the proximate

cause of the LIBOR scandal was Barclay's employees complaining that the
reported rates of

other

banks deviated from their real borrowing rates, this

seems appropriate. Banks have shown themselves to be able to observe, to
at least some degree, the borrowing rates of their competitors. This is likely
the case in a competitive environment where several banks are oering loans.
Implicitly, this assumes that banks are taking oers on loans, and may or
may not actually transact. In this environment, no transaction means that
the bank did not want to transact at the bids oered.
that there may be a situation without transactions

or

One might argue

bids, but no bids must

imply that no bank is willing to lend, in which case the bids can be dened
as innite.

Any other interpretation questions the actual existence of the

unsecured loan market, which we cannot address.
LIBOR represents a measure of unsecured borrowing by banks.
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If the

administrator were to have full information, LIBOR would be calculated using
the borrowing rate for each bank that borrowed, and/or the rate at which the
banks could borrow (having chosen not to). Thus, with
the LIBOR rate,

L,

b∗ = {b∗1 , b∗2 , ..., b∗n },

is calculated as follows:

L = L (b∗ )

(6.6)

This is the LIBOR rate that would be reported absent any market frictions
or manipulation.
As the vector of true borrowing rates,
however, each bank
the vector

i

b∗ ,

instead sends a report

s = {s1 , s2 , ..., sn }.

si

is hidden from the regulator,
where

i ∈ {1, ..n}.

The goal of the mechanism is

We dene

s = b∗ ,

so that

L = L (b∗ ) = L (s).
We do not specify the function
our mechanism to work.

L (·),

as this will not be necessary for

As mentioned above, the current LIBOR rate is

calculated using a trimmed mean. We could incorporate this, or any other
suggested function.

20

The mechanism requires one further assumption.

We assume that the

time between the submission of reports and the possible verication of these
reports through the mechanism is suciently short such that banks do not
want to reoptimize their loan books. This implies that in the 10-15 minutes

20 The choice of aggregation function will quantitatively impact one constraint in the
mechanism, but the mechanism itself can accommodate any desired function.
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over which the mechanism takes place, the willingness of a bank to lend to
another will not shift materially.
assumption is appropriate.

In the vast majority of situations, this

In situations where there is a material change

in the strength of banks in the 15 minutes, the initial LIBOR reports are
denitionally out-of-date.

Our mechanism is imperfectly able to deal with

this regime change, but then again,

any

non-instantaneous mechanism is

vulnerable to structural breaks of this sort.
Overall, then, our setup is very general. We place only a single assumption on the utility function of banks, and the assumption on the observability
of borrowing costs by at least two other banks seems justied by the competitive nature of the unsecured borrowing market. We place no restrictions
on correlation between risks, on continuity of lending, or on linearity of any
sort.

6.4

The Mechanism

With the model dened, we now describe our proposed mechanism.
The mechanism uses as its starting point a very similar question to the
one asked to the current LIBOR panel:

At what rate could you borrow funds of size

q

just prior to

11AM?

The original LIBOR question states that the loan should be of reasonable
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market size. This reasonable market size is left to judgment, which may adjust

21

for uctuating markets and may vary for tenor-currency pairs.
in our proposed mechanism pins down a level,

q,

The question

which may be adjusted.

The mechanism consists of communications, payments and loans.
term

w

represents the whistleblower payment, the amount that a bank re-

ceives for correctly contesting a report. The term
fee.

The

The variables

q̄ , w

and

φ

φ

represents a punishment

are all positive constants.

We present the

mechanism as succinctly as possible, and then describe the most important
details in the following pages.
The

whistleblower mechanism is as follows:

1. Simultaneously, each bank
rate,

si .

i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}

reports its own borrowing

Each bank also either reports a transaction in which it borrowed

an amount of

q

at the rate

to lend to it at this rate,

2. LIBOR is set,

L = L (s),

si ,

or names a bank that would be willing

ti ∈ {{1, 2, ..., n} \i}.
where

s = {s1 , s2 , ..., sn }.

The following steps are run simultaneously for all panel banks i, i ∈
{1, 2, ..., n}.

3. If bank

i

presented a transaction in stage 1, any non-i bank that lent

q

21 For example, in the Commodities Futures Trading Commission case against Barclays,
it says, Prior to the nancial crisis period, Barclays' U.S. Dollar LIBOR submitters considered reasonable size for a transaction by Barclays in the London U.S. Dollar money
markets to be $250-$500 million.

During the nancial crisis period a reasonable sized

transaction was signicantly lower (Commodities Futures Trading Commission, 2012).
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to bank

i at a rate greater than si

may present the transaction. If bank

i did not present a transaction in stage 1,
bank

i

any non-i bank that lent

q

to

at any rate may present the relevant transaction. Non-i banks

act simultaneously.

4. If any transactions are presented, either by bank

i

in stage 1 and/or

non-i banks in stage 3:

b̂i ,

(a) The `true' rate,

(b) If the `true' rate is

is the highest rate across all transactions.

b̂i = si , the mechanism ends for bank i's report.

Otherwise, it continues.

(c) A randomly selected bank that presented a transaction at

b̂i is paid

w.
(d) Bank

i

is ned

w + φ.

(e) The mechanism ends for bank

i's

report.

5. If no transactions are presented:

(a) Any non-i bank

s̃i < si .

k

may contest the report of bank

Any non-i, non-ti bank

by reporting

s̃i > si .

k

i

by reporting

may contest the report of bank

i

Contestations occur simultaneously and are

22

observable to the panel.

22 The reason why the t bank can contest only by naming a higher rate (and not a lower
i
rate) is discussed after Proposition 6.1 in the main text and in detail in the Appendix.
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(b) If no contestation is raised, the mechanism ends for bank i's report.

(c) Otherwise, if there is at least one contestation:

i. Consider the set of

si .

report,

For the

m ≥ 1 contestations, s̃i
m

and the one initial

lowest values in this set, all non-i, non-

contesting banks may state willingness to lend an amount

23

(synthetic)

bank

ii. The lowest of the

i
m

q

to

at any of these rates.

rates at which banks are willing to lend

(or, if no bank will lend at any of them, the remaining, highest
rate) is the `true' rate,

b̂i .

iii. One bank (randomly chosen) from those that contested
equal to the `true' rate

b̂i

receives

s̃i

w.

iv. Any bank that contested at any rate not equal to the `true'
rate

b̂i

is ned

v. If bank

i

did

φ.

not

report the `true' rate, it is ned an amount

w + φ.
vi. With equal probability (1/m), one of the

m rates is chosen.

If

no bank expressed willingness to lend at this rate, the mechanism ends. Otherwise, one bank, selected randomly from the
set of banks that expressed willingness to lend at this rate
must lend

q

to (synthetic)

i

at the rate.

vii. The mechanism ends for bank

23 Dened below.
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i's

report.

Figure 6.1:

An Overview of the Whistleblower Mechanism

We depict the mechanism in Figure 6.1.
Panel banks can take on specic roles in the mechanism, which are dened
as follows:

• Reporting bank:
borrow,

si ,

i

(at

i

reports the rate at which it can

and either from whom or presents a transaction.

• Oering bank:
bank

a reporting bank

a bank

j

willing to lend at the lowest rate to reporting

bi ).

• Informed bank:

a bank that knows the lowest rate at which the re-
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porting bank could borrow.

• Named bank:

the bank

ti

that the reporting bank

i

claims it can

borrow from, if the reporting bank makes such a claim.

• Contesting bank:

a bank that contests the report of a reporting bank.

• Bystander bank:

a bank in the panel that has no role in the mecha-

nism (and is not informed).

Next, we give a brief overview of how the mechanism works.

We then

present Proposition 6.1, which proves that given a positive whistleblower
payment and a condition on the size of the punishment,

φ,

truthful reporting

is the unique equilibrium of the mechanism.
In the mechanism, each bank
an amount,

q.

i

reports the rate

si

at which it can borrow

At the same time, it either presents a transaction where it

borrowed at this rate, or states that this is the rate at which it
from a bank

ti .

could

borrow

These reports are shown to all banks in the panel and the

LIBOR rate is xed. While any initial report may subsequently be discovered
to be false, it is not replaced by the `true' rate uncovered by the mechanism.
The reason for this upfront xing of LIBOR rate is to eliminate incentives for
the panel banks to contest or verify/invalidate rates solely for the motive of

24

manipulating the LIBOR rate.

24 The early xing does present the possibility that a bank misreports, knowing that it will
be punished. This provides the main incentive-compatibility constraint: the punishment
for misreporting must be suciently high to discourage this. This is discussed more fully
in Proposition 6.1.
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Next, any other bank may present a transaction that it had with the
reporting bank, if disclosing this would disprove the report of that bank. The
`true' borrowing rate of the bank is the highest rate at which it borrowed:
this is interpreted as the marginal borrowing rate of the bank. If a bank that
reported it has not borrowed is shown to have borrowed, or a bank is shown
to have borrowed at a higher rate than it disclosed, it is ned.

The non-

reporting bank that presented the transaction with highest loan rate (chosen
randomly if there is a tie) receives the whistleblower benet.
Any report that was not based on a veriable transaction (and has not
been disproved by presentation of one) may be contested.
contest the reported rate, except that the bank
reported rate is too low.

25

ti

Any bank may

may not contest that the

A contestation consists of stating a rate

s̃i 6= si .

If no contestations are received, the mechanism ends. If contestations are
made, lenders are sought at the

m − 1 lowest of the m reported and contested

rates. If lenders can be found at rates lower than that reported, and/or if no
lender can be found at the reported rate, then the bank's report is shown to
have been false, and the bank is ned.
Finally, one of the

m

rates is chosen randomly.

If no banks expressed

willingness to lend at this rate, the mechanism ends. Otherwise, one of these
banks willing to lend is chosen randomly. This bank will `synthetically' lend
an amount

q̄

to the reporting bank. It would be dicult for an administrator

25 This restricts the ability of bank t to strategically contest a truthful report of s . We
i
i
discuss this after Proposition 6.1 in the main text and in more detail in the Appendix.
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to force a reporting bank to take on a loan, so we envision the administrator

26

taking on the loan, which is why we call the loan a synthetic one.
administrator of LIBOR demands a loan of
if and only if a similar loan to bank

i

q

The

which is repaid with interest

would have been repaid. This would

therefore be payo-equivalent to lending to the reporting bank itself, and

27

could be achieved through some sort of escrow account.

We will demonstrate

that as loans do not occur in the unique Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium of the
mechanism, it is unlikely that the administrator would need a large facility

28

to handle loans.

In summary, the mechanism augments the transaction-based approach
of the Wheatley Review with a revealed preference argument to allow LIBOR rates to be calculated for currencies and tenors at which trading is
thin.

Rather than

requiring

transactions for the calculation of LIBOR (as

the Wheatley Review does), our mechanism requires the use of transactions
insofar as they exist, but is robust to situations where no trading occurs. Notice that even for markets where trading is heavy, some reporting mechanism
is needed as reporting banks may have incentives to hide one or more transactions (if they hide all transactions, they actually may claim that trading is

26 Note that the administrator does not have to force the lending bank to make the loan,
as the lending bank will nd it strictly benecial to do so. This is true due to a revealed
preference argument. We discuss this in more detail below.

27 Another potential way to structure this exposure would be to have the lender sell a

credit default swap on the reporting bank to the administrator, with the payment adjusted
accordingly. This would mean less cash out initially.

28 While the administrator of LIBOR is currently an industry organization, a government

organization would likely be the best administrator of our proposed mechanism.
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thin).
We provide some simple examples of how some of the details of the mechanism work in Section 4.1.
We solve for the Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium of the model, as dened
in Fudenberg and Tirole (1991). We show that the whistleblower mechanism
incentivizes truthful revelation of borrowing costs by all banks.

Proposition 6.1. Given assumptions 6.1, 6.2, and

w>0


πi L(si , b∗−i ), Ψi − φ − w < πi (L(b∗ ), Ψi )

(P1)

∀si

(P2)

the unique Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium of the whistleblower mechanism
is truthful reporting for all banks, s = b∗ .

Proof.

See Appendix.

Proposition 6.1 states that as long as the whistleblower benet,

w,

is

strictly positive, and Equation [P2] holds, then there does not exist any profitable deviation from the truthful reporting of a bank's borrowing costs. The
intuition for Equation [P2] is that the punishment imposed on a misreporting
bank must be suciently large that prot cannot be made by misreporting
and being discovered.
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When a reporting bank names a bank, it implicitly states that it did
not transact in the lending market.

The reporting bank's report may rst

be contested successfully by any bank that presents a transaction.
disproves the implicit assertion that no borrowing took place.)

(This

Any bank

that provided a loan to the reporting bank has a strict incentive to present
the transaction.
Should no transaction be presented, the report moves on to the contestation and verication stages. Solving backwards, we begin with the verication stage, assuming that the reported rate has been contested by at least one
bank. From revealed preference, an oering bank that was willing to lend to
the reporting bank at rate

bi

is still willing to do so, and by Assumption 6.1 is

also willing to lend at any rate above

bi .

In the mechanism, such a bank has a

strict incentive to reveal all of the rates at which it would lend. By doing so,
it correctly veries or invalidates the reporting bank's rate and the contested
rates.

29

Given that in the verication stage false contestations will be uncov-

ered (and penalized by the punishment fee), and true contestations will be
supported (and rewarded with the whistleblower payment), there are strict
incentives to contest only if the reporting bank misreports. By Assumption
6.2, there always exists a bank that can contest and that is not the oering
bank.
At the beginning of the mechanism, a bank is named by the reporting

29 If the oering bank is willing to lend at a contested rate below the reported rate or
unwilling to lend at the reported rate, the reported rate is invalidated.
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bank as a `willing lender.'

The role of this part of the mechanism is not

to learn which bank made the best oer to lend; rather, it prevents a sole
oering bank from falsely contesting that the reporting bank's borrowing cost
is too low. The oering bank could then receive the whistleblower payment
as no other bank will step in to invalidate the contestation.

Therefore, in

equilibrium, the reporting bank will indeed name the bank from which it can
borrow to prevent this false contestation from occurring.
Note that when banks are found to have misreported, the imposed ne is
simple: a at fee of
deviation. A ne

φ

w + φ.

So long as

φ

is large enough, there is no possible

that satises Equation [P2] may be quite large, however,

30

as it needs to work for all inappropriate reports.

This can be modied

easily, by adding another punishment that is proportional to the degree of
the LIBOR manipulation, such as

κ L(si , b∗−i ) − L(b∗ )

distortion of the LIBOR calculation.

, where

κ is a price for

This would allow banks that slightly

misrepresent to be ned less than those that do so to a larger extent, and
may be a more just approach. We use this modication in the calibration in
Section 4.1.
As shown by Proposition 6.1, the mechanism incentivizes truthful disclosure from the various banks.

There is a subtle issue with the mechanism,

though, in that the reports from banks with actual loans and banks without loans may be slightly dierent, i.e.

bti ≥ bi .

Banks that have actually

30 For example, if a given bank can manipulate its report by up to 50bps, under the
current LIBOR trimmed mean, this could necessitate a
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φ

on the order of $25m.

borrowed money report the rate at which they borrowed money, which is impacted by the bargaining power of the involved parties. Banks that have not
borrowed anything, however, submit reports that are unimpacted by bargaining power. When the borrowing banks' bargaining power approaches 100%,
the two are the same. In any situation, given the competition in the unsecured lending market, we expect any variation caused in LIBOR by changes

31 , 32

in bank bargaining power to be minor.

6.4.1 Examples
In this subsection, we consider three examples that display how the mechanism works. We also calibrate the mechanism to quantify how large a punishment fee might be needed for deterrence.

Possible overstating:

Suppose that there are no transactions presented

by the reporting bank or by any contesting bank. The reporting bank reports
that its borrowing rate is
is

1%.

2%,

and one bank contests, claiming that the rate

The other panel banks are given the chance to lend at

one does,

1%

bank is ned

is the true rate, the contesting bank gets

w + φ.

w,

1%.

If at least

and the reporting

One of the banks that expressed willingness to lend is

randomly selected to make the loan. If no banks are willing to lend at

1%,

31 Note that this is an issue both for the version of LIBOR in current use, and for nearly
every proposed alternative.

Any use of loan transactions necessarily exposes LIBOR to

random variations caused by diering levels of bargaining power.

32 This problem also diminishes as the size of the panel increases, in which case we would

expect

bti → bi .

We discuss below other benets of a larger panel for our mechanism.
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then

2%

is the true rate, and the contesting bank is ned

φ.

Note that as

the LIBOR rate is xed just after the initial reports, the contesting bank and
lending bank cannot inuence it through their actions.

Possible understating and the role of the named bank:

Suppose

that there are no transactions presented by the reporting bank or by any
contesting bank, and the bank named by the reporting bank is bank A. The
reporting bank reports that its borrowing rate is
claiming the correct rate is
to lend at

2%.

bank is ned

φ.

3%.

3%

and one bank contests,

The other panel banks are given the chance

If at least one does,
If none do,

2%,

2%

is the true rate, and the contesting

is the true rate, the contesting bank gets

and the reporting bank gets ned

w,

w + φ.

By the rules of the mechanism, bank A cannot be the bank that contests.
Suppose that this rule was not in place and that bank A could contest. If
bank A was the sole oering bank, i.e. the only bank willing to lend to the
reporting bank, then bank A could contest that the report was understated
(and contest with, for example,
lend at

2%,

even though

2%

3%).

There would be no bank willing to

was the actual rate at which the reporting bank

could borrow. Bank A would then receive the whistleblower payo

w.

For

this reason, the mechanism allows the reporting bank to stop Bank A from
contesting that the report is too low. Notice that this blocking procedure is
not needed to stop Bank A from contesting that the report is too high, as
Bank A knows that it will be caught in this case (no bank will lend at the
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low rate it contests is the true rate).

Truthful revelation of willingness to lend:

Here we demonstrate that

there is no reason for the oering bank to strategically state its willingness to
lend. Suppose that there are no transactions presented by the reporting bank
or by any contesting bank.
rate is

3%,
1%

2%,

The reporting bank reports that its borrowing

and two banks contest, claiming that the proper rate is

1%

and

respectively. The mechanism asks whether any bank will lend at either
or

2%.

Suppose that the oering bank is the only bank willing to lend

and it is willing to lend at both
it is willing to lend only at

2%,

1%

and

2%.33

If the oering bank states

then the mechanism calls on it to do so

with probability 1/2 (and with probability 1/2 there is no lending at
the oering bank states it is willing to lend at both
mechanism calls on it to lend at

1%

1%

and

2% ,

1%).

If

then the

with probability 1/2 and to lend at

2%

with probability 1/2. As should now be clear, the oering bank's statement
does not aect the probability that a rate will be selected for a loan, and
therefore it does not act strategically. As it prefers to lend at both rates, it
will state that truthfully.

Calibration:

34

As discussed earlier, consider an additional component for

the misreporting punishment,

33 If it is not willing to lend at

κ L(si , b∗−i ) − L(b∗ )

, where

κ

is a price for

1% , there is no reason for it to state that it would, because

with positive probability it would be forced to do so.

34 If the mechanism were modied such that a loan was always demanded at the `true'

rate, this would provide banks with an incentive to misrepresent their willingness to lend.
Banks would feign a lack of willingness to lend at low rates, in an attempt to increase the
rate at which they lent money.
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distortion of the LIBOR calculation. To calibrate the punishment for misreporting used in the mechanism, consider that a bank will have a maximum
transaction or set of transactions that has the oating rate xed at 3 month

35

LIBOR worth $200bn.

The exposure is then

1

200[(1 + r) 4 − 1],

where

r

represents 3m LIBOR. Taking the derivative, the change in exposure with
a change in the interest rate is

3

50(1 + r)− 4 .

When

36

exposure for a 1 basis point change is $4.89m.

r = .03,

When

the change in

r = .003,

the change

in exposure for a 1 basis point change is $4.99m. The approximate gain from
a 1 basis point change in LIBOR is thus about $5m. Thus,

κ > $5m per basis

point is a sucient restriction for 3m LIBOR (one of the most liquid tenors).
Considering many of the recent LIBOR manipulations to be of roughly
0.5 basis points magnitude, this would result in an approximately $2.5m ne
per incident. This suggests a roughly similar order-of-magnitude to (though
still ve times larger than) the $940m in nes assigned to UBS for roughly
2000 requests for inappropriate submissions.

37

35 Simone Foxman, How Barclays Made Money on LIBOR Manipulation,

Business In-

sider, 10 July 2012.

36 This is larger than an estimate from a transaction in an email cited by the U.S. De-

partment of Justice (2012) in their case against Barclays. In the email, a trader states that,
[F]or every 0.25 bps tomorrows [sic] x is below 4.0525 we lose 154,687.50 usd,which is
about $.6m for one basis point.

37 Jill Treanor, Two former UBS employees charged in US over LIBOR,

19 December 2012.
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The Guardian,

6.4.2 Discussion
One strength of our mechanism is that it can be applied even to tenors
where transactions are generally infrequent or are temporarily so because of
extreme market events.

By using a revealed preference approach to verify

the accuracy of contested reports, the measure can remain up-to-date, even
when transactions are not occurring. This removes the need to rely on old
estimates of borrowing costs, as might otherwise be required.
The mechanism keeps separate the verication of reports and the calculation of LIBOR. Once reports are sent, the LIBOR rate is calculated, and any
further contestation and verication of the individual reports submitted does
not impact the nal rate. This implies, paradoxically, that even if a LIBOR
rate is known to be incorrect (because certain of the submitted reports have
been found to be fallacious), it is not changed. As demonstrated, this ex-post
inaccuracy (o the equilibrium path) leads to greater ex-ante incentives to
submit accurately, because the LIBOR calculation does not inuence banks'
choices in the contestation and verication stages.
Standard mechanisms from the literature cannot implement truthful reporting in this environment. A VCG mechanism or an AGV mechanism will
not work in this model, as banks' exposures to LIBOR are private information
both in terms of direction and magnitude. Furthermore, the actual borrowing
rate that is being solicited is semi-private information and does not appear
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38

in the reporting bank's payo function  a necessity for those mechanisms.

And while our mechanism has much in common with the Subgame Perfect Implementation of Moore and Repullo (1988), they do not allow for asymmetric
information between agents as we do.
From an implementation standpoint, the mechanism described here has
a large advantage over several other mechanisms: truthful reporting is the
unique equilibrium. First, this implies that along the equilibrium path, the
mechanism is budget-balanced. A simple restriction on the allowable range
of possible contestations ensures that the mechanism is budget-balanced even

39

o the equilibrium path.

This is a signicant improvement over the ex-ante

budget balance of the AGV mechanism, which can often result in ex-post
budget concerns.
Second, while the mechanism is at times complex, the complexity is entirely o the equilibrium path. In equilibrium, banks simply report the rates
at which they could borrow accurately, and no contestation or verication
occurs.

38 Chen (2012) proposes an AGV mechanism.

This is possible because in his model,

exposures are known and are all in the same direction and the borrowing cost of the
bank enters the payo function through a quadratic reputation cost. As we note in the
introduction, adding reputation costs would only make our mechanism easier to implement.

39 When a contestation occurs, the administrator generates a cash inow of

φ,

less any

amount lost on the acceptance of a synthetic loan. So long as the excess interest that the
administrator pays on the synthetic loan is less than the earnings on the punishment ne,
the mechanism is budget-balanced. Therefore, if the administrator has even an extremely
rough estimate of the true borrowing cost of each rm, and dismisses contestations that
are clearly incorrect, the mechanism is budget-balanced (or even cash generative) o the

q is $300m, and bi can be estimated
φ = $1.5m is enough to ensure a budget

equilibrium path. A rough calibration suggests that if
to within

±400bps,

then an administrative fee of

balance under all possible strategies for 3 month LIBOR reporting.
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The mechanism implicitly assumes that the best loan oer to a given
bank is from another bank within the panel.

40

must not be too small.

This implies that the panel

However, the mechanism can easily be modied

to ensure that the panel is sucient. One possibility is to include all prime
banks and rephrase the LIBOR question to report only on how much it costs
them to borrow from other prime banks. The current EURIBOR panel and
the LIBOR panel up until 1998 only asked banks to consider borrowing costs

41

from prime banks.

A second is to allow

any

bank (including banks not

in the panel) to lend in the verication stage. This could be an issue if by
revealing the panel banks' credit risk, it altered their incentives, but Section
6.6 demonstrates that the mechanism can easily take this into account.

6.5

Collusion

In this section, we consider possible collusion between the various banks.
First, we show that collusion is not possible in the model. Second, we discuss
the possibility of collusion in a repeated game framework.

40 The Wheatley Review proposes a larger panel size, but for a dierent reason: to
decrease the incentive to manipulate.

41 However, these questions are/were more vague than the current LIBOR question, ask-

ing how much it costs one prime bank to borrow unsecured from another prime bank,
rather than asking how much it costs your prime bank to borrow unsecured from another
prime bank.
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6.5.1 Collusion in the model
Collusion is dened as an agreement by at least two banks that is not
enforceable in a court of law. In the appendix, we show in detail that no such
collusive agreement could exist in the model for a simple reason: there would
always be a bank that wished to deviate when its turn to play is reached, i.e.
collusion is not sequentially rational.
To briey sketch the important points in the appendix, consider rst that
any reporting bank cannot collude with a bank that may contest or verify/invalidate a contestation.

Once reporting banks have reported, the LI-

BOR calculation is xed and they cannot credibly oer anything in the game
contingent on a collusive agreement.

Reporting banks cannot collude with

each other, as they submit their reports simultaneously and only consider
their individual incentives. Second, banks could try to collude to collect the
whistleblower payo

w;

however this would involve collusion between a bank

at the stage where reports are contested and a bank at the stage where contestations were veried/invalidated. The bank at the later stage would always
act in its own self interest.
There are gains to be had by colluding, but the mechanism prevents these
gains from being realized.
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6.5.2 Collusion in a repeated game
Collusion is potentially more concerning when the mechanism is extended
to a repeated game model. Still, there are a number of mitigating factors that
suggest that collusion will be very dicult to maintain in a repeated game.
In any nitely repeated game, collusion remains impossible. Banks would
have no incentive to collude in the nal period, unraveling any possible attempt at collusion.

Collusion is thus only possible if the mechanism is re-

peated an innite number of times.
When banks attempt to collude to manipulate LIBOR, they face both
asymmetric information about each others' exposures to LIBOR and the fact
that the exposures (and hence incentives) will vary over time. While banks'
borrowing rates are likely to be visible by some other banks in the industry,
the same is not necessarily true of LIBOR exposures. Therefore, any bank
that wishes to manipulate LIBOR in a given direction must rst nd another
bank with an exposure in the same direction that is willing to collude. Even
if another bank is found, the banks are unlikely to be able to collude in every
period for the simple reason that the magnitude and direction of each bank's

42

exposure changes over time. This reduces the benets to collusion.

Importantly, changes in banks' exposures to LIBOR also reduce the banks'
ability to impose punishments to sustain collusion. A punishment phase of

42 This assertion is supported by the action of Barclays, in whistleblowing on its fellow banks. Barclays made the active decision not to collude with others (or at the very
least, to stop colluding with them). Under our mechanism, whistleblowing is remunerated,
increasing the incentives of banks to reveal extant collusive agreements.
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trying to manipulate LIBOR in a xed direction to hurt another bank (i)
may not be credible as the banks doing the punishing may have exposures
that move in the opposite direction and (ii) may not hurt the target bank as
its exposure may change as well, making this `punishment' perversely benet
the target.
An alternative punishment would involve a rst bank contesting the deviating bank's report and a second verifying the rst bank's contestation
with a loan. The punishing banks would have to ensure that a non-colluding
bank does not interrupt this (or that there are no non-colluding banks), even
though there may be explicit monetary incentives (the whistleblower payment) to do so. As the verifying bank loses money (and the contesting bank
gains money) in this punishment phase, its credibility depends on whether
the roles could be rotated among the banks that are punishing and whether
the gains outweigh the losses.

43

The most credible punishment would be to revert to the equilibrium from
Proposition 6.1. In this case it will still be hard to reach a collusive agreement,
as the colluding banks would have to derive a scheme to reveal their derivative
exposures and communicate on how to collude given the set of exposures.
The group of colluding banks would also need to include almost if not all
of the panel banks. An administrator can therefore mitigate the likelihood
of this by increasing the panel size, thus making coordination more dicult

43 Also, from a practical standpoint, if such a punishment phase were ever entered, it
would be likely to be noticed by the administrator and non-colluding institutions.
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and the impact on the LIBOR calculation smaller. Setting the whistleblower
payo suciently high also makes this agreement more prone to protable
deviations.
Of course, over a large number of periods there are also empirical techniques to detect whether submitted rates are accurate or not (at least in the
aggregate).

The wealth of other measures of the risk free rate, credit risk,

and liquidity can also raise red ags as they did in the recent scandal.
In conclusion, then, while collusion in an innitely repeated game is possible, there are a signicant number of obstacles that banks would need to
overcome.

6.6

Incorporating credit risk signaling incentives

In the whistleblower mechanism, it is assumed that there is no incentive
for banks to misrepresent their borrowing rate to hide their credit risk. This
incentive was an important factor during the recent nancial crisis and the
recent LIBOR inquiries have found evidence of banks shading down their
rates to appear safer than they were. In this section, we demonstrate that it
is simple for the mechanism to incorporate the incentive to hide credit risk
(and remain robust to this manipulation incentive). There are two ways to

44

address this through the payo functions of the banks.

44 As we mention earlier in the paper, an alternative method for minimizing the incentive
of banks to misreport to signal low credit risk is to reveal their signals only to the other
panel banks. This would reduce the proportion of the economy that witnesses the signal,
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First, suppose that a bank's report enters its payo function directly if it
is judged by the mechanism to be the true borrowing rate for the bank. If the
report is found to be inaccurate, market participants disregard it.

(In this

second case, then, the report still manipulates LIBOR, but it has no

signaling

value.) In eect, the report would aect the bank's payo if and only if the
bank's report was not contested and then found to be misrepresented. This
approach would leave nothing changed from the main model. As there is only
a benet to manipulating the report if it is undiscovered, and Proposition
6.1 shows that an inaccurate report is always discovered, there remains no
protable deviation.
Second, it is possible that the report itself directly enters into the payo
function of the bank.

It is unclear why exactly this would be the case - if

a report is later found to have been untrue, does the report still serve any
signaling value? Nonetheless, we will consider this situation and show that
the proposed mechanism remains robust to manipulation for this reason.
Consider a more general payo function for bank

πi (L, Ψi , si )

In this more general payo function,
while

si

is the rate report sent by bank

i.

L

i:

(6.7)

and

Ψi

are dened as earlier,

To focus on misreporting to hide

and therefore mitigate the incentive to signal inappropriately. In this section, we consider
alternative methods, within the mechanism itself, to ensure that banks' incentives to signal
low credit risk do not result in an inaccurate LIBOR rate.
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credit risk, we could assume that the derivative of

πi

with respect to the

third argument is negative (the lower the perceived rate at which a bank can
borrow, the lower its perceived credit risk).

However, as will be seen, this

assumption is not necessary.
Suppose that we implement the whistleblower mechanism. When considering possible deviations from the equilibrium path, it is clear that nothing
changes at either the contestation or verication stage. Conditional on the
reporting stage, the payo functions are equivalent to those of previously: as
there was no possible o-equilibrium path deviation in the primary model,
there is none possible here.
The major consideration, then, is whether or not a bank may report improperly. In the main model, the only possible incentive for misreporting is in
the impact on the calculated LIBOR rate. In this extension, this is no longer
true. For example, with a trimmed mean calculation algorithm for LIBOR,
a bank that wants to hide its credit risk may misreport its rate knowing that
the report will have no impact on LIBOR (i.e. it is in the trimmed area).
Therefore, to ensure that banks

never

have an incentive to misreport the

rate at which they can borrow, the mechanism requires the following to hold:


πi L(si , b∗−i ), Ψi , si − φ − w < πi (L(b∗ ), Ψi , b∗i )

∀si

(6.8)

Equation [6.8] follows analogously from Equation [P2]. When rms may
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misreport both for prot on derivative exposures and for credit risk signaling
reasons, the punishment imposed for misreporting must be suciently high
as to outweigh both of these benets.
As before, however, it is possible that the necessary

φ

is so large as to be

impractical. (This is again because a given punishment ne must be sucient
to discourage all possible misreports.)

Then, a small modication to the

proposed mechanism may be helpful to calibrate the size of the punishment:
an extra term can be added to the punishment imposed on banks found to
have misrepresented their rate. The punishment levied on misreporting banks
should be as follows:

τ si − b̂i + w + φ

Where

τ si − b̂i

(6.9)

is a punishment imposed for the dierence between the

signaled rate, and that which is determined to be the true rate in the verication stage. Thus, to ensure that misreporting is never optimal, the following
constraint equation must hold for all possible misreports,

si 6= bi .


πi L(si , b∗−i ), Ψi , si − φ − w − τ si − b̂i < πi (L(b∗ ), Ψi , b∗i )

∀si

(6.10)

Equation [6.10] is simply Equation [6.8] restated under the expanded punishment. This allows banks that slightly misreport to be punished dierently
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than those that signicantly do so.
Again, our punishment mechanism does not account for any additional
reputational punishment imposed by the media (which could be signicant,
given that the signaling incentive is driven by a desire to mislead the public).
This would only strengthen our results (and decrease the required size of the
punishment ne).

6.7

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a robust LIBOR reporting mechanism that
incentivizes banks to reveal their borrowing costs truthfully.

For a bank's

report, the mechanism solicits actual transactions when they exist.

When

there are no transactions, the mechanism solicits the borrowing cost from
the other LIBOR panel banks' willingness to lend. It does this by allowing
the panel banks to contest the initial report, and uses a revealed preference
argument to incentivize other panel banks to lend to verify the true borrowing
cost of the reporting bank.
Our approach has several benets.

First, truthful reporting is the sole

equilibrium. Second, there is no cost to implementing the mechanism. Third,
the mechanism works even when there are no actual transactions. Fourth, it
takes into account private information that banks have about the magnitude
and direction of their derivative exposures and the incentive of banks to under-
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report their borrowing cost to hide credit risk. Fifth, even in an innitelyrepeated game, rewards for whistleblowing and the coordination required to
collude eectively suggest that collusion would be very dicult to maintain.
There are a few aspects of the mechanism that merit further study. Given
the punishments involved, it would be worth learning how quickly agents
could converge to equilibrium play in this mechanism. This could be done by
running experiments. Also, while it is clear that the loan size

q̄

should vary

depending on market conditions, empirical investigation is needed to set it
appropriately.

6.8

Appendix

6.8.1 Proof of Proposition 6.1
The proof solves the model backwards, and shows that the proposed equilibrium strategy satises the requirements of a Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium.
The proposed equilibrium strategy for bank i, where

•

If funds have been borrowed, report

si = bti ,

i = 1, ..., n

is as follows:

and show proof of this

(present the transaction).

•

If no funds have been borrowed, report

s i = bi ,

and name the oering

bank correctly. (If there are multiple oering banks, choose randomly
among them.)
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•

If any bank loans to bank
than

•

sj ,

present them.

If any bank

j 6= i

is known to have reported inaccurately, contest the

report (if possible), by

•

j 6= i can be presented where the rate is larger

s̃j = bj .

In any verication stage, state willingness to lend to any bank
any rate greater than or equal to

k 6= i

at

ρik .

It is also necessary to dene the beliefs.

•

The beliefs of any bank
cost of bank

•

j

i

that is

not

update, conditional on

probability mass is on

max (ρij , sj ).

The beliefs of a bank

i

bank

j

informed about the borrowing

j 's

submission

sj ,

such that all

that is informed about the borrowing cost of

do not update conditional on the report of bank

j.

Belief updating is discussed further in the contestation phase, where it is
most signicant.
In equilibrium, there is no contestation, and therefore no corresponding
need for verication.
The possible deviations to consider are (working backwards):

•

Strategic lending (or failing to lend) in the verication stage

•

Strategic contestation (or failing to contest)
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•

Strategic failing to present an existing loan

•

Strategic reporting of borrowing rate and/or strategic naming of the
potentially oering bank

Each of these is considered in turn for a single reporting bank. If there is
no protable deviation in the game for a given reporting bank, then no banks
have protable deviations.
Depending on the realized play of the reporting bank, only a certain subset
of the panel banks will be relevant. Also, it is of course possible that there is
more than one oering bank (multiple banks all oer loans at the same lowest
rate), or that there exist more than two informed banks (one `true' informed
bank and one oering bank).

However, as will be shown, these modica-

tions do not change the results; in fact, the greater the observability of the
borrowing rate of the banks, the more robust is our proposed mechanism.

6.8.1.1

Strategic lending

Note that this stage is only reached if no transactions were presented.
First, we show that if a reporting bank that did not borrow reports its
borrowing rate and `potential lender' (the named bank) correctly, and this report is contested, that there exists no bank that will support the contestation
(by lending or by failing to lend). Then, we show that if the reporting bank
has reported its rate inaccurately, and the report is contested, there always
exists a bank that prots by supporting the contestation.
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First, consider that the reporting bank has reported correctly, and that
some

m≥1

for all

m

s̃i < si

bank(s) contest that the reported rate is too high. Thus,

contestations. All other banks are asked if they would lend to the

reporting bank at each rate
at a given rate

s̃i

s̃i .

A bank

x

that states willingness to lend

will, with some probability, be required to lend

rate. (The probability is at most

1/m.

If there are

µ

q

at that

banks that all express

willingness to lend at the same rate, then the probability is

1/mµ.)

With

complementary probability, the statement has no impact. Therefore, a bank

x

conditions its response on the states in which the response is relevant, and

states willingness to lend if and only if the following holds:



πx L, Ψix (q, s̃i ) > πx L, Ψix (0, ·)

(6.11)

However, because the reporting bank has reported correctly, the lowest
rate at which any bank will lend to it is
that is willing to lend at any rate below

bi = si > s̃i .

si = b i .

There is no bank

x

Regardless of which bank(s)

contested the initial report, by Equation [6.5] neither the oering bank, nor
the informed bank, nor any of the bystander banks can prot by making
a loan at

any

rate

s̃i < bi .

(The banks that contested could make money

if the whistleblowing payment were large enough, but the mechanism does
not allow them to lend to support their own accusations.)

Thus the false

contestation(s) will not be supported - it will be shown that the reporting
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bank reported correctly.
Second, consider that the reporting bank has reported correctly, and that
some

m

m≥1

banks contest that the report is too low. Thus

s̃i > si

for all

contestations. All other banks are asked at which of a set of rates they

would be willing to lend an amount
includes the initial report,
The oering bank

j

q

to the reporting bank. The set of rates

si , and the lowest (m − 1) contestation reports, s̃i .

is always willing to lend at

all

of these rates because, by

denition,



πj L, Ψij (q, r) > πj L, Ψij (0, ·) ∀r ≥ si = bi

Therefore, so long as the oering bank was

not

(6.12)

one of the contesting

banks, the oering bank will express willingness to lend at

all m rates.

(Other

banks may express willingness too, but an examination of the oering bank
is sucient.) This will show both that the original report was correct, and
that all contestations were spurious.
Note, importantly, that because of the way the mechanism is set up, there
is no reason for an oering bank to strategically state which rate(s) it is willing
to lend at. After stating willingness to lend, the rate at which a loan will be
demanded is selected randomly from the lowest

m rates from the contestation

stage (therefore, the statement does not aect the selection of the rate). If no
bank was willing to lend at the rate selected, there is no lending. Otherwise,
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the bank that lends at the rate selected is chosen randomly among those that
stated willingness to lend at that rate. Since an oering bank may be chosen
to lend at any rate at which it states willingness to lend, it will only state
rates at which it is willing to lend (and not state rates it which it is not willing
to lend).
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An example of how this works is provided in Section 6.4.1.

Third, consider that the reporting bank has reported correctly, and that
some

m>1

banks contest, simultaneously, that the reported rate is

high and too low. Thus, for some subset of the contestations,
others,

s̃i > si .

As per the mechanism, of the

initial report, the lowest

m

both

s̃i < si ;

too

for the

contested rates and the one

m will be selected, and banks will be asked at which

they would be willing to lend money. From above, it is clear that so long as
the oering bank was not one of the contesting banks, it will be willing to
lend at both

si ,

and all

s̃i > si .

(Other banks may be willing as well, though

this does not change the result.)
There is no bank

x

that is willing to lend at any rate below

s i = bi ,

by Assumption 6.1. Therefore, even if a truthful report is contested in two
directions simultaneously, the remaining banks have incentives to lend only at
the correct rates, revealing the truth of the initial report. This is completely
independent of the beliefs of the banks: by the time that the verication stage

45 Note that banks would not reveal their willingness to lend

truthfully if the mechanism

were altered to state that the probability of a rate being selected for a loan was positive
only for rates where lenders stated willingness to lend. In this situation, there would be
an incentive for the oering bank to feign aversion to lending at the lower rates, to ensure
that the loan is made at a higher rate (yielding it greater prot).
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is reached, banks' beliefs over the true borrowing rates of their competitors
are irrelevant.
There is one possibly protable deviation, however. If there is a single offering bank (we leave open whether the oering bank would have information
over whether it is alone or not), then it may protably contest an accurate
report. A single oering bank that contests an accurate report as too low is
assured that there exists no bank that will lend at the stated rate: there exists
only a single willing bank, itself. This protable o-equilibrium action will
be prevented by the reporting bank naming the oering bank as the potential
lender, thereby prohibiting the oering bank from contesting a report in this
way. This is described in detail below in Appendix 6.8.1.2.
We have now shown that when a reporting bank without any transactions
reports its rate and oering bank accurately, if the report happens to be
contested, the contestation will be shown to be spurious. Now, we consider
the situations in which the reporting bank incorrectly reports its rate. We
show that any correct contestation will be supported.
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First, consider that the reporting bank reports its borrowing rate too
low, that is

m≥1

si < bi .

This report has then been contested by some number

of other banks. All other banks will be asked to lend at the

rates of the set of the initial report,

si ,

and the

m

contestations,

m

s̃i .

lowest

Similar

46 This is true whether or not the reporting bank has actually borrowed at the rate
reported - by this point in the mechanism, having borrowed at the rate is irrelevant as this
stage has only been reached because no transactions were presented.
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to above, there do not exist any (non-contesting) banks willing to lend at
either

si ,

or

s̃i < bi .

The oering bank, however, (and possibly some other

banks, too) will express willingness to lend at all

s̃i ≥ bi .

Thus, so long as

the oering bank was not one of the contesting banks, the initial report is
discovered to have been inaccurate. Any bank that contested

s̃i = bi

is found

to have contested accurately; all others are found to have contested spuriously.
(Again, there is no incentive for strategic expressions of willingness to lend,
because the random selection mechanism makes every expression independent
of every other. Thus, truthful disclosure is optimal for each of the

m

rates

individually.)
Finally, consider that the reporting bank reports its borrowing rate too
high, that is

m ≥ 1

si > b i .

This report has then been contested by some number

of other banks.

willing to lend below

bi .

Analogously to the last example, no bank will be
The oering bank (at least) will be willing to lend

at all rates greater than or equal to

bi .

The reporting bank will be discovered

to have reported improperly.
The same arguments also hold if a bank had a transaction at a given
rate, but reports that it has not borrowed,
a transaction.

If the rate reported is

and

s i = bi ,

no panel bank presented

then any contestation (by a

bank other than the oering bank) will be disproved; if the rate reported is
inaccurate, then any contestation will be supported.
This concludes the analysis of the strategic lending stage. If a bank has
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reported its rate and `potential lender' correctly, then any contestation (not
by the oering bank) will be disproved.

Similarly, the contestation of any

incorrectly reported rate will be supported. This is regardless of the number
of contestations: even when multiple contestations occur, a fallacious contestation is discovered and punished while an accurate contestation is conrmed
and rewarded. Note that in this analysis, the bystander banks were largely
ignored. In the verication stage, the bystander banks can never protably
oer to lend at any rate equal to or below the borrowing rate of another bank,

i.

Therefore, the only possible action taken by a bystander bank is to oer

to lend at a rate at which other banks are already oering.

This may be

benecial to the bystander bank, but it has no impact on the outcome of the
mechanism.

6.8.1.2

Strategic contestation

In this section, we consider possible o-equilibrium actions at the contestation stage. We rst show that it is never optimal for a bank to contest an
accurately reported rate.

Any spurious contestation will be discovered, by

the results above, and will therefore result in a fee levied on the contesting
bank.

Next, we show that there always exists at least one bank that can

prot by contesting an inaccurate report.

This bank's correct contestation

will be conrmed in the verication stage, leading to the bank receiving the
positive whistleblower payo.
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In the contestation stage, there are four possible deviations. Banks may
(falsely) contest an accurate report either by reporting that the original report
was too high (s̃i
(s̃i

> si ).

high (si

< si ),

or by reporting that the original report was too low

Or, banks may fail to contest a bank that has reported either too

> bi ), or too low (si < bi ).

We consider each of these possible actions

in turn.
First, consider the situation where the reporting bank reports its borrowing rate accurately, such that

s i = bi .

Any other bank

not named

as the

potential oerer may contest this report by contesting that the report is too
low. (To reiterate, the mechanism stipulates that the named bank

ti

cannot

accuse the reporting bank of reporting too low.) Thus, a contestation may be
of the type,

s̃i > si = bi .

Regardless of the total number of contestations,

part

of the verication stage will always consist of the other banks being asked if
they are willing to lend

q

to the reporting bank at a rate

si .

If the oering

bank does not contest this report (and is thus available to lend), then it will
prot by lending at this rate.

Therefore, regardless of the total number of

contestations, it cannot be optimal for any non-oering bank to accuse an
accurate report of being too low. A spurious contestation will be discovered,
and the bank that raised it punished.
However, there
report.

may

be an incentive for the oering bank to contest the

If the oering bank is alone in its willingness to lend at

then it prots by (falsely) accusing.

s i = bi ,

This is because the only bank willing
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to lend at

si ,

itself, will not do so. Eectively, the oering bank is accusing

the reporting bank of lying, and as it represents the only possible witness, its
accusation is sustained. For this reason, as will be discussed fully below, it is
important that the reporting bank correctly names the oering bank as the
potential lender.
In summary, no non-oering bank can prot by accusing an accurate report of being too low.
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A sole oering bank can prot, and this provides the

incentive for the reporting bank to correctly name its `potential lender.'
Second, consider again if the reporting bank reports accurately. Any other
bank (even that named by the reporting bank) may contest that the initial
report was too high. Thus, a report may be of the type,
to protably lend at

s̃i ,

s̃i < si .

For a bank

the following would need to hold for some bank



πx L, Ψix (q, s̃i ) > πx L, Ψix (0, ·)

By Equation [6.5], however, because

s̃i < bi ,

x:

(6.13)

there is no bank for which

this holds. No bank can ever protably lend to bank

i

at a rate less than

bi .

If any bank falsely claims that an accurate report is too high, then no bank
exists that will lend at the rate reported in the contestation. Regardless of
the number of banks that contest the given rate, then, any bank that accused

47 If an oering bank were to contest the report, it could be protable for a non-oering
bank to also contest the report.

As we will demonstrate that it is either unprotable

or impossible for the oering bank to contest an accurate report, this is not a protable
deviation.
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the rate of being too high is proved to have contested falsely. This bank must
pay the fee,

φ.

Thus no bank, whether it be the informed bank, an oering

bank, or a bystander bank, can prot by contesting that an accurate report
is too high.
Third, consider if the reporting bank reports too high.

Thus,

si > bi .

Whether it was named or not, the informed bank may accuse the bank of
reporting too high,

s̃i = bi < si .

As was shown in Appendix 6.8.1.1, the

oering bank will credibly support the accuracy of this contestation. This is
independent of the total number of contestations leveled.

Therefore, if the

reporting bank reports too high, it is caught. Given the positive whistleblower
fee, it is worthwhile for the informed bank to contest.
Fourth, consider if the reporting bank reports too low. Thus,

si < bi .

In

this situation, either the oering bank or the informed bank, whichever was
not named by the reporting bank, could accuse the reporting bank of having
misreported. This would consist of a report,
sought to lend

q

at a rate

si

s̃i = bi > si .

Lenders would be

to the reporting bank. For the reasons previously

mentioned, none will be found, and the contesting bank will receive a positive
payo. Therefore, similarly to before, if the reporting bank reports too low,
it is caught. This is again independent of the total number of contestations.
Finally, it can be noted that in the latter two of these situations, it is not
necessary that the contesting banks contest with

s̃i = bi .

initial report of the reporting bank was too high,
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For example, if the

si > b i ,

then any report

s̃i ∈ [bi , si )
bi

can lead to a positive payo.

However, the contestation

weakly dominates all other possible contestations.

alone, then the precise report

s̃i

s̃i =

If the contestation is

is irrelevant. If there are other contestations,

though, only the most accurate of the contestations receives the whistleblower
payment. Therefore, it is weakly best for a contesting bank to contest with

s̃i = bi .
This same approach carries over exactly to a situation in which a reporting
bank has a transaction, but claimed not to have one,
presented a transaction. If
to contest the report.

si 6= bi ,

While if

and

no panel bank

then there exists a bank with an incentive

s i = bi ,

so long as the named bank is the

oering bank, then no bank can prot by contesting.
The actions of the bystander banks are slightly more complex in the contestation phase. As the bystander banks have a probability distribution over
the borrowing cost of the other banks, it is quite possible that a reporting
bank will report a borrowing rate that is viewed as very unlikely, ex ante,
by one or more of the bystander banks. However, the bystander banks' decisions whether or not to contest the rate are based on their ex post belief
distribution,

conditioned on the report.

As described above, the bystander banks update their beliefs such that the
reporting banks' report is given probability one of being its true borrowing
cost in equilibrium, so long as the report is below the rate at which the
bystander bank is willing to lend to the reporting bank. This arises because
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the strategy of the banks is to truthfully report borrowing costs; therefore,
absent some special information, bystander banks are forced to believe the
signaled report. (This is the only possible Bayesian updating.)
Note that while bystander banks can be `fooled' by a false report, the
informed banks are not. Informed banks' belief distributions are initially degenerate, and do not update with the report of the reporting bank. Therefore
even out-of-equilibrium contestations which are not accurate will be punished,
and those that are accurate will be rewarded (with positive probability).

6.8.1.3

Strategic presentation of existing loans

Now, we examine possible deviations in the loan presentation stage of the
mechanism.
If a reporting bank presents a transaction where it has borrowed at a
given rate, any bank that has lent
transaction.

q

to it at a higher rate may present this

Similarly, if a reporting bank states that it has

any money, then any bank that has lent

q̄

not

borrowed

to it may present this transaction.

Presenting a transaction in this way generates a positive payo of

w

with

some strictly positive probability, and is therefore optimal for any bank that
is not also the oering bank.

Note that it is not necessarily the case that

the oering bank is the bank that would have transacted with the reporting
bank.
If an oering bank did transact with the reporting bank, the oering bank
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may, in certain circumstances, strategically choose not to reveal a transaction
when the reporting bank has (falsely) claimed that it did not borrow. This
may be optimal if the oering bank values the opportunity to lend in the
verication stage higher than it does the whistleblower payo,

w.

Otherwise,

it will present the transaction to get the whistleblower payo. This is only
rational if the oering bank is the unique bank able to present a transaction,
otherwise another will present a loan and the verication stage is not reached.
It also requires that the reported rate is

si 6= bi ,

such that the reported rate

will be contested in the contestation stage. In this situation, then, the oering
bank benets by lending in the verication stage to the (synthetic) reporting
bank, rather than getting the whistleblower payo in the presentation of
transactions stage. The reporting bank, in turn, is punished not for having
failed to reveal the proper loan (which it did), but rather for having reported
the wrong rate (which it also did).
If the reporting bank reports

s i = bi

but a transaction took place at

a dierent rate, it is always optimal for the oering bank to present any
relevant transaction.
Therefore, it is optimal for all non-oering banks to present transactions
when possible.

si 6= bi ,

It may be optimal for oering banks not to, but

only

if

the whistleblower payo is suciently small, it is the unique oering

bank, and it is the unique transacting bank.

Regardless of which outcome

arises, the reporting bank is punished for an inappropriate report. Since in
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both situations the reporting bank is ned the same amount, so long as
suciently large (as per Equation [P2]), accurate reporting is dominant.

6.8.1.4

φ

is

48

Strategic reporting

Last, we consider possible o-equilibrium actions at the reporting stage.
We show that so long as Equation [P2] holds, no bank can prot can misreporting the rate at which it can borrow.
At the reporting stage of the game, the reporting bank sends two messages
to the LIBOR administrator. First, it reports the rate at which it is able to
borrow,

si .

Second, it either reveals the existence of a loan at this rate, or it

names the `potential lender' at this rate,

ti ∈ {{1, 2, ..., n} \i}.

There are a

number of possible o-equilibrium path actions. A bank that has borrowed
money at multiple dierent rates may report a rate other than the highest, and
provide proof of this. Or, a bank that has borrowed money may claim not to
have done so (and possibly also misreport the rate at which it could borrow).
A bank that has

not

borrowed may name its `potential lender' improperly,

or it may incorrectly report the rate at which it can borrow.

Importantly,

a bank that has not borrowed cannot report that it has, because it will be
unable to show the transaction.

This is not an allowable report under the

mechanism.
We consider each possible o-equilibrium path in turn.

48 Bystander banks, again, optimally do nothing. Beliefs are irrelevant in the presentation
phase (they have no impact on payos), and the bystander banks have no loans to present.
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First, consider a bank with multiple loans that presents a loan transaction
that is not the highest rate among the transactions. Any non-oering bank
that has lent to the reporting bank at a higher rate, however, has a strict
incentive to present the loan that it issued. This presentation is costless, and
as shown above, generates a positive payo with strictly positive probability.
Second, consider if a bank with a loan claims that it has not borrowed.
Thus, the bank reports the rate at which it could borrow, and names the bank
from which it would be able to secure said loan. Again, any non-oering bank
that has lent to the reporting bank, at

any

rate, however, would have a strict

incentive to present the loan that it issued.
In both situations, then, so long as an existing loan is from a non-oering
bank, the reporting bank is caught lying. However, by reporting incorrectly,
a bank may be able to impact LIBOR. If LIBOR changes because of the false
report, then this action

cannot

be optimal if the following equation holds:


πi L(si , b∗−i ), Ψi − φ − w < πi (L(b∗ ), Ψi )

∀si

(P2)

Equation [P2] illustrates that by reporting its rate incorrectly, a bank
may be able to benet through manipulating LIBOR. However, the bank will
be caught and forced to pay a fee.

So long as the fee is suciently large,

deviating from the equilibrium path cannot be optimal. So long as the above
equation holds, this misrepresentation cannot be optimal.
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It is also possible that a reporting bank could misreport, and have the sole
provider(s) of its loan(s) be oering bank(s). In this situation, it is

possible

that the oering bank would strategically choose not to present the existing
transaction.

It would do so only if it could generate more prot from the

provision of a loan in the verication stage. In this situation, the reporting
bank would still be found to have manipulated its report, though it would
be punished for having submitted the wrong report, rather than for having
failed to reveal a transaction. Similarly to the above, this cannot be optimal
if Equation [P2] holds.
We now consider the incentive of a bank with no transactions to misreport.
Third, consider if a reporting bank (that had no transaction) names a
bank other than the oering bank. When the reporting bank simultaneously
submits a

correct

borrowing rate, this action is weakly dominated for the fol-

lowing reasons. If there are two oering banks (i.e. there exist two banks that
oered to lend at the same lowest rate), then the named bank is irrelevant.
By the analysis above, no bank can protably contest an accurate report if
there are two oering banks. If there is a single oering bank, however, the
named bank is relevant. As was shown above, if the oering bank is named
by the reporting bank as the `potential lender,' then no bank can protably
contest. If the reporting bank names a bank other than the oering bank,
however, then the (lone) oering bank has a protable deviation. The oering bank may accuse the reporting bank of reporting too low, and since the
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oering bank is the only bank that would be willing to lend at the reported
rate, the contestation will be sustained. Accordingly, the oering bank would
receive the whistleblower payo,

w,

while the payo of the reporting bank

would fall. For this reason, then, naming the oering bank weakly dominates
any other action.
Next, consider if the reporting bank reports the rate at which it can borrow
incorrectly. We consider rst if there is a protable deviation in changing only
the reported rate, and then if there is a protable deviation by both reporting
the rate incorrectly, and naming a bank other than an oering bank.

The

reporting bank may either inate or deate the rate at which it can potentially
borrow money. If the reporting bank inates the rate at which it can borrow,
then as was shown above, the informed bank has a strict incentive to contest
the rate, and the oering bank will have a strict incentive to lend, supporting
this contestation. Similarly, if the reporting bank deates the rate at which
it can borrow, then as was shown above, whichever of the informed/oering
banks was

not

named has a strict incentive to contest, and no bank will lend

at the reporting bank's reported rate.
This misrepresentation will have an impact on LIBOR, which could yield
a prot for the reporting bank. However, as long as Equation [P2] remains
satised, the payo for the bank by manipulating LIBOR is strictly less than
the cost of doing so.
Finally, it is possible that bank

i could deviate by simultaneously misrep240

resenting both the potential provider of its loan, and the rate. This could take
place in one of four ways. The reporting bank could either inate or deate
its true borrowing rate in its report; and the reporting bank could name either
the informed bank or a bystander bank as its `potential lender,' as opposed
to the oering bank. The combination of these two independent deviations,
each with two possible manifestations, leads to four total o-equilibrium path
deviations. As will be shown, the reporting bank will be caught and punished
in each of these situations. Therefore, Equation [P2] remains the sole constraint: the punishment imposed for misreporting must be greater than any
benet generated by so-doing.
If the reporting bank inates its reported borrowing rate, then regardless
of which bank is named as the `potential lender', the informed bank can
contest the report. By doing so, the informed bank receives the whistleblower
payment, because when asked to lend at the true rate, the oering bank has
a strict incentive to do so (and prots accordingly). Therefore, inating the
reported borrowing rate cannot be optimal (unless Equation [P2] is violated).
There are two remaining possible deviations. The reporting bank may underreport its borrowing rate, and name a bystander bank as the `potential lender.'
In this case,

both the informed bank and the oering bank can and will contest

the report.

Both know that there is no bank that would lend at the rate

reported, and by contesting, they are assured of the strictly positive expected
benet. Finally, the reporting bank may under-report its borrowing rate, and
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name the informed bank as the `potential lender.' If it does so, however, the
oering bank can contest the report. The oering bank is not normally able
to contest a report for being too low, but because it has not been named as
the `potential lender' in this o-equilibrium path, it can. By contesting the
report, and contesting that the reported rate is too low, the oering bank is
assured of a strictly positive payo, because there exists no bank that will
lend to the bank at the low, reported rate.
In the same way, if Equation [P2] is satised, it is never optimal for a bank
to misrepresent the rate at which it borrowed, if it has borrowed. As shown
previously, if a bank misrepresents the rate at which is has borrowed, this
will be revealed through contestation and presentation of the existing loans.
The punishment imposed for the misrepresentation is sucient to incentivize
the reporting bank to report accurately.
This concludes the proof of Proposition 6.1.

6.8.2 Proof that collusion cannot occur in the model
In this section, we illustrate that collusion cannot occur in the model.
Collusion is impossible because of sequential rationality:

at any point at

which collusion may occur, the parties to the collusion have an incentive to
break their agreement at a later stage in the mechanism.
Collusion can conceivably take place at four points: at the reporting stage,
at the loan transaction presentation stage, at the contestation stage, and at
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the verication stage. If banks collude at the stage where contestations are
veried, they must

also

collude at another stage. Otherwise, the verication

stage is not reached, and the collusion is immaterial.

Therefore, we begin

with collusion at the reporting stage, where the goal of the colluding banks is
to manipulate LIBOR. Then, we move on to considering collusion beginning
at the contestation stage, with the aim of falsely accusing banks that reported
accurately. We nd that neither type of collusion is sustainable in a Perfect
Bayesian Equilibrium, even if coupled with collusion in the verication and
presentation of transactions stages.

6.8.2.1

Reporting Stage

We begin by illustrating the impossibility of collusion at the reporting
stage. Consider the most extreme situation: all banks know that all banks
have an incentive to manipulate LIBOR in the same direction. This is the situation in which collusion is most protable and presumably easiest to sustain:
we will show that collusion is still impossible in this case.
First, consider the outcome if all banks are known to have an incentive
to manipulate LIBOR lower. Any number of banks may report

si < b∗i

in an

attempt to inuence the LIBOR calculation. Banks that have borrowed have
two options: either to reveal the wrong transaction at the reporting stage, or
to claim that they did not borrow at all. Once banks report, however, they
are exposed to contestations by the other banks. Critically, once the reports
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are made, the LIBOR calculation is complete: the banks therefore no longer
have any reason to collude. After a collusive submission, all banks have an
incentive to contest their compatriots' submissions, either through revealing
the correct loans, or by contesting the reports of banks that did not borrow.
After these contestations are made, in the verication stage, banks have strict
incentives to act honestly, and to refuse to lend at the reported rates (thereby
supporting the contestations). Therefore, with the contestations supported,
each bank that misreported in the rst stage of the game will be punished.
Banks may still prot by misrepresenting, even if their misrepresentations
are later discovered and punished. This is because the benet of all banks
misreporting LIBOR may be greater than the punishment imposed on banks
for misrepresenting their own report (with perfectly correlated LIBOR exposures, in eect, banks' misreporting generates a positive externality for others,
while the punishment imposed is calibrated only on the personal benet of
misreporting). Therefore, if all banks could collude to misreport, even though
they would later accuse each other of lying and be punished, they would be
net beneciaries.
However, colluding to misreport in the rst stage is not individually rational because of the simultaneous submission of reports. While each bank
receives a positive payo if every bank misreports, each bank considers only
the impact of its own action. Since the punishment for misreporting is greater
than the benet (for the particular bank), every bank has an incentive to re-
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nege on any collusive agreement it makes.

The banks want to encourage

others to lie, but do not have an incentive to do so themselves. Similarly, colluding banks may threaten to punish others that do not collude with them.
However, once a bank is seen not to have misreported, the only sequentially
rational action is

not

to contest the bank's report.

Punishment strategies,

insofar as they are even possible, are not sequentially rational.
The same argument holds when the banks wish to manipulate LIBOR
higher. To manipulate LIBOR higher, banks would claim not to have borrowed, and report

si > b∗i .

(Banks cannot report the wrong transaction,

because this necessarily results in a

lower

LIBOR.) Again, any possible col-

lusion unravels, because once the reports are submitted, banks have an incentive either to reveal the extant transactions, or to contest

s̃i = b∗i < si .

Importantly, while we have described this collusion as between a number of
reporting banks, this approach also proves the impossibility of any form of
collusion between reporting banks and any other banks.

Therefore, while

we have shown that collusion between reporting banks is not sequentially
rational, the same approach shows that collusion between reporting banks
and oering banks, between reporting banks and contesting banks, and between reporting banks and banks that have already lent to them, is also not
sequentially rational.
Any collusive attempt unravels both because of the early setting of the
LIBOR rate (encouraging the colluding rms to whistle-blow on each other)
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and because of the simultaneous reporting (encouraging banks to renege on
the entire agreement). This occurs even if banks are able to make cash transfers between themselves: in a nitely-repeated game, no bank can commit to
pay a promised cash payment.

Next, we consider possible collusion at the

contestation stage.

6.8.2.2

Contestation Stage

In this section, we consider that all banks have reported accurately. Then,
we determine if there exists any possible sequentially rational form of collusion that could allow banks to falsely accuse others of improperly reporting.
Collusive contestations may then take one of two broad forms: either accusing
a rate of being too high, or accusing a rate of being too low. Importantly,

ther

nei-

of these has any impact on the LIBOR rate. Therefore, banks' exposures

are immaterial.
Any two banks may collude and accuse a third bank's report of being
too high. To do so, the rst bank accuses the report of bank
high, and reports a new rate,

s̃i < si = bi .

i

of being too

The second bank would then

lend at this lower rate, generating a net payo to the colluding rms of
less the cost of the below-market loan.

w,

However, the bank that issues the

loan incurs only the cost of making the loan, while the benet of the (falsely
obtained) whistleblower bonus accrues solely to the rst bank.

Therefore,

this form of collusion unravels: neither bank is willing to make the necessary
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below-market loan.
Similarly, banks may collude and accuse another bank's report of being
too low. This would involve the oering bank and another bank colluding:
the second bank would accuse the reporting bank of having reported too low,
while the oering bank simply refuses to lend in the verication stage. This,
too, is easily shown not to be sequentially rational, however. After the second
bank accuses the reporting bank of having reported too low, the oering bank
has an incentive to breach its collusive agreement and lend at the reported
rate. A second option is for the oering bank to accuse the reporting bank of
reporting too high, at the same time as the other bank accuses it of reporting
too low. This would eectively tie the hands of the oering bank, such that
it cannot lend in the verication stage (because it is one of the contesting
banks). The oering bank would not agree to this, however, given that its
incentives are always to breach any such agreement (and no punishment can
be levied for so doing).
Overall, then, the separation of the determination of LIBOR and the assignment of punishments for misreporting unravel any possible form of collusion in the model due to sequential rationality. Even though the whistleblower
payo,

w,

may provide a high incentive to collude, any possible attempt to

collude unravels because of the timing of the reporting mechanism.
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Chapter 7
Taxation and Regulation of Banks
to Manage Systemic Risk
Joint with Colin Mayer and John Vickers
Abstract
A natural economic response to systemic risk, as a form of negative externality, is to look to taxation to correct it.

However,

this chapter argues that systemic risk is not a standard externality. First, a 'polluter pays' approach is inapplicable because the
polluter is insolvent in a systemic crisis and cannot pay. Second,
there exists an equivalence between taxation and regulation under a set of strict assumptions: the same economic outcome arises
if banks maintain higher capital ratios or prepay into a central
fund that is used to bail them out in a crisis.

Third, any levy

not comprised purely of capital is a double-edged sword. The imposition of a levy increases banks' per-loan funding requirements
and potentially total amount of debt in the system. The levy may
thereby perversely exacerbate potential systemic crises unless paid
in capital, in which case it returns full circle to capital regulation.
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7.1

Introduction

The systemic costs of bank failures are typically addressed by capital
regulation rather than taxation. This contrasts with other externalities, where
taxation is generally viewed as the least distortionary intervention.

In the

wake of the nancial crisis, there has been extensive discussion about taxation
to address systemic externalities in banking.

This paper argues that these

proposals may have shortcomings and that the conventional preference for
capital regulation over taxation has a sound underlying rationale.
The rst reason for this is that approaches to externalities involving the
principle that `polluters should pay' are imperfectly applicable to bank failures. At rst sight, the eect of a bank failure on systemic instability appears
to bear a close resemblance to that of a polluting rm on the environment.
If banks' actions involve socially excessive risk-taking, they jeopardise the
wider economy. A natural suggestion is to tax the marginal contribution of a
bank's risk taking to systemic instability so that banks internalise the costs
they impose on the larger economy. But if this Pigovian tax is imposed after
the bank has `polluted' the system and become insolvent, it is uncollectible.
The polluter in banking is not in a position to pay ex post.
Taxes can therefore only be levied ex ante, pre-crisis. The tax is then a
levy requiring banks to pay for the costs to others when their failures have
to be resolved. Equity capital requirements are also a kind of pre-payment,
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requiring banks to post a minimum amount of equity funds. We show that,
under certain conditions, there is an economic equivalence between ex ante
levies (`taxation') and requirements that banks hold capital themselves (`regulation').
Three key assumptions are required for our equivalence results.

First,

losses are perfectly correlated across banks such that the risks are systemic
not idiosyncratic in nature. If this assumption is violated, then the central
pooling of capital by the government may have an insurance benet over
the private holding of capital by individual banks. But insofar as risks are
idiosyncratic rather than systemic in nature, they can be insured through
private markets rather than public insurance. The theoretical advantage of
taxation in pooling capital therefore occurs when, from a social perspective,
it is least needed.

There is little pooling advantage in relation to systemic

risks, which are our focus.
The second assumption is that the returns on funds must be independent
of who owns or manages them.

Thus, funds invested by governments are

as productively employed as those run by private investors.

Relaxing this

assumption, self-insurance is benecial to the extent that funds are more
productively employed privately than publicly because, for example, moral
hazard problems arise when banks' investment choices are insured by a pool
of collectively held capital. Capital requirements on banks can in this regard
be likened to deductibles on insurance contracts, limiting the moral hazard
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problems to which insured persons are otherwise prone.
The third assumption for the equivalence result is that there are no ows
to or from the government  so no bail-outs beyond collected levies and full
reimbursement to equity-holders of any levy funds not used in bailouts. In
reality, contrary to this assumption, governments tend to get drawn into
large-scale bail-outs, the anticipation of which can distort ex ante risk-taking
incentives. Taxation to fund future bail-outs, and moreover the externalities
associated with them, are however a double-edged sword. For unless levied
in pure capital  which would be akin to capital regulation  the taxation
increases debt funding needed per loan, which could exacerbate rather than
diminish potential externality problems.
These ndings suggest that taxation per se has limitations as an instrument to address systemic externalities, and that bank capital is of prime
importance. This is not to reject the logic of Pigovian taxation.

Rather, it

is to say that, in view of the special features of systemic externalities arising
from bank failures, capital needs to be central to the policy approach.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 has a short review of
the literature on bank taxation and regulation. Section 3 discusses limitations
of the pollution analogy, in particular the `polluter cannot pay' problem in
the presence of bank failures. Section 4 is the central section of the paper.
It sets out a simple model and uses it to show the economic equivalence
between capital regulation and taxation under the conditions outlined above.
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The implications of relaxing these assumptions is then considered. Section 5
analyses (constrained) optimal taxation in the presence of anticipated bailouts and shows the double-edged nature of taxation that is not in the form
of pure capital.

Section 6 concludes by discussing some implications, and

possible extensions, of the analysis in the context of current policy debates
on bank regulation.

7.2

Literature Review

A seminal paper in the general `taxation versus regulation' debate is
Weitzman (1974), which compares price (i.e. tax) and quantity (e.g. quota)
approaches to externality control when there is uncertainty about the curvature of the marginal cost and marginal benet curves. In the present paper,
which is focused on systemic externalities associated with bank failure, we
explore a quite dierent aspect of the `taxation versus regulation' question.
The kind of regulation at issue is not quantity control but requirements on
the funding pattern of producers, in particular the minimum proportion of
equity in bank funding. The review of related literature in this section starts
with taxation, and then proceeds to regulation.
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7.2.1 Taxation
The recent academic literature has proposed a number of dierent tax
regimes. We classify these regimes into two dierent types: revenue-focused
taxation and corrective taxation. Of course, the various tax regimes all fall
somewhere on a continuum between these two extremes. However, for illustrative purposes, we attempt to classify each proposal as one of these two.
First, we discuss revenue-focused taxation.

The argument for revenue-

focused taxation is that governments periodically need to invest large sums
of money into the nancial system.

Taxation, it is argued, can make the

nancial system bear this cost. We describe the four most popular types of
revenue-focused taxation regimes; for a further account see Keen (2011).
First, a Financial Activities Tax (FAT) is levied on the prot or rent
generated by the bank.

The FAT is designed to be as nondistortionary as

possible in generating revenues. Shaviro (2012) describes one possible variant
as a tax on all `supra-normal' prots and wages; alternate versions tax all
prots and wages and thereby serve as a surrogate VAT.
Second, a Financial Services Contribution (epitomised by the US Financial Crisis Responsibility Fee) taxes all outstanding bank debt. This tax has
been recommended for both retributive purposes, and also as a `neutralization' of the implicit subsidy given to bank borrowing by the Too Big To Fail
guarantee.
Third, a Financial Transactions Tax (FTT) is levied on the notional value
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of all executed nancial transactions.
distortionary,

1

This tax is generally accepted to be

but its proponents suggest that the primary distortion will be

a reduction in socially wasteful high-frequency trading.
Fourth, bank employee bonuses may be subject to taxation. Temporary
taxes of this type were instituted in the United Kingdom and France, and a

2

permanent 10% tax on bonuses exists in Italy.

3

bonus taxes is retributive.

The primary justication for

Thanassoulis (2012b) considers possible implica-

tions from intervening in bonus pay structures; however, he concludes that
bonus taxation will have minimal macroprudential implications.

4

While these proposed taxes all have some corrective impact, their central
focus is on the generation of tax revenue. Next, we focus our attention on
corrective taxation:

taxation that aims to change the behaviour of banks

with a view to reducing systemic risks.

We cover four main interventions:

statistical default risk taxes, liquidity-based taxes, market-based taxes, and
debt-bias related action.
In one example of a statistical default rate tax, Acharya et al. (2010) propose a tax levied in proportion to the calculated default risk of a bank. This
tax would encourage banks to reduce their probability of default. Acharya

1 See Vella et al. (2011) for a full discussion.

2 Simon Bowers, Jill Treanor, Fiona Walsh, Julia Finch, Patrick Collinson and Ian
Traynor, `Bonuses: The Essential Guide,' The Guardian, 28 February 2013.

3 The justication for the imposition of the temporary taxes in the UK and France

was partially macroprudential: it was argued that taxes on bonuses would incentivise rm
managers to keep capital within the rm instead of distributing it to employees.

This

would be unlikely to apply for a permanent tax, though.

4 Thanassoulis (2012b) suggests that regulation of bonus

dential implications, but taxation by itself cannot.
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structure may have macropru-

et al. (2010) suggest calculating the probability of default through a combination of historic data and current balance sheet information. The authors
create a measure of Systemic Expected Shortfall (SES): the expected loss of
a rm conditional on a left-tail event for the market for the whole.

They

report that SES had predictive power for the systemic problems caused by
institutions' defaults in the most recent crisis, and suggest that it would in the
future as well. A qualitatively similar proposal, CoVaR, is made by Adrian
& Brunnermeier (2011).
Statistical default risk taxes have an advantage over other taxes in that
they explicitly take account of systemic eects of default. This approach is
thus directly corrective, whereas most other interventions are corrective only
indirectly through considering rms' individual actions and default risks. The
major disadvantage with these approaches, however, is the diculty in calculating the tax base. While calculations of SES and CoVaR are theoretically
possible, it is unclear that they are suciently well-dened (or suciently
contemporaneous) to be used as a tax base.

5

One proposed alternative to the complexity of statistical default risk taxes
is the imposition of taxes that vary with a market parameter. Proponents of
market-based taxes argue that the market can combine available information

5 Statistical default rate taxes generally have the property that a rm's tax payable is
impacted by the actions of other rms in the industry. If other rms take greater risks,
then the systemic expected shortfall for a third-party rm likely increases, resulting in an
increase in taxes payable for the rm. Economically, this is not problematic. Politically,
though, it may not be tenable.
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more eciently and more accurately than any static calculation algorithm.
In one of the most cited examples, Hart & Zingales (2009) recommend taxing
banks in proportion to the price of their credit default swap contracts (CDS).
As a bank's risk increases, its CDS spread rises as well, placing a tax burden
on the bank. Anticipating this, the authors argue, banks will have incentives
to reduce the riskiness of their portfolios.

Kocherlakota (2010) presents a

similar proposal which accounts for the size of a default, but necessitates the
creation of a new traded security. A major concern with market-based default
risk taxes is the potential for market manipulation by third parties and by
the banks themselves.
Liquidity taxes, a third proposal, are perhaps less susceptible to manipulation. Bank's reliance on short-term funding exposes them to damaging runs.
By shifting the funding structure of banks to decrease reliance on short-term
funding, liquidity taxes aim to minimise possible contagion risk.
The liquidity risk charges recommended in Perotti & Suarez (2009) have
received particular attention. Their recommendation is that a unit of short
term funding should be taxed in proportion to its marginal contribution to
a bank's contribution to systemic vulnerability. Perotti & Suarez propose a
tax that is levied with high frequency (weekly or monthly) on the outstanding debt of a bank, multiplied by a factor representing the average time-tomaturity (and thereby renancing risk) of the debt. The closer a bank-issued
debt instrument is to maturity, the greater will be the bank's tax burden.
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This tax would impose an additional cost on banks for short-term nancing
and encourage them to utilise funding subject to less re-nancing risk.
A similar proposal is raised by Shin (2010).

In his paper, Shin argues

that the use of non-core liabilities (generally any nancing that is not equity
or deposits) spikes during booms because risk is under-priced.

A tax on

the use of these non-core liabilities would then serve as a counter-cyclical
intervention. Additionally, the tax would encourage banks to internalise the
possible spillover eects of their risk-taking insofar as this is generally nanced
through non-core liabilities.
Liquidity taxes may also have the advantage that cross-country coordination is not as critically important as it is with certain other taxes (an FTT, for
example). However, there are denitional issues that plague liquidity taxes.
It is unclear how to dene `non-core liabilities,' and unclear what constitutes
`short-term debt.' Liquidity taxes may also be vulnerable to circumvention
by o-balance-sheet nancing. Still, liquidity risk taxation, possibly for its
ease of implementation, is one of the leading corrective taxes being considered
by many countries.
A nal set of proposed interventions focuses on the well-known bias caused
by the asymmetric tax treatment of debt and equity. In general, even taking
into account personal tax rates on interest, dividends, and capital gains, there
is a tax incentive for banks to nance themselves with debt. This debt bias
leads to signicant amounts of leverage in the nancial system. While it is
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generally agreed that debt bias was not itself responsible for the most recent
crisis, it almost certainly contributed to it (e.g. Keen, 2011; de Mooij & Keen,
2012). The simplest way to remove the debt bias would be to eliminate the
tax deductibility of interest payments. But this might be politically untenable
(see Devereux, 2011).
The primary alternative is an Allowance for Corporate Equity (ACE). In
its simplest form, this allows companies to deduct an amount equal to the outstanding value of their corporate equity multiplied by the risk-free rate from
their tax payable, thereby providing an o-setting benet to the issuance of
equity. So instead of making neither debt nor equity tax-deductible, an ACE
instead makes them both tax-deductible, at an obvious cost to public nances.
A major diculty in analyzing the ACE, moreover, is that scant data exist
of such systems in practice. Keen & King (2002) outline the Croatian ACE
system, but given the data quality problems, they are unable to draw rm
conclusions.

Indeed, the Croatian ACE is no longer in existence.

Klemm

(2007) provides another overview of ACE data, focusing largely on Brazil. Its
ACE, however, makes the payment of dividends tax deductible, rather than
equity itself, adding an additional distortion. With this, Klemm nds only
very weak data that the ACE achieved its desired goal of reducing corporate
leverage. Therefore, while the ACE has a theoretical justication, it imposes
a tax burden on a country for an unproven systemic benet.
Next, we overview the major types of proposed regulation.
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7.2.2 Regulation
One of the most popular regulatory interventions requires that banks
maintain a minimum proportion of equity nancing.

These equity capital

requirements are often a function of the riskiness of the assets of the bank, as
with the Basel system of risk-weighted assets (RWAs). As described in Admati et al. (2010), the mechanism through which equity capital requirements
improve the stability of the nancial system is straightforward. The greater
the proportion of equity in a bank's funding, the greater the losses that it
can withstand before becoming insolvent. Prior to the crisis, many banks had

6

greater than fty times leverage.

At this leverage, losses of even 2% cause

insolvency. With more equity, larger shocks can be safely weathered. Also, by
increasing the `skin in the game' of bank owners, equity capital requirements
may mitigate moral hazard problems.
The role of equity capital requirements is supported by the results of Black
et al. (1978). They consider the relationship between banks and governments
as analogous to that between a debtor and creditor. Governments implicitly
guarantee banks' debt for reasons of systemic stability, and are therefore
analogous to nal (albeit contingent) creditors.

Black et al. (1978) argue

that the optimal form of bank regulation should therefore mirror that which
is seen in the private market between freely contracting creditors and debtors.

6 Simon Nixon, `G-20 Protesters are Aiming at Wrong Target,'
April 2009.
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Wall Street Journal, 2

The imposition of an equity capital requirement is analogous to mortgage
lender requirements that homeowners maintain a certain level of equity in
their homes. Risk-weighted equity follows in the same way: required equity
is greatest for the riskiest borrowers.
A second form of explicitly macroprudential regulation is proposed by
Morris & Shin (2008). The authors' liquidity regulation forces banks to maintain certain levels of liquidity, to ensure that they are able to meet short-term

7

demands for cash.

Morris & Shin (2008) argue that liquidity requirements

reduce the likelihood of bank re sales, because banks are more likely to
have liquid assets on hand with which to settle short-term debts.

As re

sales impose a negative externality on other market participants by driving
down asset prices, this supports the solvency of all banks in the nancial
system. The authors also argue, however, that liquidity ratios must account
for the systemic nature of certain instruments. The problem to which they
draw attention is that of a struggling bank which cuts loans to other banks
to meet its own liquidity requirement.

By cutting loans to other banks, a

bank may strengthen its own liquidity situation at the cost of depleting the
liquidity of the entire system. Therefore, Morris & Shin (2008) argue for liquidity requirements that provide systemic stability both through encouraging
banks to maintain sucient liquidity on-hand, and also by discouraging the

7 Liquidity regulation also satises the desired analogy between regulation and privately
contracting creditors and debtors.

Just as bank loan covenants require debtors to meet

certain short-term solvency ratios, liquidity regulation forces banks to maintain a minimum
proportion of liquid assets.
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payment of debts through the withdrawal of systemically important loans to
other banks.
A third set of recommendations to improve the stability of the nancial
system focuses on bank competition. Keeley (1990) argues that bank charter values may serve as an undiversiable asset that is valuable conditional
on the continued solvency of the bank. High bank charter values may then
encourage more banks to act prudently, to safeguard their future value. Restrictions on bank competition, the argument goes, could achieve these high
charter values, and could theoretically improve nancial sector stability. Actual equity has a signicant advantage over the intangible equity of charter
value, however, in that only the former is loss-absorbent. Also, the possible
benet of high charter value may be oset by a dierent impact of competition. Boyd & De Nicolò (2005) argue that an uncompetitive banking sector
leads to higher interest rates being charged.

Higher interest rates attract

riskier borrowers in a process they describe as risk shifting, such that a less
competitive banking sector may be less stable. These results are combined by
Martinez-Miera & Repullo (2010), who argue that there is not a monotonic
relationship between bank competition and bank stability. As the relationship
between competition and nancial sector stability is mixed, there is no good
case for competition-lessening regulatory interventions.

Furthermore, bank

competition may already be articially low because untreated too-big-to-fail
problems distort competition in favour of large and complex institutions at
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the expense of others.
Many reform recommendations integrate a number of these possible interventions. The Squam Lake Report, for example, combines aspects of bank
equity capital requirements, centralization of regulation, improved resolution
processes, and many others (French et al., 2010a).
In the next section, we discuss the `polluter cannot pay' problem, and
begin to draw our own complementary results on government intervention.

7.3

Polluter Cannot Pay

Banks that take on undue risk impose a probabilistic negative externality on the wider economy.

Parallels are often drawn between this negative

externality and the problem of pollution control. This suggests that banks'
risk-taking should be controlled in the same way as the actions of potentially
polluting companies:

for example, through Pigovian taxation.

As stated

succinctly by Kocherlakota (2010), just as taxes are imposed to deal with
pollution externalities, taxes can also address risk externalities, and a welldesigned tax system can entirely eliminate the risk externality generated by
inevitable government bailouts.
While pollution may be a useful analogy for thinking about banks' contributions to systemic risk, there are several critical dierences.

One, not

considered in this paper, is the problem of apportioning responsibility among
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multiple banks for bad systemic outcomes and measuring their respective
contributions to it. The same issue could arise if, say, several chemical plants
were located on the same polluted river, but it is much more complex in the
nancial context.
In this paper, we focus on the dierence between the ex post solvency of
`polluters.' Whereas in standard settings companies generally remain solvent
after polluting, this is not true of banks in a crisis.

Banks that generate

systemic risk become insolvent in the process: insolvency is the mechanism
by which the `pollution' occurs. It follows that forms of taxation or regulation
in which the `polluter pays' after the event do not work. Banks responsible
for causing a crisis are unable to pay any taxes imposed ex post.
We can illustrate the problem of the ex post imposition of taxation. Suppose that a bank can invest in an asset costing 100 that either yields 150 or 0
with equal probability, or a riskless asset also costing 100 that will be worth
100.

It can nance its investment from deposits and equity.

Suppose that

there is a state-run scheme that guarantees depositors the full value of their
deposits in the event of bank failure in recognition of the positive social value
associated with each unit of deposits. There is no interest rate and the bank's
shareholders and depositors are risk neutral. Assume that individuals benet from the option to invest in informationally-insensitive assets: deposits.
Then, it is socially optimal for the bank to invest in the riskless assets funded
from as high a proportion of bank deposits as possible.
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Contrast two sequences. In sequence one, in period one the government
announces a capital requirement and the bank selects its form of nancing. In
period two, it makes the investment choice and in period three the investment
outcome is realised and the deposit insurance is paid if required. In sequence
two, in period one the government announces a tax rate and the bank selects
its form of nancing, in period two the bank makes its investment choice and
in period three the investment outcome is realised, the deposit insurance is
paid if required and the bank pays any tax due, if it can.
Sequence 1. The social optimum is achieved by the government setting
a minimum capital requirement of 50% in which case the bank will earn the
expected return of 0% on its equity capital.

8

Sequence 2. The government sets a tax rate of just in excess of 50% on the
holding of deposits, in which case the bank chooses the riskless asset funded
from all equity and earns a zero return.
If the government sets a tax rate below 50% in sequence two then the
bank chooses the risky asset funded entirely from deposits, earns an expected
return of zero (on the essentially zero equity investment) and the government
expects to earn 25 less in tax revenue than it pays in insurance to deposi-

9

tors.

The reason that sequence two cannot achieve the social optimum with

8 At 50% leverage, the expected equity return on the risky investment is 0.5 (150  50),
which equals the equity capital invested of 50. The risky investment therefore yields the
same expected return of zero as the riskless investment.

9 As the tax rate on deposits approaches 50%, the expected equity return on the risky

investment falls to zero [0.5 (150  (100 x 1.5))] on the optimal level of leverage of 100%.
The government's expected revenue is 0.5 x 100 x 0.5 = 25 and its expected payment to
depositors is 0.5 x 100 = 50, the net subsidy of 25 compensating for the expected loss of 25
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taxation is that there is a moral hazard problem regarding the bank's choice
of investment. The tax on deposits can only be paid when the bank is solvent, which encourages the bank to select ineciently risky investments in
preference to riskless ones.
It is possible, in theory, to design a Pigovian tax that takes into account
the likelihood with which a given bank is insolvent at the time of payment.
However, banks are able to select their own assets, and thus to control the
risks to which they are exposed. Thus, any ex ante imposition of tax would
encourage banks to take on greater risks than if the tax could be collected
ex post. Therefore, the `polluter cannot pay' problem generates signicant
problems for the imposition of an ex post levy on banks. `Polluter pre-pays'
approaches will be considered shortly.
There is a further respect in which the pollution analogy is imperfect.
In a standard pollution context, the imposition of taxation does not directly
impact pollution production.

Pollution is impacted indirectly, as taxation

encourages rms to change their behaviour. In a banking context, however,
government imposition of taxes may also directly impact systemic risk, by
changing the funding requirements of banks. This direct impact on `pollution'
is absent from standard pollution analyses, but will feature prominently in
the analysis that follows.
on the risky investment. Above a tax rate of 50%, the riskless investment yields a higher
return of 0% at the optimal level of leverage of 0%.
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7.4

A Simple Model of Bank Taxation and Regulation

We now set out a simple model and use it rst to show an equivalence
between two dierent types of `polluter pre-pays' policies: capital regulation
and an up-front levy paid into a government-run crisis fund.

7.4.1 The Model
Consider an economy with a continuum of banks and a continuum of
borrowers. Every borrower has access to a project which requires a unit bank
loan to proceed. Banks make loans to a large number of borrowers, such that
every bank is a portfolio of diversied loan assets.
Borrowers' projects succeed with (global) probability
where

0 < pL < 1.

[pL , 1],

R or better.

X(R) be the number of

Borrowers' projects of type

R pay (1+R) if they

succeed, and zero otherwise. The degree of systemic shock,
with

on

As banks make a large number of loans, this is also the

proportion of projects that succeed at each bank. Let
projects of type

p ∼ F (p)

p,

is uncorrelated

R.

A borrower pays its bank

(1 + r) if and only if its project succeeds,

number of projects nanced is
equity, and fraction

X(r).

Fraction

(1 − k) is nanced by debt.

k

so the

of each loan is nanced by

The risk-free rate is zero and

all agents are risk-neutral. There is perfect competition. Each bank nances
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many projects, so the law of large numbers applies. Bondholders receive gross
return

(1 + b)

if their bank is solvent, and receive the value of bank assets

under bank insolvency. In the absence of any crisis fund (see later), there is

γ

a negative externality of
not absorbed by

k

times the extent of uncovered losses  i.e. losses

10

or (if such exists) by the crisis fund.

Banks are always solvent if

(1 + b)(1 − k) ≤ (1 + r)pL .

(7.1)

Solvency is maintained in (7.1) because even in the worst state bondholders
get repaid in full. When solvency is guaranteed, in equilibrium,

b = 0.

Bond-

holders are not promised any excess repayment, because they do not accept
any risk. Then the rate charged to borrowers,

r,

must be such that the gross

return to equity is unity:

(1 + r)p̄ = 1 ,

where

p̄ ≡ E[p].

(7.2)

So from (7.1) and (7.2) there is an always-solvent equilibrium

if

k ≥1−

pL
.
p̄

(7.3)

When (7.3) is satised, banks hold sucient capital such that bondholders
are completely insulated from losses. The rst best is achieved in this case:

10 A natural generalisation of our analysis would be to make the negative externality
term

γ

non-linear to represent a greater proportionate cost of a major banking crisis. We

use the linear formulation below for analytic tractability.
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the optimal

r

is given by (7.2) and negative externalities never arise.

In a Modigliani-Miller (MM) world, this outcome could be achieved. Banks
would be indierent to their nancial structure, so would not object to structures meeting (7.3). But MM does not hold. First, if there is any tax and/or
subsidy advantage to debt over equity, no matter how small, banks want to
minimise

k.

In fact tax systems do favour debt over equity, and moreover

debt has a subsidy advantage over equity unless the probability of bail-out
is precisely zero (as is assumed for equity).

Second, if debt providers can-

not (or do not have an incentive to) observe a bank's choice of

k,

then the

bank would deviate from a candidate equilibrium in which (7.3) holds. If a
bank deviated by funding itself with less capital than (7.3), so that default
was possible, the expected return to each unit of debt would fall below one.
But the overall (private) return would not decrease, so the expected return
to equity would exceed one, making the deviation worthwhile for the holders
of equity in these circumstances. Third, if we start from a situation where
(7.3) does not hold, increasing

k

lowers the probability of default so confers a

positive externality on bondholders, for which equity holders eectively pay.
This is the debt overhang problem.
For several reasons, then, we now consider the (much more common)
situation in which (7.3) does not hold: banks maintain insucient capital to
shield bondholders from losses.
dene

P (k) > pL

as the

p

Assume then that (7.1) does not hold and

such that with equity ratio
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k

there is insolvency if

and only if

p < P (k).

The function

P (k)

is dened implicitly by

(1 + b)(1 − k) = (1 + r)P (k) .

(7.4)

Assume (for now) that there are no transfers to or from the government in
any circumstance. Then overall, investors (i.e. bank bondholders plus equity
holders) must get back unity on average per unit loan so (7.2) continues to
hold. Therefore

P (k)

and

b

are related by

P (k) = (1 + b)(1 − k)p̄ .

Bondholders get back

(1 − k)(1 + b)

per unit loan if

(7.5)

p ≥ P (k).

That is,

so long as the bank is solvent, bondholders receive their promised amount.
Otherwise, using (7.4), bondholders get

(1 + r)p =

in state

p.

p
p
= (1 − k)(1 + b)
p̄
P

On average, because of risk neutrality, bondholders get back unity

per unit of debt. Therefore

1
1 = (1 + b) −
(1 − k)p̄
= (1 + b) −

1
(1 − k)p̄
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Z

P

(P − p)dF (p)
pL
Z P (k)

F (p)dp .
pL

(7.6)

For convenience, dene

Z

P

φ(P ) ≡

F (p)dp .

(7.7)

pL

So

φ(P )

is a strictly increasing function with

φ(pL ) = 0

and

φ(1) = 1 − p̄.

From (7.6) we have

(1 − k)b =

φ(P (k))
.
p̄

(7.8)

Combining with (7.5) it follows that

(1 − k)p̄ = P (k) − φ(P (k)) ,

(7.9)

so, in turn,

Z

1

[p − P (k)]dF (p)

k p̄ =
P (k)
Z 1

[1 − F (p)]dp .

=

(7.10)

P (k)

This implicitly denes

P

in terms of

k.

The greater the fraction of equity,

the less likely insolvency becomes, so the lower is
The expected negative externality per-project

k,

P.
z(k)

is taken to be

γ

times

the expected loss not absorbed by capital  i.e. the loss in insolvency. In the
absence of bail-outs this expected loss is the dierence between the contracted
payment to bondholders,

(1 − k)(1 + b),
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and what they receive on average,

i.e.

(1 − k).

So using (7.8),

z(k) = γb(1 − k)
= γ

φ(P (k))
.
p̄

(7.11)

Then, from (7.10)

z 0 (k) =

Given externality

z(k),

γF (P (k))
.
1 − F (P (k))

there is in a sense `too much lending.'

The bank

does not internalise the negative externality created by the issuance of loans,
because the losses conditional on default fall on the bondholders. We discuss
below that while taxes can partially internalise the externality, they do not
address the underlying problem of insucient loss-absorbency.

7.4.2 Neutrality Result
The obvious policy to adopt in this setting is to require sucient

k

to

meet (7.3). Suppose however that such a requirement is impossible to achieve,
perhaps for political reasons, and that for exogenous reasons
to meet (7.3).

k

is insucient

In theoretical terms this is an unsatisfactory assumption,

but given the manifest diculties of raising banks' capital ratios it leads to
important and practically relevant questions for (second-best) policy analysis.
The aim of this subsection is to compare capital ratio regulation with
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`taxation' in the form of a levy to create a crisis fund. In particular, suppose
that banks must pre-pay an amount

s

per unit bond, so

(1 − k)s

per unit

loan, into a crisis fund. A number of questions then arise. On what basis is

s

calculated? When and how is the fund disbursed? Who owns it if, or to the
extent that, it is not disbursed? How is it invested in the meantime? Assume
rst that any payouts from the fund go to bondholders and that its residual
value (all of it if no payouts) is returned to equity owners. Suppose that the
fund is invested in the risk-free asset. Then (7.2) still holds, so

r

is as in the

previous analysis.
The fund is then equivalent to a higher
situation with capital

k

k.

To see this, compare the

and no crisis fund with that with capital

k0 < k

and

a crisis fund as above with

s=

k0 = 0,

(In the special case

(1 − k0 )s = (k − k0 )
capital of

k0

k − k0
.
1 − k0

we have

(7.12)

s = k .)

Shareholders have to pay

per unit loan into the crisis fund in addition to their

per unit loan, making

k

in total. Let

in this situation. Bondholders receive less than

b0

be the return on bonds

(1 + b0 )

only if

p < (1 + b0 − s)(1 − k0 )p̄
= [(1 + b0 )(1 − k0 ) − (k − k0 )]p̄
≡ P0 ,
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(7.13)

say. Since bondholders get unity on average per unit of debt, we have that

Z P0
1+r
(P0 − p)dF (p)
1 = (1 + b0 ) −
1 − k0 pL
φ(P0 )
= (1 + b0 ) −
.
(1 − k0 )p̄

Rearranging the above equation yields

(1 − k0 )b0 =

φ(P0 )
.
p̄

(7.14)

With (7.13), this gives

P0 = (1 − k)p̄ + φ(P0 ) .

It is now apparent from (7.9) that

P0 = P (k) ,

and moreover, that

(1 − k0 )b0 = (1 − k)b .

(7.15)

From (7.11), the externality is also the same in the two situations. Hence we
have a neutrality result: capital ratio
economic outcome as capital ratio

k0

k

with no crisis fund achieves the same

and levy
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s

set as in (7.12).

7.4.3 Imperfect Correlation
Our neutrality result between taxation and capital ratio regulation is
based on three key assumptions:

1. Banks face perfectly correlated risks of failure (there are no idiosyncratic
failures),

2. Return on levy funds is independent of who owns or manages them,

3. No ows to or from government (neither taxes and nor subsidies).

We now consider deviation from the rst assumption, and examine the implications of imperfect correlation in risks among banks. To do this sharply,
we consider the extreme situation of bank-specic, but not aggregate, uncertainty in returns.

If bank losses are not perfectly correlated, there is a

risk-pooling benet to holding capital centrally. Any capital held by an individual bank that does not default is eectively `wasted' if others default.
This capital could have been more useful if held centrally, and allocated to
failing banks.
Consider an economy as above, but with

pi ∼ F (pi )

the proportion of

bank i's loans that succeed. Therefore there is bank-specic but not aggregate
uncertainty: the economy-wide proportion of projects that succeed is always

p̄.

So this variant is a model of idiosyncratic but not systemic risk. In this
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situation, a pre-paid crisis fund of

κ = (1 + r)φ(p̄) =

φ(p̄)
p̄

per loan is sucient to ensure no defaults. The banks with
with

pi < p̄,

would receive funds. Their shortfall in total is

κ=

(7.16)

(1 + r)pi < 1,
κ.

i.e.

Note that

φ(p̄)
1
pL
< (p̄ − pL )F (p̄) < 1 − ,
p̄
p̄
p̄

the last term of which is the capital ratio such that no bank had a shortfall.
So it is evident that with uncorrelated returns across banks, a central fund
can avert any shortfalls with less capital than with decentralised capital held
in each bank.

This is simply the insurance benet  if capital is costly 

of pooling capital.

However, it raises a number of issues.

First, if (as in

the model) capital is not socially costly, there is no benet.

Second, an

appropriately designed market mechanism might be able to achieve the same
result. Third, who would operate the fund, and how? Finally, serious moral
hazard problems could result from a crisis fund, whereas decentralised capital
ownership has shareholders (more) on the hook for their bank's decisions.
A crisis fund results in socialised bank losses, yet private bank gains: this
encourage banks to take on undue risk.
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In any event, the major concern in nancial regulation is that of systemic
risk: the concern that banks sustain heavy losses simultaneously. The benets
of risk-pooling are least in that case, but it is when the crisis fund is needed
most. Because systemic risk is the main subject of this paper, we now return
to the case of perfectly correlated returns across banks.

7.5

Taxes and Implicit Subsidies

We now relax another of the assumptions upon which the neutrality result
depends  that of no ows to or from government. This enables us jointly
to consider taxation and anticipated bail-outs. Suppose that there is a tax

t ≥ 0

per unit loan that is pre-paid by banks, and that the government

bears fraction

λ≥0

of losses in insolvency. (Suppose that taxes and bail-out

subsidies are transfers to and from the exchequer, and that there is no specic
crisis fund.) Each loan now requires
before, we let

k

(1 + t)

of funding, and, consistent with

denote the proportion that is capital.

It remains true that there is never insolvency if

1−k ≤

This is because bondholders, who supply

pL
.
p̄

(1−k)(1+t) of funding per loan, can

be repaid in full even in the worst state, when the gross return is

(1 + t)pL /p̄.

(1 + r)pL =

We assume however that there is insucient capital to rule out
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insolvency, so bail-outs might happen. Then the critical

P

below which there

is insolvency is given by

(1 + b)(1 − k)(1 + t) = (1 + r)P .

(7.17)

The return to bondholders satises

(1 − k)(1 + t)b = (1 + r)(1 − λ)φ(P ) .

With (7.17) this gives

(1 − k)(1 + t) = (1 + r)[P − (1 − λ)φ(P )] .

(7.18)

Since the overall expected return to the private sector equals unity in equilibrium it must be that

1 + t = (1 + r)[p̄ + λφ(P )] .

(7.19)

(1 + r)λφ(P ).

Combining (7.18) and

The implicit subsidy is measured by
(7.19) we get

1−k =

As

P

pL /p̄

increases from
to

1,

pL

to

1,

P − (1 − λ)φ(P )
.
p̄ + λφ(P )

(7.20)

the RHS of (7.20) increases monotonically from

so there is a unique

P

that satises (7.20) given
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k

and

λ.

The

RHS is also increasing in

λ,

so

P

is decreasing in

λ

as well as

k.

But

P

is

independent of t, which just scales things up. Expected losses from insolvency
per unit loan are

(1 + r)φ(P ) =

which is decreasing in

k

and in

is naturally increasing in

λ,

1+t
,
λ + p̄/φ(P )

and increasing in

(7.21)

t.

The implicit subsidy

λ.

The special case of neutral tax-and-subsidy has

t=

λφ(P )
,
p̄

for then

t = (1 + r)λφ(P )

and

1 + r = 1/p̄ as in the previous analysis.

unit loan is then

The expected insolvency loss per

φ(P )/p̄.

What is the optimal tax rate

t given k and λ?

To answer this it is useful to

allow for the possibility that there is a social value of public funds in addition
to the externality cost of losses not absorbed by capital. The

γ

parameter

above related to the latter. Separately from that, let the social value of public
funds be

1 + β , so taxes/bail-outs have welfare benet/cost β ≥ 0 per unit.

reason for

A

β > 0 is that taxation distorts economic incentives, so bail-outs are

costly to the economy  rather than being welfare-neutral transfers  because
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they increase the taxes needed to restore the public nances to the condition
that they would be in without the bail-outs.
Expected welfare can be written as

Z

Rmax

(1 + R)[−X 0 (R)]dR − [1 + (βλ + γ)(1 + r)φ(P ) − βt]X(r)

W = p̄
r

Z

Rmax

(1 + R)[−X 0 (R)]dR − [1 + β(1 − (1 + r)p̄) + γ(1 + r)φ(P )]X(r) ,

= p̄
r

(7.22)

using (7.19). From (7.21) it is apparent that choosing optimal
to choosing

r

to maximise (7.22). Optimal

r

t

is equivalent

satises

(1 + r)p̄ − 1
β
γ φ(P )
1
1
=
+
(1 − ) ,
(1 + r)p̄
1 + β η(r) 1 + β p̄
η

(7.23)

where

η(r) ≡ −

(1 + r)X 0 (r)
X(r)

is the elasticity of demand for loans. This is a sort of Ramsey equation. On
the LHS is a price/cost mark-up because
and

1

(1+r)p̄ is the eective `price' per loan

is its cost. The rst term on the RHS is an inverse elasticity formula.

The second term, which captures negative externalities, is ambiguous

η > 1,

then the

externality term has a positive eect on the optimal tax rate: higher

t reduces

the number of loans more than it increases funding per loan. But if

η<1

sign, depending on whether or not the elasticity
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η > 1.

in

If

its

eect is negative because the eect of higher
the loan reduction eect.

t on funding per loan dominates

This is the `double-edged' nature of taxation as

an instrument to curb the negative externalities arising from systemic bank
failures.

7.6

Conclusions

Systemic banking crises generate large negative externalities but the standard economics of pollution control do not apply. Approaches involving the
principle of `polluter pays' for damage cannot work because banks are insolvent in a crisis. That focuses attention on the ex ante properties of taxation.
The normal risk-pooling benets associated with the central holding of funds
do not apply in the context of correlated systemic risks and the moral hazard problems that central holding creates argue against it. Furthermore, ex
ante Pigovian taxes are a double-edged sword: for a given capital ratio, they
increase the debt funding needed per loan, and so might increase the scale of
negative externalities in the event of a crisis. Thus the externality is directly
and undesirably as well as indirectly and desirably aected by taxation. This
issue, which is absent from standard externality settings, would not arise if
taxes were levied in terms of capital alone.

But, as our equivalence result

illustrated, capital levies and the regulation of capital ratios have similar
economic eects. The question is not therefore `taxation versus regulation'
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because the two are fundamentally the same. Rather, the issue concerns the
terms in which ex ante taxes are paid: unless pure capital, the double-edged
aspect of taxation arises.
Most of our analysis has been based on the theoretically arbitrary but realistic assumption that required capital ratios are xed at too low a level. The
rst-best solution would be to raise capital and/or loss absorbency more generally, through contingent capital (e.g. CoCos) and bail-inable debt. Structural reform  as proposed in the US Dodd-Frank Act (2010), the UK Independent Commission on Banking Report (2011) and the Liikanen Report
(2012)  in tandem with enhanced loss-absorbency may further reduce the
prospective damage from future banking crises and improve banks' ex ante
incentives.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
This work contributes to an understanding of the banking industry in
the wake of the Global Financial Crisis.

In this work, I rst consider the

incentives of individual employees, and how their decisions are made. Then, I
consider the banking industry as a whole, and investigate the possible role of
government intervention in the sector. I draw a number of novel conclusions
about the industry.
The focus of Chapter 3 is somewhat broader than banking, though it has
implications for the industry nonetheless. This chapter focuses on the ratchet
eect:

the implicit incentive against eort provided when managers (with

strong bargaining power) `reward' high achievement with more demanding
future contracts. My contribution is to consider the interaction between the
ratchet eect and a team's ability to cooperate. I conclude that the dominant
constraint in determining the eort provision of a team varies with both the
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ability of team members to monitor each other's eort provision, and also
with the size of the team. I show that small teams that work closely together
are constrained by the ratchet eect:
its impact on future contracting.

they underprovide eort because of

Larger, more diuse teams, however, are

relatively unaected by the ratchet eect: instead, their eort provision is
held back by the ability of the team members to demand eort from each
other. This implies that comparative statics may vary signicantly depending
on which constraint dominates.
In Chapter 4, I examine the phenomenon of large team transfers in professional service rms, especially investment banks. I argue that team transfers
may be motivated by the incentive of employees to stay with their current,
above-average teams. This incentive may arise when contracting and informational frictions lead to remuneration that increases with the average ability
of coworkers.

In this situation, team transfers may maximize the surplus

extracted by the team itself, even if they do not maximize the total surplus
generated in the economy. Therefore, teams that move together between rms
act, in some ways, like cartels: restricting the overall surplus in the economy,
but keeping more of it for themselves. This is achieved by eectively excluding
younger, less-qualied employees from the team.
In Chapter 5, I consider securitization regulation. I create a simple model
in which securitization bring benets to an economy through the recycling
of scarce bank capital, but also exacerbates banks' inherent moral hazard
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problems in loan monitoring. First, I consider whether a credit rating agency
may be able to mitigate the banks' moral hazard problem.

Instead, I nd

that the moral hazard problem of the rating agency, coupled with its sale of
consulting services results in equilibrium rating ination even with perfectly
rational investors.

Next, I show that a separate moral hazard problem in

securitization results in the bank either selling the entirety of a securitized
product, or keeping it all. Finally, I consider a number of possible regulatory
interventions in the industry. I show that not only may a number of proposed
regulations not achieve their stated goals, but they may even

reduce

social

welfare.
In Chapter 6, we propose an improved LIBOR reporting mechanism. This
mechanism, which we name the whistleblower mechanism, uses the revealed
preference of
borrow.

other

banks to determine the rate at which a given bank can

We show that truthful reporting by banks is the sole equilibrium

of our mechanism. In addition, our mechanism is budget-balanced, and we
illustrate why it will be dicult for banks to collude in an innitely-repeated
model.
In Chapter 7, we consider the oft-mentioned analogy between systemic
risk and pollution. We argue that systemic risk cannot be viewed as a standard externality because of the `polluter pays' problem.

We then show an

equivalence between taxation and capital regulation: the same economic outcome can be achieved whether banks hold capital individually or prepay into a
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central bailout fund. However, we conclude by illustrating that any levy that
is not solely in the form of capital may be a double-edged sword. Imposing
a levy results in a `wealth eect' on banks, which can, in certain situations,
increase the amount of debt taken on by the banks. This can be mitigated
only if the levy is raised entirely in the form of capital, which returns full
circle to equity capital regulation.

We interpret our results as encouraging

the wider use of capital buers.
The most recent nancial crisis has driven home the importance of the
banking sector  and illustrated the economic damage that is possible when
the industry falters. It may never be possible to completely eliminate banking
crises. The goal of this work, then, is to contribute to averting those future
crises that can be averted, and to dampen those that cannot.
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